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Abstract: The singular limits of massless gauge theory amplitudes are described by an
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decays. At tree-level, the emission of a soft gauge boson at subleading order in its en-
ergy is given by the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem, with the angular momentum operator
acting on a lower-point amplitude. For well separated particles at tree-level, we prove the
Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem using matrix elements of subleading SCET Lagrangian and op-
erator insertions which are individually gauge invariant. These contributions are uniquely
determined by gauge invariance and the reparametrization invariance (RPI) symmetry of
SCET. RPI in SCET is connected to the infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetries of the
S-matrix. The Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem is generically spoiled by on-shell corrections,
including collinear loops and collinear emissions. We demonstrate this explicitly both at
tree-level and at one-loop. The effective theory correctly describes these configurations,
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1 Introduction
The modern study of the perturbative S-matrix is now a mature field which traces its
roots to the Parke-Taylor formula for maximally-helicity-violating (MHV) amplitudes [1]
in the 1980s, the unitarity methods of refs. [2, 3] in the early 1990s and the identification
of perturbative gauge theory as a string theory in twistor space [4] in the early 2000s.
This program has produced a wealth of results, including several on-shell methods for
computing amplitudes both at tree-level and higher orders in perturbation theory (eg. [5–
9]), an emergent infinite dimensional Yangian symmetry of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills (SYM) amplitudes (eg. [10–13]), the relationship between strong and weak coupling
expansions of N = 4 SYM (eg. [14–18]), and significant surprises in the form and structure
of amplitudes in gravity (eg. [19–22]). The progress that has been made is encouraging
for reaching the ultimate goal of a complete understanding of the perturbative S-matrix (a
goal which is closer for highly supersymmetric theories).
An important part of this goal is an understanding of the kinematic limits of the S-
matrix. As recognized long ago [23–27], universal structures appear in perturbative gauge
theory and gravity when the energy of external particles are taken soft. In gauge theo-
ries similar universal structures arise when external particles become collinear, leading to
the definition of important quantities like the parton distribution function. Finally the
universality of these soft and collinear limits has a profound interpretation in terms of fac-
torization of the underlying space of states into physically realizable subprocesses [28–36].
Weinberg [24] in particular stressed that the universality of the soft limits comes from
very general symmetry constraints, such as charge conservation and Lorentz invariance of
the S-matrix, and pointed out the deep physical consequence that this forbids particles with
spin greater than 2 from mediating long-range forces. Schematically, Weinberg’s version of
the soft theorems for gravity and gauge theory amplitudes take the form
A(1, . . . , N, s)→ S(0)(s)A(1, . . . , N) , (1.1)
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whereA(1, . . . , N, s) is an N+1-point amplitude with the energy of particle s taken to 0 and
S(0)(s) is the leading term in the energy expansion. Importantly, S(0)(s) is fully indepen-
dent of the internal structure of the amplitude A(1, . . . , N). More recently, studies in this
direction led to defining an “inverse soft” construction of amplitudes [37–41] by which exter-
nal particles are added to an amplitude systematically by undoing the universal soft limit.
At tree level, it is known that this universality also extends to subleading terms in the
expansion of amplitudes in gauge theory and gravity [26, 27, 42–44]. That is, in the soft
limit, the amplitude takes the schematic form
A(1, . . . , N, s)→
(
S(0)(s) + S(sub)(s)
)
A(1, . . . , N) , (1.2)
where now S(sub)(s) is suppressed with respect to the leading soft factor, S(0)(s), by the
energy of the soft particle over a hard scattering scale. In contrast to the leading soft
factor S(0)(s), the subleading soft factor S(sub)(s) is a derivative operator that acts non-
trivially on the lower-point amplitude A(1, . . . , N). Very recently, refs. [45, 46] identified
an extension for these soft theorems for gravity and gauge tree amplitudes, corresponding
to the next term in the soft limit expansion of the amplitude. Several papers [47–68] have
studied the consequences of the subleading soft theorems and have provided both insights
and identifed puzzles of the soft limits of amplitudes.
In this paper, we will focus on the subleading soft amplitudes in gauge theory at both
tree-level and one-loop order. At tree-level the leading soft factor S(0)(s) can be written as
S(0)(s) =
N∑
i=1
Ti
s · pi
pi · ps , (1.3)
where the sum runs over all external particles in the amplitude, psµ is the momentum of
the soft particle s, sµ is its polarization vector, and Ti is the charge or appropriate color
matrix of particle i. The gauge invariance of S(0)(s) follows from the global conservation
of charge:
∑
i Ti = 0. The subleading soft factor S
(sub)(s) can similarly be expressed as
S(sub)(s) =
N∑
i=1
Ti
sµpsνJ
µν
i
pi · ps , (1.4)
where Jµνi is the angular momentum operator associated with particle i acting on the
parent amplitude. For gauge theory we will refer to this as the Low-Burnett-Kroll (LBK)
theorem [23, 25]. A proof of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem at tree level for arbitrary
numbers of external particles that only relies on gauge invariance and Lorentz invariance
was given in ref. [58]. Unlike the leading soft factor, S(sub)(s) is gauge invariant because
for each i the angular momentum factor Jµνi is anti-symmetric, and hence does not rely on
a global symmetry.
In thinking about the soft limits of a quantum field theory, we should expect that the
physics of the soft limit is described by a low-energy effective theory of the full theory.
In gauge theory, and in particular in QCD, this effective theory is Soft-Collinear Effective
Theory (SCET) [69–72] which was established in the early 2000’s, around the same time
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as the modern amplitudes program. SCET has been widely applied to flavor and collider
physics including B-hadron decays (eg. [73–84]), Charmonia (eg. [85–87]), predictions of
all-orders distributions of collider event observables (eg. [88–104]), precise extractions of
the strong coupling αs (eg. [105, 106]), the structure of amplitudes (eg. [107–109]), Higgs
physics (eg. [101, 110–112]), and for Heavy Ion Collisions (eg. [113–115]). As it is an
effective theory of QCD (or of a gauge theory in general), SCET reproduces the physics in
the infrared and collinear regions of phase space of the full theory. Thus, we can utilize the
significant power of SCET to study the issues of the soft theorems in gauge theory. SCET
has also been formalized for gravity [116], and in that case is somewhat simpler than for
gauge theory because there are no singular collinear limits in gravity. In this paper, we
will focus on the SCET of gauge theory and only briefly mention results in gravity.
The power of SCET is that it systematically organizes the factorization of the S-matrix
into components that describe the different relevant physics that contribute to a process.
The factorized amplitude A in SCET takes the form
A =
∑
j
[
C
(jc)
H ⊗
∏
i
I(jiI)i ⊗ S(js)
]
= C
(0)
H ⊗
∏
i
I(0)i ⊗ S(0) + . . . . (1.5)
Here the first term with jc = j
i
I = js = 0 is the leading order amplitude, and the sum
over j includes amplitudes that are power suppressed to order j (where at each order
jc +
∑
i j
i
I + js = j). The CH are hard coefficients that describe the hard scattering event.
The Ii are collinear amplitudes that describe states that include collinear emissions in the
directions of each of the original particles in the hard scattering event. S are soft amplitude
factors which describe the global soft radiation emitted from the particular configuration
of hard, external particles in the process. Each C
(jc)
H , I
(jiI)
i , and S
(js) has a gauge coupling
constant expansion. The symbol ⊗ denotes momentum space convolutions and global index
contractions as the different functions will have some response to one another. Importantly,
SCET tracks the correlated scales of all sectors by assigning a consistent power counting to
the momenta of the hard, collinear and soft modes. To study the soft factors in SCET re-
quires a study of the amplitude at subleading power js. The required formalism for studying
these power corrections was worked out in the early SCET literature [74–76, 117–119].
For an all-orders understanding of the soft limits, we need a consistent treatment of the
soft and collinear singularities of a gauge theory. Using SCET, we are able to characterize
the structure of the subleading soft factor in gauge theory at tree-level, one-loop, and
beyond. The main results of this paper are as follows:
• Failure of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in QFT.
In a quantum field theory with massless particles, the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem is
generically false, which has been shown by explicit counter-examples [48, 49]. The
reason it is false is due to particles in the amplitude that become collinear resulting
in a propagator going on-shell.1 At tree-level, the collinear region of phase space can
be avoided by judiciously choosing the external particles to be widely separated in
1The importance of this region of phase space was noted as early as ref. [120], which established an
extension of the subleading soft theorem; see section 4.3.3 for a more detailed discussion.
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angle. At loop-level, however, we must integrate over all momentum regions of the
particles in the loop, including those regions where the particle in the loop becomes
collinear with an external particle. There is no physical way to exclude this region
of the loop integral. In contrast, the structure of the subleading SCET Lagrangians
and operators (valid to all orders in perturbation theory) imply that subleading soft
effects can still be factored out of the hard interaction, and the collinear dynamics.
• Enhanced symmetries of the effective theory.
As an effective theory, SCET has enhanced symmetries with respect to the full theory.
These symmetries are manifested via the reorganization of the full-theory S-matrix
in terms of factorized operators with soft and collinear fields. As an illustration of
this, we discuss the reparametrization invariance (RPI) [118] of SCET and show that
it is a manifestation of the conjectured infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry of
gauge theories and gravity [121–124].2 At tree level we show that the subleading LBK
soft factor S(sub)(s) in gauge theory is reproduced by matrix elements involving the
subleading gauge invariant SCET Lagrangian and operators. For massless particles
the form of these Lagrangians and operators are fully constrained by the RPI and
gauge symmetries of the effective theory, and these symmetries play an important
role in deriving LBK.
• New loop-level soft theorems from the effective theory.
By its construction, SCET contains all of the physics of the infrared (IR) of the full
gauge theory. For a generic 1-loop amplitude we formulate a new subleading soft
theorem for the emission of a soft gauge boson from N well separated hard particles.
This result involves an LBK contribution acting on a hard 1-loop amplitude, contri-
butions from soft loops dressing the tree-level N -point amplitude AN , contributions
where AN is contracted with one-loop splitting amplitudes, and contributions involv-
ing the loop level fusion of collinear particles. We also formulate a subleading soft
theorem for tree-level amplitudes which have two external collinear particles.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Because we are bridging the fields of amplitudes
and effective theory methods, we will provide a review of each in section 2 attempting to be
self-contained, focusing on the application of the subleading soft theorems. In particular, we
review the subleading soft theorems, modern amplitude techniques, and SCET. We provide
examples of explicit tree-level amplitudes, expand them in the soft limit, and check that
the resulting subleading soft factors agree with LBK. In our SCET review, we define the
modes and operators of the theory and do some simple calculations, such as proving the
leading power soft theorem in the presence of arbitrary loop corrections. We also review
the subleading power SCET Lagrangian and the reparameterization invariance symmetry
of SCET. Finally, we construct the subleading soft SCET hard-scattering operators that
are relevant for N point amplitudes with massless particles.
2The RPI of gravity will be richer than gauge theory because Poincare´ symmetry is gauged. RPI in
SCET for gravity should be related to those diffeomorphisms that are broken by the dominant directions of
the external energetic particles. Acting on the spacetime boundary, we expect these diffeomorphisms to be
generated by a Virasoro algebra in four spacetime dimensions [124]. This connection deserves further study.
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In section 3, we study the subleading soft factor at tree-level and decompose the
angular momentum operator into components with definite power counting in the effective
theory. We explicitly compute the subleading soft factor at the first few orders in the power
counting and show that the SCET results yield the subleading soft factor given by LBK.
Finally we show that the reparametrization invariance of SCET is related to an effectively
infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry of gauge theory.
In section 4, we derive our main new results, including a subleading soft theorem that
is valid at one-loop order. The corrections encoded in this soft theorem come from the
region of the loop integral in which the loop momenta is collinear to external particles, and
this situation violates the assumptions required in deriving the simpler Low-Burnett-Kroll
result. The one-loop finite amplitude A(−,+, · · · ,+) provides a counterexample to the
general validity of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem beyond tree-level [48, 49]. We show that
these amplitudes instead obey our generalized subleading soft theorem at the one-loop level.
We also show by explicit calculation that the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem is violated at tree-
level if two of the external legs in the amplitude become collinear at a rate comparable to the
rate that the soft momentum becomes soft. For this situation, we derive a soft theorem for
real emission graphs containing two collinear particles that are not well-separated in phase
space. The result includes both a direct emission contribution and an amplitude coupling
to the soft limit of the 1→ 3 splitting amplitude. This correlated soft-collinear scaling limit
plays an important role in many physical cross sections, such as those for thrust in e+e− →
jets, for jet mass predictions in pp→ jets, or for small pT cross section in Higgs production.
Finally, we conclude in section 5 and comment on the potentially fruitful relation-
ship between amplitudes and effective field theory methods. Further details and various
calculations are included in appendices.
2 Subleading soft theorems and subleading SCET
2.1 Spinor notation
In this section, we review the subleading soft theorems and the relevant modern amplitude
techniques. Standard reviews of spinor helicity methods include refs. [125, 126]. In four
dimensions, the Lorentz group is locally isomorphic to SU(2)×SU(2) and so a lightlike
vector pµ can be expressed as an outer product of two spinors λa and λ˜a˙:
pµ = σµaa˙λ
aλ˜a˙ , (2.1)
where σ0 = 1 and σµaa˙ for µ = 1, 2, 3 are the Pauli spin matrices. Depending on the
signature of spacetime, the spinors λa and λ˜a˙ are related to one another differently. For
example, in 3 + 1 signature they are complex conjugates while in 2 + 2 signature they
are independent real spinors. We will use the 3 + 1 signature language and refer to λa as
the holomorphic spinor and λ˜a˙ as the antiholomorphic spinor. Under the little group, λa
transforms as a − helicity spinor and λ˜a˙ transforms as a + helicity spinor.
The power of introducing the spinor notation is that helicity amplitudes in four di-
mensions are naturally expressed as functions of the spinors of the external particles. The
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covariant inner product of the spinors for particles i and j is expressed as
〈ij〉 ≡ abλai λbj , [ij] ≡ a˙b˙λ˜a˙i λ˜b˙j . (2.2)
Then, the dot product of two lightlike momenta pi and pj is
(pi + pj)
2 = 2pi · pj = 〈ij〉[ji] . (2.3)
Thus, a helicity amplitude will be a function of the covariant spinor products 〈ij〉 and [ij]
for all particles i and j in the amplitude. A little group transformation of particle i can be
expressed as a scaling of the helicity spinors.
λi → t−1λi , λ˜i → tλ˜i . (2.4)
The amplitude3 must transform covariantly according to the helicity of particle i under the
little group as
A(1, . . . , t · i, . . . , N) = t2hiA(1, . . . , i, . . . , N ) , (2.5)
where t · i denotes the little group action on i and hi is the helicity of particle i. Eq. (2.5)
is a non-trivial constraint on the amplitude.
In a non-abelian gauge theory we can further simplify the amplitudes by exploiting
color ordering. For example, a pure gluon amplitude in a gauge theory can be decomposed
at tree level into individual color orderings as
A(1, . . . , N) =
∑
σ∈SN/ZN
Tr
[
Tσ(1) · · ·Tσ(N)
]A(σ(1), . . . , σ(N)) , (2.6)
where σ is an element of the symmetric group SN modulo cyclic permutations ZN and
Ti is the color matrix of gluon i. For an amplitude that contains particles carrying color
in a representation other than the adjoint, the trace will be replaced by the appropriate
color index contractions. Further, for simplicity we will often strip the overall numerical
prefactor and factors of the coupling from the amplitude and consider the amplitude purely
as a function of the kinematics of the scattering process.
2.2 Soft factors of gauge theory and gravity amplitudes
As mentioned in the introduction, in the limit that the energy of particle s becomes small,
a tree-level amplitude in gauge theory or gravity should take the following form:
A(1, . . . , N, s)→
(
S(0)(s) + S(sub)(s)
)
A(1, . . . , N) , (2.7)
where S(0)(s) is the leading soft factor and S(sub)(s) is the subleading soft factor. Higher
order terms in the expansion have been dropped. For a soft emission in gauge theory,
S(0)(s) is
S(0)gauge(s) =
N∑
i=1
Ti
s · pi
pi · ps , (2.8)
3All of our amplitudes are matrix elements that are truncated by LSZ and stripped of the momentum
conserving δ-function.
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where µs is the polarization vector of particle s and Ti is the charge, or appropriate color
matrix, of particle i. This soft factor is gauge invariant if charge/color is conserved:
N∑
i=1
Ti = 0 . (2.9)
In gravity, the soft factor S(0)(s) is
S(0)grav(s) =
N∑
i=1
Qi
µνs piµpiν
pi · ps , (2.10)
where Qi is the coupling of particle i to the graviton and 
µν
s is the soft graviton’s polariza-
tion tensor. This soft factor is gauge invariant if the graviton couples universally, Qi ≡ Q,
and if momentum is conserved:
N∑
i=1
pµi = 0 . (2.11)
A celebrated consequence of Weinberg’s soft theorems [24] is that the soft factor of bosons
with spin 3 or higher are only gauge invariant for non-generic kinematic configurations.
This implies that only spin 1 and spin 2 particles can mediate long range forces.
The subleading soft factor S(sub)(s) is known in gauge theory as the Low-Burnett-Kroll
theorem [23, 25]. The Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem can be expressed in terms of the angular
momentum operator as
S(sub)gauge(s) ≡ S(sub)(s) =
N∑
i=1
Ti
sµpsνJ
µν
i
pi · ps , (2.12)
where Jµνi is the angular momentum of particle i. This is gauge invariant because J
µν
i is
an antisymmetric tensor. Note therefore that unlike the leading soft factor in gauge theory,
the gauge invariance of the subleading soft factor does not constrain particles’ interactions.
The subleading soft factor for gravity takes a similar form [26, 27, 44]:
S(sub)grav (s) =
N∑
i=1
Q
sµνp
µ
i psρJ
νρ
i
pi · ps , (2.13)
but here gauge invariance does follow from global angular momentum conservation:
N∑
i=1
Jµνi = 0 . (2.14)
As shown in ref. [45], an efficient method for identifying the soft limit of tree-level
helicity amplitudes is to scale the spinors of the soft particle appropriately and then expand
in the scaling parameter. For the soft particle s we can choose the scaling4
λs → 1/2λs , λ˜s → 1/2λ˜s . (2.15)
4Ref. [45] and papers since then employed a holomorphic scaling for positive helicity particles where only
λs was scaled while λ˜s remained unchanged. These two scalings are related by a little group transformation
and so result in identical physical content.
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We choose to use this homogeneous scaling in order to more easily connect with the effective
theory analysis that also has a homogeneous scaling. If the soft particle s has + helicity,
then gravity amplitudes have the expansion
A(1, . . . , N, {s+, }) =
(
1

S(0)grav(s) + S
(sub)
grav (s)
)
A(1, . . . , N) +O(1) . (2.16)
Expressed in terms of the helicity spinors and suppressing couplings, the soft factors are
S(0)grav(s
+) =
N∑
i=1
[si]〈xi〉〈yi〉
〈si〉〈xs〉〈ys〉 , (2.17)
and
S(sub)grav (s
+) =
1
2
N∑
i=1
[si]
〈si〉
(〈xi〉
〈xs〉+
〈yi〉
〈ys〉
)
λ˜a˙s
∂
∂λ˜a˙i
. (2.18)
In the soft factors, x and y are arbitrary spinors representing the gauge redundancy. This
form of the subleading soft factor S(sub)(s) makes it clear that it is an operator that
acts non-trivially on the lower-point amplitude. Ref. [45] showed that the subleading soft
factor in eq. (2.18) holds to any number of external particles at tree-level using the BCFW
recursion relations [6, 7].
Using similar techniques, ref. [46] derived the subleading soft factor for color-ordered
tree-level amplitudes in gauge theory. Scaling the spinors as in eq. (2.15), these gauge
theory amplitudes with a soft gauge boson of positive helicity have the expansion
A(1, . . . , N, {s+, })) =
(
1

S(0)gauge(s) + S
(sub)(s)
)
A(1, . . . , N) +O(1) , (2.19)
where the leading soft factor is
S(0)gauge(s
+) =
〈N1〉
〈Ns〉〈s1〉 , (2.20)
and the subleading soft factor is
S(sub)(s+) =
λ˜a˙s
〈s1〉
∂
∂λ˜a˙1
+
λ˜a˙s
〈Ns〉
∂
∂λ˜a˙N
. (2.21)
This subleading soft factor is composed of the total angular momentum operators of par-
ticles N and 1. The soft factors for a minus helicity soft gauge boson s− are found by
swapping all holomorphic and antiholomorphic spinors in eqs. (2.20) and (2.21).
It is important to note the assumptions implicit in these derivations of the soft factors.
In the tree level derivations, refs. [23, 25, 46, 58] assume that a Laurent series of the ampli-
tude in powers of the soft particle’s momentum can be performed. This assumes that the
soft momentum must not flow through a propagator that is itself becoming on-shell, such
as for a collinear particle that probes a pole in the amplitude not caused by the emission of
the soft particle. This is equivalent to assuming that all other external particles are both
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energetic and well-separated from each other in angle so that all Lorentz invariant products
not involving the soft momentum are large. This constrains the expansion parameter  as
 ∼ ps · pk
(pi + pj)2
 1, (2.22)
for all particles i, j, k in the amplitude, where ps is a soft momentum. The requirement
that (pi+pj)
2 does not vanish as fast as ps ·pk can be enforced by a choice of kinematics for
tree-level amplitudes. However, eq. (2.22) alone should not be taken to define the region
of soft emissions, in particular because collinear emissions play an important role in gauge
theory, and soft emissions coupling through the leading factor S(0) are still well defined in
this situation. We will explain below in section 2.4 the more general power counting of
SCET for soft interactions that works in the presence of collinear particles, and review a
simple proof of the leading soft factor under these more general conditions in section 2.6.
2.3 Soft factors of explicit amplitude examples
To set the stage for our later discussion it is useful to study the soft expansion of amplitudes
in several explicit examples, which we present in this subsection. We will begin with an
example in gravity that nicely illustrates the presence of the subleading soft factor. Exam-
ples of the same technique are then given for gauge theory amplitudes, to exhibit the Low-
Burnett-Kroll theorem. In the final part of this subsection we turn to the one-loop finite
single-minus amplitude A(−,+ · · · ,+) in pure Yang-Mills theory. This amplitude provides
a quantum mechanical counter-example to the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem [48, 49].
2.3.1 A simple gravity amplitude
To see the subleading soft factor in gravity, we will consider the 5-graviton MHV tree-level
amplitude which is
A(1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) = [12][25]〈12〉
8
〈12〉〈13〉〈14〉〈25〉〈35〉〈45〉〈34〉2 +
[15][25]〈12〉8
〈13〉〈14〉〈15〉〈23〉〈24〉〈25〉〈34〉2
+
[12][15]〈12〉8
〈12〉〈15〉〈23〉〈24〉〈35〉〈45〉〈34〉2 , (2.23)
where the superscript denotes the helicities of the particles in the amplitude. Scaling the
spinors of particle 5 as in eq. (2.15), the amplitude has the following expansion:
A(1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) =
1

(
[15]〈13〉〈14〉
〈15〉〈35〉〈45〉 +
[25]〈23〉〈24〉
〈25〉〈35〉〈45〉
)
[12]〈12〉8
〈12〉〈13〉〈14〉〈23〉〈24〉〈34〉2
+
〈12〉[15][25]
[12]〈15〉〈25〉 ·
[12]〈12〉8
〈12〉〈13〉〈14〉〈23〉〈24〉〈34〉2 . (2.24)
The −1 term is immediately recognizable as the leading soft factor, eq. (2.17), times the
4-point amplitude. The arbitrary spinors x and y in eq. (2.17) have been set to the spinors
of gravitons 3 and 4. The 0 term is precisely the action of the subleading soft factor on
the 4-point amplitude, as shown in ref. [45]. In general, higher-point gravity amplitudes
will have non-zero higher-order terms in the soft expansion, unlike the case here.
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2.3.2 Simple gauge theory amplitudes
We can do a similar exercise for gauge theory amplitudes, focusing on pure gluon scattering.
It is well-known in gauge theory that tree-level MHV-type amplitudes take the following
form for any number of external gluons [1, 127]:
A[0](1, . . . , N) = 〈ij〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈(N − 1)N〉〈N1〉 , (2.25)
where gluons i and j have − helicity, and all other gluons have + helicity. The superscript
[0] indicates that the amplitude is tree-level. If we consider any one of the + helicity gluons
to be soft, we immediately see that this full amplitude is exactly equal to the product of
the corresponding S(0) times the (N − 1) point MHV-type amplitude A with that particle
removed. So it is clear that there is no subleading soft factor. This is exactly as predicted
from the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem, expressed with the operator S(sub)(s) in eq. (2.21),
because MHV amplitudes are independent of the anti-holomorphic spinors λ˜i. If we instead
consider one of the − helicity gluons to be soft, then this amplitude does not have a leading
or subleading term, instead it is suppressed, O(), and hence beyond the order that the
soft theorems apply.
To study a non-trivial subleading soft factor we need to consider an amplitude beyond
MHV. The simplest such amplitude is the 6-gluon split-helicity next-to-MHV (NMHV)
amplitude [125, 128]:
A[0](1−, 2−, 3−, 4+, 5+, 6+) = 1〈5|3 + 4|2]
( 〈3|4 + 5|6]3
[61][12]〈34〉〈45〉(3 + 4 + 5)2
− 〈1|5 + 6|4]
3
[23][34]〈56〉〈61〉(5 + 6 + 1)2
)
. (2.26)
Here (i+ j + k)2 = (pi + pj + pk)
2 and
〈i|j + k|l] ≡ 〈ij〉[jl] + 〈ik〉[kl] . (2.27)
Because of the more complicated form of this amplitude, the form of the result obtained
from the expansion will depend on how 6-point momentum conservation is applied to
manipulate the original expression. Regardless of how this is done, the results obtained
from the expansion are equal using 6-point momentum conservation. Hence, though the
forms may look different, they all yield the same subleading soft factor. Thus we must
always retain 6-point momentum conservation. There is, however, some freedom in how we
satisfy this momentum conservation, and in particular which hard particles carry momenta
that balance the momentum of the soft particle. Here we let the split of this soft momentum
be arbitrary amongst all the hard particles, and do not consider expanding the hard particle
momenta into residual soft components.5 For example, scaling the spinors of particle 5 as
5We thank Zvi Bern for discussions about how momentum conservation was implemented in the liter-
ature. It was shown in ref. [48] that the procedure we adopt here is identical to the original prescription
presented in ref. [45] where one solves the momentum conserving δ-functions for the spinors of the particles
that neighbor the soft particle. With the multipole expansion in SCET, the 6-point momentum conser-
vation is often split into a 5-point momentum conservation for the large momenta of collinear particles,
times an exact 6-point momentum conservation for the soft particle and residual momentum of the collinear
particles. Hence the flow of soft momentum is also kept general, as we do here.
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in eq. (2.15) the amplitude expands as
A[0](1−, 2−, 3−, 4+, 5+s , 6+) =
{
1

〈46〉
〈45〉〈56〉 +
1
〈5|3+4|2]
(
〈5|3+4|5] [32]
[34]〈45〉 + 〈5|6+1|5]
[12]
[61]〈56〉
+ 3〈5|3|2] [65]
[46]〈45〉 + 3〈5|1|2]
[45]
[46]〈56〉 + [52]
)}
[46]4
[12][23][34][46][61]
+O(1) . (2.28)
The presence of the leading soft factor is manifest, and, while not obvious, it can easily
be shown that the O(0) term is numerically identical to the action of the subleading soft
factor, eq. (2.21), on the amplitude A(1−, 2−, 3−, 4+, 6+).
2.3.3 Single-minus amplitude in pure Yang-Mills
The soft expansion of the single-minus helicity amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) is par-
ticularly interesting. This amplitude is zero at tree level. At one loop it is nonzero and
infrared finite, so na¨ıvely one might think one could expand it assuming the region of va-
lidity of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem for the external particles, eq. (2.22). Taking the
results from refs. [48, 49], the large Nc primitive amplitude
6 is
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) = i
48pi2
1
〈34〉2
(
− 〈13〉
3[32]〈42〉
〈15〉〈54〉〈32〉2 +
〈14〉3[45]〈35〉
〈12〉〈23〉〈45〉2 −
[25]3
[12][51]
)
.
(2.29)
As particle 5 becomes soft, the first term contributes to the leading order eikonal soft factor,
whereas the second gives a subleading contribution. As shown in refs. [48, 49] this does
not take the form of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem acting on the four-point amplitude
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) = i
48pi2
〈13〉3〈24〉[12]
〈23〉2〈34〉3 , (2.30)
since(
1

S(0)(5+) + S(sub)(5+)
)
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) =
i
48pi2
〈13〉3〈24〉[12]
〈23〉2〈34〉3
(
1

〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉 +
[52]
〈51〉[12]
)
. (2.31)
Using momentum conservation in the form 〈34〉[23] = 〈14〉[12] + 〈45〉[25], the two terms
in eq. (2.31) together exactly reproduces the first term in eq. (2.29). However the second
term in eq. (2.29) is not reproduced, so LBK is violated.
The fact that the subleading soft behavior of this amplitude does not conform to
the LBK theorem was analyzed in ref. [58], which paid careful attention to the infrared
structure at loop level, noting certain “factorizing” diagrams were responsible, similar to
problems encountered in loop-level on-shell recursion.
In section 4, we will demonstrate that this behavior is quite generic at loop level, since
it arises from a collinear region of the loop diagram that only depends on a single energetic
external leg and hence can always be factorized from the remainder of the diagram. This
factorization is manifest in SCET, and makes up one term in our loop-level soft theorem.
6For gauge theories with only adjoint particles, all one loop amplitudes can be determined from the large
Nc color-ordered amplitudes alone, which are called the primitive amplitudes, see ref. [2].
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2.4 Review of soft-collinear effective theory and power counting
To analyze the soft limit of gauge theory amplitudes, we would like to write down an effec-
tive theory of soft emissions so that hard and soft physics are factorized from one another
and can be studied independently. An eikonal effective field theory of this sort, known as
LEET, was formulated in ref. [129]. As noted earlier, this is consistent at tree-level, where
we can enforce all external particles to have large energy and be at large angles with respect
to one another. Thus, eq. (2.22) can be satisfied. However, gauge theories in four dimen-
sions also have collinear singularities and collinear particles, and it is well known that LEET
is inconsistent beyond tree level for this reason. At loop level, there is no way to avoid the
region of the loop integral corresponding to a collinear virtual loop particle, and, generically,
soft gluons can be sensitive to these collinear loops. Therefore, for a consistent low-energy
effective theory to all orders, we must include soft and collinear dynamics simultaneously.
SCET [69–72] is the effective theory of the soft and collinear dynamics of QCD, or
more generally, any gauge theory with a weakly-coupled sector. Because of collinear diver-
gences, the dominant energy flow in any scattering event in a gauge theory will be along
directions localized in space, so it is useful to define a coordinate system with respect to
these directions. We will refer to the directions of dominant energy flow as collinear or jet
directions, and label each distinct direction i by a dimensionless light-like vector nµi .
7 To
fully decompose a four vector using nµi as a basis vector, we need to specify the component
along ni using another dimensionless light-like basis vector n¯
µ
i , and we adopt the normal-
ization convention ni · n¯i = 2. For a four-vector pµ we then have contributions along ni,
n¯i, and in the transverse directions as
pµ =
n¯i · p
2
nµi +
ni · p
2
n¯i
µ + pµ⊥ . (2.32)
It is sometimes convenient to denote ni · p ≡ p+ and n¯i · p ≡ p−. Here p2 = p+p− + p2⊥.
As a simple example of an amplitude that will be relevant to our discussion later on,
consider N massless energetic particles that are well-separated in phase space as shown in
figure 1a. The external particles in this situation will satisfy eq. (2.22). If their momenta
are labelled pi with i = 1, . . . , N , then by well-separated we mean that if i 6= j then
pi · pj  λ2 where λ is related to the scaling parameter for a soft momentum, which is
either pµs ∼ λ2 or pµs ∼ λ. For this amplitude we can use the momenta themselves as the
ni basis vectors, so that p
µ
i = n
µ
i n¯i · pi/2. The well-separated condition is then ni ·nj  λ2
which is precisely the condition for having independent collinear sectors in SCET [88].
The above situation is violated when we have more than one particle in a collinear
sector. For example, we may have an amplitude with two large momenta p1 and p
′
1 that
are parametrically close in phase space, and a third momentum p2 that is well-separated.
In this case we can have p1 · p′1 ∼ λ2 even though p1 · p2 ∼ p′1 · p2  λ2, so that neither p1,
nor p′1, nor p2 are soft. In this situation we say that both p1 and p′1 are collinear, and that
they belong to the same n1 collinear sector, while p2 belongs to a different collinear sector.
Here the momenta p1 and p
′
1 violate the LBK condition in eq. (2.22). In this situation
7When referring to an arbitrary collinear direction, we will often drop the i subscript and just call it the
n-collinear direction.
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Figure 1. a) Illustration of an amplitude with N energetic external lines with soft gluon attach-
ments encoded by a soft amplitude S. b) Illustration of the dominant modes for a two-jet event,
where we have a hard amplitude CH , two directions with splittings generating collinear amplitudes
In1 and In2 , and a soft amplitude S.
Mode ni · p n¯i · p p⊥
hard Q Q Q
ni-collinear λ
2Q Q λQ
soft1 λ
2Q λ2Q λ2Q
soft2 λQ λQ λQ
Table 1. Scaling of momentum components of the hard, ni-collinear, and soft modes with respect
to the total scattering energy Q. λ is the small power-counting parameter in SCET. For the soft
modes two common scalings are shown. If there is a need to distinguish then they are often referred
to as soft with ps ∼ λ, and ultrasoft with ps ∼ λ2.
there will be propagators for energetic particles where it is not possible to Taylor expand
all soft momenta out of the denominator of the propagator and into the numerator.
As a simple example of a process with nontrivial collinear dynamics, consider an initial
state in a scattering process that is not charged under the gauge theory, which then decays
with a large energy release into gauge theory particles. Here there must be at least two ener-
getic (collinear) particles in the final state. The amplitude that describes the dominant in-
frared contributions for the simplest final state with two jets in directions n1 and n2 is shown
in figure 1b, and there are two sets of collinear modes corresponding to these two directions
as well as nontrivial collinear amplitudes In1 and In2 caused by splittings. In addition there
is a soft amplitude S, which is generated by the dipole formed from the collinear particles.
In a general gauge theory, the most important on-shell modes correspond to soft and
collinear physics that dominate the dynamics of a scattering event, as illustrated in figure 1.
These modes have momenta that scale with a small parameter λ  1 relative to a large
momentum scale Q that sets the dimensions, and are summarized in table 1.8 Collinear
8When the initial state of the scattering process is not given by well separated particles that participate
in the primary hard scattering, an off-shell mode referred as a Glauber mode may also play an important
role in infrared gauge theory dynamics [33, 130]. Throughout this paper, we assume that the initial state
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modes have a large component of momentum in one direction, and parametrically smaller
momenta in the others. For example, any energetic external particle will be referred to as
collinear. Two n-collinear momenta will satisfy pi · p′i ∼ λ2. Soft modes are isotropic, with
all components of their momenta small with respect to Q. By contrast, the collinear modes’
momenta is not isotropic; for example an n-collinear momentum is predominantly in the
n direction, spread about n by a small angle θn ∼ p⊥/p− ∼ λ. We will generically refer
to any momentum that does not scale with λ as hard. In particular the sum of momenta
from two distinct collinear sectors, pi + pj , is hard.
The definition of on-shell we adopt is broader than the amplitude literature, in that
we consider both particles that are exactly on-shell p2 = p+p− + p2⊥ = 0, and those that
are parametrically close to the on-shell region of momentum space with a homogeneous
scaling, so that p+p− ∼ p2⊥. Here ∼ means that the two expressions have the same scaling
in λ, and this condition is satisfied for all soft and collinear modes in table 1. For example,
since we adopt p⊥ ∼ λ for a n-collinear particle this implies that its momentum n · p ∼ λ2.
The definition of on-shell in the effective theory implies that a propagator with momenta
from a single sector is not expanded in powers of λ.
To see the differences between the two soft momentum scalings listed in table 1 requires
comparisons between different momentum types. Both types of soft momenta act in the
same manner when compared to hard momenta, or in a situation with only one collinear
particle in each sector. In these cases eq. (2.22) is satisfied. When compared to two mo-
menta, pi and p
′
i, both with n-collinear scaling, the two soft scalings act differently. Soft1
scales such that ps ·pi ∼ pi ·p′i, whereas the scaling for soft2 implies ps ·pi  pi ·p′i. Thus to-
gether these two soft modes cover both ways in which the LBK condition in eq. (2.22) can be
parametrically violated. In the literature, physical examples that require soft1 modes are re-
ferred to as SCETI, whereas those that require soft2 modes are referred to as SCETII [131].
Our focus here will be on the soft1 modes, and from here on we will use the name
“soft” to simply refer to the scaling associated to these modes.9 Any collinear mode that
absorbs a soft particle remains collinear:
pc + ps ∼ Q(λ2, λ2, λ2) +Q(λ2, 1, λ) ∼ Q(λ2, 1, λ) , (2.33)
where the components are the (+,−,⊥) momenta. Since n · pc ∼ n · ps this component of
ps is not expanded in powers of λ in a propagator carrying momentum ps + pc.
When relating λ to the scaling parameter  used to identify the subleading soft factor
in our review of amplitudes, we note that pµs ∼ λ2 and pµs ∼ , and hence take λ2 ∼ 
throughout the rest of this paper. As mentioned earlier, the power counting in eq. (2.22)
used for the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem must be extended for an analysis at loop level, or
in the presence of non-trivial collinear states. The SCET power counting presented here is
satisfies this and that Glauber modes can be ignored.
9In the literature the soft1 modes are often called ultrasoft to distinguish them from the soft=soft2 modes.
Different relative scalings of the soft modes with respect to the collinear modes are important for the study
of specific observables [103, 104, 110, 111], but a full discussion of the differences is beyond the scope of our
paper. Some of our results can be immediately applied to the case of soft2 modes by performing what is
called a SCETI to SCETII matching, and we will briefly mention when this is the case, mostly with footnotes.
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consistent to all orders in both the coupling constant and λ expansion, and can mix soft
and collinear momentum components. Even for cases in which eq. (2.22) is violated, SCET
correctly describes the soft limits.
2.5 SCET Lagrangian and operators
The SCET Lagrangian LSCET governs the dynamics of soft and collinear particles, while
the physics of a hard collision is encoded in external operators O that connect together
different collinear sectors. Both of these have a power expansion in λ:
LSCET = L(0) + L(1) + . . . , O = O(0) +O(1) + . . . , (2.34)
where the superscript denotes the order in the power expansion in λ. The power counting
theorem of SCET [132] implies that we can simply add these exponents to determine the
relative size of various time ordered product contributions. In this section we will briefly re-
view the leading order terms, leaving the review of the subleading soft operators relevant to
our analysis to sections 2.7 and 2.9 below. For the leading order SCET Lagrangian we have
L(0) = L(0)soft +
∑
n
(
L(0)ξn + L
(0)
An
)
. (2.35)
The sum is over distinct collinear equivalence classes {n}, determined by ni ·nj  λ2. This
enforces that collinear emissions within a given sector are at parametrically smaller angles
than emissions described by two disinct collinear sectors. Here L(0)soft is simply the Yang-
Mills Lagrangian with soft fermion fields ψs and soft gluon fields A
µ
s . For the n-collinear
fields we have φn for scalars, ξn for fermions and A
µ
n for gluons and the leading-power
collinear scalar, fermion, and gauge boson Lagrangians are [70, 72]
L(0)φn = 2 Tr
[
φ∗n
(
n¯ ·Dn n ·Dns +D2n⊥
)
φn
]
,
L(0)ξn = ξ¯n
(
in ·Dns + i /Dn⊥
1
in¯ ·Dn i
/Dn⊥
)
/¯n
2
ξn , (2.36)
L(0)An =
1
2g2
Tr
([
iDµns, iD
ν
ns
][
iDµns, iD
ν
ns
])
+ L(0)An,gf .
In a covariant gauge, the gauge fixing terms in the collinear gluon Lagrangian are
L(0)An,gf =
1
α
Tr
([
i∂µns, Anµ
][
i∂νns, Anν
])
+ ghosts , (2.37)
where we omit the ghost Lagrangian [72] as it is not needed for the analysis in this paper.
Here iDµn = i∂
µ
n + gA
µ
n is the n-collinear covariant derivative, whose components are
in ·Dn = in · ∂n + gn ·An , in¯ ·Dn = in¯ · ∂n + gn¯ ·An , iDµn⊥ = i∂µn⊥ + gAµn⊥ . (2.38)
In addition when the soft field that is the same order in λ is included we use
iDµns = iD
µ
n +
n¯µ
2
gn ·As , in ·Dns = in ·Dn + gn ·As ,
i∂µns = i∂
µ
n +
n¯µ
2
gn ·As . (2.39)
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pn
= i
n/
2
n¯ · pn
(n¯ · pn)(n · pn) + p2n⊥
n
= ignµ
n¯/
2
µ
pn
µ ν
µ
ν pn λ
=
−igµν
(n¯ · pn)(n · pn) + p2n⊥
= ig nµgνλ(n¯ · pn)
Figure 2. The leading-power color-ordered SCET Feynman rules for emission of a soft gluon off of
an n-collinear fermion or gluon in Feynman-‘t Hooft gauge. The collinear fermion is denoted by the
solid line, the collinear gluon by the wave with a line through it, and the soft gluon is the wavy line.
We provide a schematic derivation of the collinear fermion Lagrangian in appendix A. We
also define the soft covariant derivative as
iDµs⊥ = i∂
µ
s⊥ + gA
µ
s⊥ , (2.40)
noting that i∂s ∼ λ2 and in · ∂s = in · ∂n. Due to the SCET multipole expansion i∂µn⊥ and
in¯ · ∂n do not act on soft fields. When we need to refer to the terms in L(0)n that depend
on the soft gluon field, we will refer to it as L(0)n,soft.
At this stage a few illustrative observations can be made. First, from eq. (2.36) note
that the propagator for a collinear fermion with n¯ · p > 0 is
i(
n · p+ p2⊥n¯·p + i0
)
/¯n
2
=
i/n
2
n¯ · p
p2 + i0
, (2.41)
which is just the full fermion propagator expanded to leading power. We can also use
eq. (2.36) to immediately write down a few relevant Feynman rules, such as the coupling of
a soft gluon to a collinear fermion or gluon. The color-ordered SCET Feynman rules are pre-
sented in figure 2. The propagators for a collinear fermion and gluon are also included. The
interactions in the leading power SCET Lagrangian for n-collinear fermions preserve helic-
ity defined about the n-direction (just like the full QCD Lagrangian with massless fermions
does with a common fixed direction). This is easy to see, since the helicity projection op-
erator PL,R commutes with the derivative operator in the collinear fermion Lagrangian:[
PL,R, in ·Dns + i /Dn⊥
1
in¯ ·Dn i
/Dn⊥
]
=
[
1± γ5
2
, in ·Dns + i /Dn⊥
1
in¯ ·Dn i
/Dn⊥
]
= 0 .
(2.42)
For a pure collinear gluon splitting the SCET Lagrangian only preserves the total angular
momentum in the n direction (just like QCD).
Also, we can determine the scaling of the collinear fields in λ by demanding that the
leading order action scales as λ0. With p · x ∼ λ0, we have d4x ∼ λ−4. We also know
that n ·Dns ∼ p+ ∼ λ2, and so it follows that ξn ∼ λ. That is, the scaling of the collinear
fermion field is not its engineering dimension (= 3/2), but rather its twist, 3/2− 1/2 = 1.
Indeed the power counting of SCET corresponds to the dynamic twist expansion in cases
where a twist expansion exists such as deep-inelastic scattering [132]. A summary of the
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φn ∼ λ ξn ∼ λ (n ·An, n¯ ·An, A⊥n ) ∼ (λ2, λ0, λ) ψs ∼ λ3 Aµs ∼ λ2
Table 2. Power counting for the n-collinear fields and soft fields.
power counting for the SCET fields is given in table 2. Since n¯ · An ∼ λ0 it is convenient
to trade it for the collinear Wilson line
Wn = P exp
[
ig
∫ ∞
0
ds n¯ ·An(x+ sn¯)
]
, (2.43)
where P denotes path-ordering. This is done with in¯ ·Dn = Wnin¯ · ∂nW †n and associated
relations. If Wn is in the fundamental representation, then the adjoint Wilson line WABn
obeys W †nTAWn =WABn TB.
The description of hard scattering in SCET makes use of external operators constructed
from the fields. For example, the leading order quark operator for deep inelastic scattering
is O(0) = ξ¯nWnδ(n¯ ·Q− n¯ ·i∂n)W †nξn which is ∼ λ2. For hard scattering processes a popular
set of operators are those that couple together multiple collinear directions, which can be
referred to as an N -jet operator. At leading power they are
O(0)N = CN
({Qi})⊗ N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯ · i∂n)Xκini (0)
]
, (2.44)
where the hard scattering takes place at the origin, and κi denotes whether the operator cor-
responds to a fundamental fermion, adjoint gluon, etc., and includes helicity. All operators
in SCET are constructed out of the fundamental building blocks Xni . For a fermion, gluon,
or adjoint scalar φni the building blocks are Xni = {χni , Bµni⊥,Φni} respectively, where:
χni = W
†
niξni , B
µ
ni⊥ =
[
W †niiD
µ
ni⊥Wni
]
= BAµni⊥T
A , (2.45)
Φni = W
†
niφ
A
niT
AWni = φ
A
niWABn TB .
Here the square bracket here indicates that the covariant derivative acts only on the objects
inside. The perpendicular derivatives i∂µn⊥ are an additional building block for collinear
operators. The Wni Wilson lines in the building blocks ensure collinear gauge invariance
in each sector, and encode emissions of n¯i ·Ani collinear gluons off of all other collinear and
hard modes. The δ-function in eq. (2.44) constrains the large light-cone component of the
collinear sectors’ momenta to be the jet momentum n¯i ·Qi. The CN is the Wilson coeffi-
cient obtained by matching order by order in the gauge coupling, and depends only on the
large momenta Qi. Finally, ⊗ denotes color and helicity contractions between CN and the
final state particles, while for simplicity additional indices like those for fermion flavor are
suppressed. The distinction between a generic hard scattering operator in SCET and the
example of the N -jet operator O(0)N , is that in eq. (2.44) only one building block appears for
each collinear sector, and no soft fields appear. At the amplitude level the operators O(0)N
plus soft attachments describe precisely the situation pictured in figure 1a above. Collinear
splitting amplitudes can be defined as matrix elements of the 1-jet operator O(0)1 with L(0)n
insertions and will also be considered in the following sections.
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The relationship between SCET and the full theory takes the form of an operator ex-
pansion where the S-matrix is encoded by SCET operators with a power series in λ. That
is, integrating out the hard modes of the full theory induces operators that couple multiple
jet directions together. In general, one writes down all possible operators, organizing their
relative importance via power counting. For later purposes we also introduce the following
short-hand notation
iDµn⊥ = W †n iDµn⊥Wn , iDµns = W †n iDµnsWn . (2.46)
Note that iDµn⊥ = i∂µn⊥ + gBµn⊥.
It is important to note that a given N -point scattering amplitude does not correspond
to a unique SCET operator. For example, a given N -point amplitude and a related N + 1-
point amplitude with the addition of a soft particle match to the same N -jet operator with
the same hard matching coefficient, just taken with different matrix elements. This occurs
because the soft emission is described by the Lagrangian of SCET rather than the operator
alone. Also if several emissions in the full theory amplitude were to be determined to be
in the same collinear sector, the leading contribution would come from a lower-point N -jet
operator plus additional collinear emissions from the leading SCET Lagrangian.
2.6 The leading soft factor from SCET with arbitrary loops
At this point, it is illustrative to review a simple calculation involving soft gluons in the
SCET framework. We will therefore reproduce the leading power eikonal soft factor S(0)(s)
and demonstrate that it holds both for tree amplitudes, as well as for amplitudes involving
arbitrary hard and collinear loop corrections. The final result also gives the generalization
to an arbitrary number of simultaneous soft emissions, and allows for leading power soft
loops.
Let’s start at tree level and consider the amplitude for a single soft gluon emission
at leading power emitted in the presence of N energetic particles. At leading power, the
matrix element of the operator eq. (2.44) with N collinear states describes the scattering
amplitude: 〈
0
∣∣O(0)N ∣∣p1, . . . , pN〉 = C [0]N e1 · · · eN = A[0]N [1 +O(g2)] , (2.47)
where C
[0]
N is the Wilson coefficient, ei = {1, u±, ±} are scalar, fermion, or gluon polariza-
tions, A[0]N is the tree-level amplitude for N final state particles with momenta p1, . . . , pN .
With an additional soft particle in the state, |p1, . . . , pN , ps〉, we wish to show that the
matrix element is〈
0
∣∣O(0)N ∣∣p1, . . . , pN , ps〉 = 〈0∣∣T{O(0)N ,∑
i
L(0)ni,soft
}∣∣p1, . . . , pN , ps〉int + . . .
= S(0)(s)A[0]N + . . . , (2.48)
where the dots represent higher order perturbative corrections. In the first matrix element
the fields are in the Heisenberg picture, so factors from the leading power SCET Lagrangian
are implicit. In the second matrix element (subscript “int”) we are in the interaction picture
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with the soft interaction Lagrangian explicit. Here L(0)ni,soft are the terms in the leading ni-
collinear Lagrangian that involve the soft field, ni ·As. Since the collinear fields in L(0)ni,soft
can only be contracted with the corresponding ni-collinear field in O(0)N we immediately
get a sum of contributions, one for each of the N particles in O(0)N just like we have in the
leading power universal soft factor S(0)(s) in eq. (2.8).
The final step needed to prove the last equality in eq. (2.48) is to demonstrate that
the result is eikonal with the correct form. Using the Feynman rules from figure 2 we
can calculate the amplitude for the soft emission from a collinear fermion or gluon. For a
collinear fermion in the ni direction we have
⊗
pi
ps
= u¯(pi)
(
igTi ni ·s /¯ni
2
) i /ni2 p−i
p−i (ni · ps) + i0
= u¯(pi)·
[
−gTi (p
−
i ni) · s
(p−i ni) · ps
]
. (2.49)
where Ti is the color matrix for the i’th fermion. Here, the ⊗ symbol denotes the hard
matching coefficient, which, from eq. (2.47), is just the tree-level amplitude at lowest order.
So we indeed get the expected eikonal soft factor that appears in S(0)(s). Similarly, the
amplitude for emission from a collinear gluon in the ni direction is
ps
pi
⊗ = (igTini · sp−i νi ) −igµνp−i (ni · ps) + i0 = iµ
[
− gTi (p
−
i ni) · s
(p−i ni) · ps
]
. (2.50)
Again the universal form for the leading soft factor is obtained. Note that with the power
counting we have defined, this factor scales like λ−2, exactly as expected from the amplitude
analysis in eq. (2.19) with the replacement → λ2.
It is worth emphasizing that once the SCET Lagrangian was derived with its explicit
power counting, that proving eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) required no further expansions. Also
one may ask what happened to soft gluons emitted from internal propagators in the hard
scattering amplitude AN . These propagators enter in the factor CN in eq. (2.44), and the
fact that soft gluon attachments to these propagators are power suppressed is already made
explicit in the leading power SCET Lagrangian and operators. In SCET such soft gluon
attachments are represented by power suppressed operators O(i) in which an explicit soft
operator appears, such as a Dµs . For the SCETI situation considered here the power count-
ing immediately implies that soft fields first enter as O(λ2) corrections in hard-scattering
operators.
The machinery of the effective theory makes it simple to extend the above leading
power analysis to include an arbitrary number of soft gluon emissions as well as arbitrary
loops in the amplitudes. In particular, we can make a field redefinition in SCET, known as
the BPS field redefinition [72], which decouples the soft gluons completely from the leading
order collinear Lagrangian, sending L(0)ni,soft → 0. This field redefinition does change the
form of the hard scattering operators, such as O(0)N , and the modified form of these operators
will encode all leading power contributions from soft gluons. Each distinct collinear sector
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ni has a different field redefinition, which is [72]
AAµn → YABn ABµn , ξαn → Y αβn ξβn , φAn → YABn φBn , (2.51)
where the Y s are Wilson lines that appear in the color representation appropriate to each
collinear field. Thus here Y αβn is the soft Wilson line in the fundamental representation,
and YABn is in the adjoint representation. In a generic representation
Yn(x) = P exp
[
ig
∫ ∞
0
ds n ·As(x+ sn)
]
, (2.52)
where P denotes path-ordering.10 Eq. (2.51) and the SCET multipole expansion also imply
that under the field redefinition
BAµn⊥ → YABn BBµn⊥ , χαn → Y αβn χβn , ΦAn → YABn ΦBn . (2.53)
When we consider loop level amplitudes they can still be decomposed following the
factorization formula in eq. (1.5). The leading power part of the loop level amplitudes
can therefore be decomposed into factorized loop level amplitudes in C
(0)
N , I(0)i , and S(0)
respectively. The hard amplitude C
(0)
N is infrared finite, while the collinear and soft ampli-
tudes generically have IR singularities. The field redefinition in eq. (2.51) commutes with
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯ · i∂n) since the Y s do not carry n¯ · i∂n momenta due to the SCET multipole
expansion. So the field redefinition does not change the form of the hard Wilson coefficient
CN even when this Wilson coefficient contains loop level hard amplitude corrections. Fur-
thermore, the field redefinition works in the presence of collinear loops at any order in the
coupling expansion, where it implies that at leading power the form of the soft interactions
are entirely determined by external collinear particles. Thus the field redefinition does not
change the collinear loop amplitudes I(0)i . Effectively what the field redefinition does is
give a simpler operator from which to calculate the soft amplitude S(0) at loop level. The
soft amplitude carries color indices and can share momenta with collinear particles. All of
these properties [72] are commonly exploited in the SCET literature.
After performing the field redefinition the N -jet operators become:
O(0)N = C(0)N
({Qi})⊗ N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯ · i∂n)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
, (2.54)
where T time orders all soft gluon contributions and the superscript κi on the Yni Wilson
lines indicates the appropriate color representation. Here all leading power soft interactions
(including mixed soft-collinear loop corrections, and soft gluon self-interactions) have been
removed from the collinear sectors. For one gluon emission the Feynman rules from the
Y κini Wilson lines immediately give the results in eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) above. Furthermore,
eq. (2.54) encodes the fact that the emission of an arbitrary number of soft gluons from an
10In the original work of Collins, Soper, and Sterman [33, 36, 133], the decoupling of soft radiation from
collinear interactions proceeds by use of a Ward identity. This Ward identity is implemented order-by-order
in perturbation theory, and builds up these same soft Wilson lines.
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energetic gauge charged particle is described in terms of a Wilson line that extends from the
origin (where the hard particle was created) to infinity (since for simplicity our energetic
particles are all outgoing). Once we have performed the field redefinitions, the new La-
grangians confine all modes and loop corrections involving eq. (2.54) to their own collinear
or soft sector. This result leads directly to the fact that the leading power amplitude with
arbitrary collinear loops and soft loops factorizes in the form shown as the first term in
eq. (1.5).11 The SCET amplitude result in eq. (2.54) has also been explicitly derived from
full QCD without relying on the SCET machinery at both tree level and loop level [109, 134].
For future use, we will define the hatted Oˆ(0)N to contain just the collinear fields, where
we pull out the Wilson coefficient and the soft fields after the field redefinition:
O(0)N = C(0)N
({Qi})⊗ Oˆ(0)N ⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
. (2.55)
2.7 SCET Lagrangian at subleading power
As mentioned in the SCET calculation of the leading soft factor, the relationship between
the SCET power counting parameter λ and the amplitude scaling factor  is λ2 ∼ . There-
fore the leading soft factor in SCET scales like λ−2 and the subleading soft factor from
the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem scales like λ0. In the effective theory, this is therefore an
O(λ2) correction to the interaction of soft emissions (that is, second order in the power
expansion). Thus in SCET one must first consider terms that contribute O(λ) soft cor-
rections, which could come from an L(1) Lagrangian or an O(1)N hard scattering operator.
Although there exist no O(1)N hard scattering operators which have explicit soft fields, we
must still consider these operators together with an insertion of L(0)soft. (We will later show
that both of the O(λ) contributions vanish at tree level under the conditions of the Low-
Burnett-Kroll theorem.) In this section, we will present the SCET Lagrangians at both
O(λ) and O(λ2) and in section 2.9, we will discuss the power suppressed operators that
contribute to N -point scattering up through O(λ2).
Starting at O(λ) we have several contributions to the subleading SCET Lagrangian
L(1) = L(1)ξn + L
(1)
An
+ L(1)φn + L
(1)
ξnψs
+ L(1)φnφs . (2.56)
The operators that contribute to these Lagrangians scale as λ5. The collinear fermion and
gluon Lagrangians at O(λ) in our notation are [74, 118, 119]
L(1)ξn = χ¯n
(
i /Ds⊥
1
in¯ · ∂n i
/Dn⊥ + i /Dn⊥
1
in¯ · ∂n i
/Ds⊥
)
/¯n
2
χn ,
L(1)An =
2
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, iDνn⊥
][
iDnsµ, iDs⊥ ν
])
+ L(1)An,gf . (2.57)
11Although we have only discussed soft couplings for SCETI in this section, the same result in eq. (2.54)
is also valid in SCETII, where the soft momenta are ∼ λ rather than ∼ λ2. The simplest proof for this
case first matches QCD to SCETI giving the result in eq. (2.54), then lowers the value of λ for the collinear
fields to match SCETI to SCETII. Due to the simplicity of the operator, this second stage of matching
simply replaces ultrasoft fields by the soft fields of SCETII [119], thus yielding the desired result.
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In a covariant gauge, the gauge fixing terms at subleading power are [76]
L(1)An,gf =
2
α
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, An⊥µ
][
i∂νns, Anν
])
+ ghosts . (2.58)
Here, the covariant derivative iDµs⊥ = i∂
µ
s⊥+gA
µ
s⊥ and the other covariant derivatives con-
tain Wilson lines that ensure collinear gauge invariance, and were defined in eq. (2.46). It
is straightforward to work out the analogous power suppressed SCET Lagrangian involving
collinear scalars, which is
L(1)φn = 2Tr
[
Φ∗n
(
Dµs⊥D⊥nµ +D⊥nµDµs⊥
)
Φn
]
. (2.59)
The complete subleading SCET Lagrangian at O(λ) for fermions, gauge bosons and scalars
also contains an additional Lagrangian that permits soft fermion or soft scalar emission,
L(1)ξnψs = (ξ¯nWn)
1
in¯ · ∂n g
/Bn⊥ψs + h.c., (2.60)
L(1)φnφs = −2igTr
[(
Φ∗nDµn⊥B⊥nµ
)
φs
]
+ h.c., (2.61)
where ψs ∼ λ3 is the soft fermion field and φs = φAs TA ∼ λ2 is the adjoint soft scalar field.
Since these operators involve a soft fermion or soft scalar rather than a soft gauge boson
the study of the general structure of the amplitudes they generate is beyond the goals of
this paper. However, we do note that L(1)ξnψs can play a crucial role in the study of physical
QCD processes, for example ref. [78]. Eq. (2.60) is also interesting for a supersymmetric
theory like N = 4 SYM, where these Lagrangians should play a role in understanding the
soft limits of superfields.
At O(λ2) the sub-subleading SCET Lagrangian contains the terms,
L(2) = L(2)ξn + L
(2)
An
+ L(2)φn + L
(2)
ξnψs
+ L(2)φnφs . (2.62)
The operators that contribute to these Lagrangians scale as λ6. At this order the collinear
fermion and gluon Lagrangians in our notation are [118, 119]
L(2)ξn = χ¯n
(
i /Ds⊥
1
in¯ · ∂n i
/Ds⊥ − i /Dn⊥
in¯ ·Ds
(in¯ · ∂n)2 i
/Dn⊥
)
/¯n
2
χn , (2.63)
L(2)An =
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, iD⊥νs
][
iDnsµ, iD⊥sν
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, iD
ν
s⊥
][
iD⊥nµ, iD⊥nν
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, in · Dns
][
iDnsµ, in¯ ·Ds
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, iDνn⊥
][
iD⊥nµ, iD⊥sν
])
+ L(2)An,gf .
In a covariant gauge, the gauge fixing terms at sub-subleading power are [76]
L(2)An,gf =
1
α
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, An⊥µ
][
iDνs⊥, An⊥ν
])
+
1
α
Tr
([
in¯ ·Ds, n ·An
][
i∂µns, Anµ
])
+ ghosts .
(2.64)
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It is straightforward to write down the analogous power suppressed SCET Lagrangian
involving collinear scalars, which is
L(2)φn = 2 Tr
[
Φ∗n
(
1
2
n · Dns n¯ ·Ds + 1
2
n¯ ·Ds n · Dns +D2s⊥
)
Φn
]
. (2.65)
At this order there are also O(λ2) Lagrangians involving soft fermions and soft scalars,
L(2)ξnψs +L
(2)
φnφs
, which are higher order versions of eq. (2.60). Though L(2)ξnψs is known in the
literature, and it is straightforward to determine L(2)φnφs , neither of these soft fermion/scalar
Lagrangians will be needed for our analysis here. Note that all of the Lagrangians discussed
in this section are individually gauge invariant.
For later purposes it will also be useful to consider the form that the subleading La-
grangians take after the BPS field redefinition in eq. (2.53). The field redefinition introduces
Wilson lines Yn which factor from the collinear fields in a manner so that they always sand-
wich the soft covariant derivatives, Y †nDµs Yn. In the process use of in ·DsYn = 0 causes soft
gauge fields to drop out of the mixed covariant derivatives, iDµns → iDµn and iDµns → iDµn.
In order to fully factor the soft and collinear fields we also want to separate out terms
where the derivative in Dµs acts on collinear fields, which we can do with the identity
Y †n iD
µ
s Yn = i∂
µ
s +
[
Y †n iD
µ
s Yn
]
= i∂µs + T
AgBAµs(n) , (2.66)
where the covariant derivative acts only on terms within the square brackets, and
gBAµs(n) =
[
1
in · ∂snνiF
Bνµ
s YBAn
]
. (2.67)
Here FBνµs is the soft field strength, and Yn is the soft Wilson line in the adjoint representa-
tion. This allows us to write the sum of all subleading Lagrangians in a factorized form as
L(1) =
∑
n
[
Kˆ(1)n + Kˆ
(1)κ
nµ T
κAgBAµs(n)
]
, (2.68)
L(2) =
∑
n
[
Kˆ(2)n + Kˆ
(2)κ
nµ T
κAgBAµs(n) + Kˆ
(2)κκ′
nµν T
κAT κ
′BgBAµs(n)gB
Bν
s(n)
]
.
Here T κA is the A’th component of the color generator in the κ representation upon which
the iDµs acted. The various Kˆ
(1)
n and Kˆ
(2)
n terms contain only n-collinear quark, gauge
boson, and scalar fields, plus i∂µs derivatives, and can be written down explicitly with the
results given above. All terms involving soft fields have been made explicit in the gBAµs(n)
factors.12
2.8 Reparametrization invariance of the effective theory
Because a jet or collinear particle in SCET is defined with a light-like direction n, there is a
preferred coordinate system (also involving n¯) which partially breaks the Lorentz symmetry.
Rotations in the ⊥ plane are unbroken, while the transformations that correspond to the 5
12Note that here the superscripts (1) or (2) on the Kˆns denote the Lagrangian that these terms came
from rather than their power of λ.
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Lorentz generators nµM
µν and n¯µM
µν are broken by the presence of the auxiliary vecors n
and n¯. Even for these broken generators there is a residual symmetry, namely a reparam-
eterization invaraiance (RPI) [74, 118]. One part of the RPI encodes our ability to make
different choices for n and n¯ without changing the physics, while the other part encodes our
ability to shift small contributions between in¯ · ∂n and in¯ · ∂s, and between i∂µn⊥ and i∂µs⊥
which are parametrically different, and are treated with a multipole expansion in SCET.
When considering choices for the vectors n and n¯, they only must satisfy
n2 = 0 , n¯2 = 0 , n · n¯ = 2 , (2.69)
plus the constraint that n must be parametrically close, by O(λ), to the physical collinear
particle or jet direction. We are free to choose n and n¯ arbitrarily as long as these con-
straints are satisfied. There are three possible sets of RPI transformations that maintain
eq. (2.69):
RPI-I
nµ → nµ + ∆⊥µ
n¯µ → n¯µ
RPI-II
nµ → nµ
n¯µ → n¯µ + ⊥µ
RPI-III
nµ → eαnµ
n¯µ → e−αn¯µ
(2.70)
For RPI-I the size of change is constrained by the collinear power counting, ∆⊥ ∼ λ,
whereas the transformations for RPI-II and RPI-III are unconstrained, ⊥ ∼ λ0 and α ∼ λ0.
In eq. (2.70) the parameters ∆⊥µ and ⊥µ are infinitesimal, and satisfy n · ∆⊥ = n¯ · ∆⊥ =
n · ⊥ = n¯ · ⊥ = 0.13 These RPI-I and RPI-II transformations correspond to transverse
translations of the vectors n and n¯ respectively. If n and n¯ are back-to-back vectors then the
RPI-III transformation corresponds to a boost in the n direction by a finite parameter α.
Another part of the RPI is a connection between collinear and soft derivatives. By
RPI every large collinear derivative must also come together with the analogous smaller
soft derivative, i∂n⊥ + i∂s⊥ and in¯ · ∂n + in¯ · ∂s. Combining this with gauge invariance
implies that we always have the combinations
iDµn⊥ +WniD
µ
s⊥W
†
n , in¯ ·Dn +Wnin¯ ·DsW †n . (2.71)
Using the identities obeyed by the Wilson line, these combinations can be written as
iDµn⊥ + iDµs⊥ , in¯ · ∂n + in¯ ·Ds . (2.72)
For later purposes we list the available SCET field objects which are themselves RPI
invariant that are relevant for our analysis
ΨRPIni =W†nψn , Gµν RPIn =W†nGµνn Wn , ΦRPIn =W†nφnWn ,
i∂µn , δ
4(Qµ − i∂µn) , Fµνs . (2.73)
Here ψn and G
µν
n are the RPI collinear fermion field and gluon field strength, Wn is the
RPI Wilson line operator, and explicit formulas can be found in ref. [136]. We take these
objects to be invariant under both types of RPI transformations by always including soft
13Ref. [135] discusses finite RPI transformations.
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derivatives in the combinations appearing in eq. (2.72). (For processes with additional
external vectors, qµ, we may also form additional invariants like δ(ω − q · i∂n).)
Accounting for both of these RPI relationships, we have connections between the lead-
ing and subleading SCET Lagrangians and operators. For example, RPI implies that there
are no nontrivial Wilson coefficients for the subleading Lagrangians in eqs. (2.57) and (2.60)
to all orders in the coupling expansion [117, 118].
2.9 SCET N-jet operators to subleading power
The SCET Lagrangian describes soft and collinear emissions from external particles and
in particular, do not correspond to modifications of the hard interaction. Beyond leading
power, there will in general be modifications to the hard interaction, and these will include
the emission of soft particles from internal lines in a diagram. The physics of the hard
interaction in the effective theory is described by operators localized at the origin, where
the hard scattering takes place. By contrast, the SCET Lagrangian describes the physics
far from the hard interaction, at a scale set by the virtuality of the external particles. Thus,
for a complete description of the subleading soft factor in SCET, we need to identify the
operators at subleading power that could contribute.
Recall theN -jet operator that creates N hard particles at leading power from eq. (2.54):
O(0)N = C(0)N
({Qi})⊗ N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i · i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
= C
(0)
N
({Qi})⊗ Oˆ(0)N ⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
, (2.74)
where the Xni are fields that create scalar, fermion, or vector excitations, the Ynis are soft
gluon Wilson lines, and ⊗ indicates color and Lorentz index contractions. For an operator
with N -jets (N collinear sectors) the only possibilities for obtaining an O(λ) suppression to
get a O(1)N are from having two Xni factors in one of the collinear sectors which we denote
as O(1,X)N , or from having one i∂µni⊥Xni which we denote as O
(1,∂)
N ,
O(1,∂)N = C(1∂)Nα
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i · i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
(2.75)
×
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k · i∂nk) i∂αnk⊥Xκknk (0)
]
⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
,
O(1,X)N = C(1X)N
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i · i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
×
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k · i∂nk)Xκknk (0)δ(n¯k ·Q′k − n¯k · i∂nk)X
κ′k
nk (0)
]
⊗ T
{
Y
κ′k
nk
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
.
In the following, we will use the notation
δ(n¯k ·Q′k − n¯k · i∂nk)X
κ′k
nk (0) ≡ Xκ
′
k
nk,ω
′
k
(0) (2.76)
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to express the large momentum fraction of the fields in a single collinear sector. These
operators describe the subleading collinear limits of two particles. At tree level O(1,X)N must
produce two energetic collinear particles. Neither of these operators directly produces a
soft gluon. The operator O(1,∂)N will be connected by RPI to the N -jet operator O(0)N , but for
some of the allowed Lorentz and color combinations O(1,X)N will be not be connected. For
the application of fixed-order amplitudes, we can exploit RPI to set the total ⊥ component
of momentum of each collinear sector to zero. Since i∂αnk⊥X
κk
nk
(0) is proportional to the
total ⊥ momenta of the nk collinear direction we then have O(1,∂)N = 0. Since the operators
O(1,X)N are not all connected by RPI, in general the matching coefficient C(1X)N must be
determined by considering collinear limits of full theory amplitudes.
At O(λ2) there are several distinct sources for operators O(2)N . One possibility are
purely collinear operators involving 3 Xnis, two Xnis and two Xnj s, or cases where one or
more of these Xnis are replaced by a ∂
µ
ni⊥. This gives seven types of field content for these
operators:
O(2,∂2)N = C(2∂
2)
Nαβ
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
(2.77)
×
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)i∂αnk⊥ i∂βnk⊥Xκknk (0)
]
⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
,
O(2,∂,∂)N = C(2∂∂)Nαβ
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∑
j=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k,j
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
⊗
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)i∂αnk⊥Xκknk (0)
][
δ(n¯j ·Qj − n¯j ·i∂nj )i∂βnj⊥Xκjnj (0)
]
,
O(2,∂X)N = C(2∂X)Nα
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
Y
κ′k
nk
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
⊗
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)i∂αnk⊥
(
Xκknk (0)X
κ′k
nk,ω′k
(0)
)]
,
O(2,X∂)N = C(2X∂)Nα
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
Y
κ′k
nk
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
⊗
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)Xκ
′
k
nk,ω′k
(0) i∂αnk⊥X
κk
nk
(0)
]
,
O(2,X,∂)N = C(2X,∂)Nα
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∑
j=1,j 6=k
N∏
i=1,i 6=k,j
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
Y
κ′k
nk
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
⊗
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)Xκknk (0)X
κ′k
nk,ω′k
(0)
][
δ(n¯j ·Qj − n¯j ·i∂nj )i∂αnj⊥Xκjnj (0)
]
,
O(2,X2)N = C(2X
2)
N
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
×
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)Xκknk (0)X
κ′k
nk,ω′k
(0)X
κ′′k
nk,ω′′k
(0)
]
⊗ T
{
Y
κ′k
nk Y
κ′′k
nk
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
,
O(2,X,X)N = C(2XX)N
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∑
j=1,j 6=k
N∏
i=1,i 6=k,j
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯i ·i∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
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×
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯k ·i∂nk)Xκknk (0)X
κ′k
nk,ω′k
(0)
][
δ(n¯j ·Qj − n¯j ·i∂nj )Xκjnj (0)X
κ′j
nj ,ω′j
(0)
]
⊗ T
{
Y
κ′k
nk Y
κ′j
nj
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
.
When referring to these terms we will denote all of these operators as O(2X/∂)N .14 Again
these operators do not directly produce soft gluons. Similar to the operator O(1,∂)N , we can
use RPI to set the total ⊥ momenta in each collinear sector to zero. This means that the
operators O(2,∂2)N , O(2,∂,∂)N , O(2,∂X)N , and O(2,X,∂)N can all be set to zero by RPI, and from
the operators given in eqs. (2.75) and (2.77) only
O(1,X)N , O(2,X∂)N , O(2,X
2)
N , O(2,X,X)N , (2.78)
must be considered in our analysis. These operators describe subleading collinear limits
and can have matching coefficients that are not fixed by RPI, and hence unrelated to
that of O(0)N . There can also be RPI relations between the operators in eq. (2.78) with or
without O(0)N . In general the terms in eq. (2.78) also involve convolution integrals between
the Wilson coefficients and the collinear operators. This occurs because only the total
momentum in a collinear sector is fixed externally by momentum conservation, so when
there are two or more collinear building block operators present we have a convolution
integral over the fraction of this total hard momentum that each of them carries.
In addition we can have operators which directly produce a soft gluon along with N
jets, involving a Dµs ∼ λ2. We present the calculation that shows how these operators
arise in appendix C, including the demonstration that they all are uniquely determined
by the RPI symmetry at this order. They arise from two sources. One source is the
expansion of the momentum constraints on the collinear sectors that feed into the hard
interaction, which is constrained by RPI and can be obtained following the logic in [136].
This produces derivatives that act on the δ-functions constraining the collinear sectors,
which can be transformed into derivatives on the hard Wilson coefficient. After the BPS
field redefinition this results in the O(λ2) operator
O(2,δ)N = −
N∑
k=1
∂
∂n¯k ·QkC
(0)
N
({Qi})⊗ N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯ · i∂n)Xκini (0)
]
⊗ T
{
n¯k · gB(nk)As T κkA
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
= −
∑
k
∂C
(0)
N
({Qi})
∂n¯k ·Qk ⊗ Oˆ
(0)
N ⊗ T
{
n¯k · gB(nk)As (0)T κkA
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
. (2.79)
The explicit derivative acts only on the Wilson coefficient, C
(0)
N . By expanding out the soft
momenta from the k-th collinear sector’s constraint δ(n¯k ·Qk−n¯·i∂n) we obtained a n¯k ·iDs
acting on the k-th soft Wilson line. This was converted to a gB
(nk)Aµ
s with eq. (2.66), and
14Since ∂(AB) = (∂A)B + A∂B, it suffices to only consider the two operators O(2,∂X)N , O(2,X∂)N given
above for the cases that have both multiple collinear fields and derivatives in a single sector.
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the term with n¯k · i∂sXκknk was dropped using RPI. We also wrote the result in terms of the
purely collinear hatted operator Oˆ(0)N .
The next source of subleading N -jet operators involving a Dµs comes from the RPI
completion of the collinear field operators in the leading order N -jet operator. This com-
pletion will contain both soft and collinear power suppressed operators, but here we only
need the soft components. To the second order in the RPI completion of the leading order
operator [136], we have for the Xκini (0) field operators (before the BPS field redefinition
eq. (2.51)) the relevant terms:
ΨRPIni = χni + . . .+
1
in¯i · ∂ni
i /D
⊥
s
/¯ni
2
χni + . . . , (2.80)
GµνRPIni = in¯i · ∂n n
[µ
i B
ν]
ni⊥ + . . . ,
ΦRPIni = Φni + . . . .
In the ellipsis, we have dropped both the explicitly collinear subleading operators, which
are necessary for complete RPI invariance but which do not induce direct couplings to soft
gluons (the ellipses also include higher order terms beyond O(λ3)). These non-displayed
collinear terms that are O(λ) or O(λ2) will induce RPI connections to some of the operators
in eqs. (2.75) and (2.77), but we will not exploit these relations for our analysis, and hence
they are not discussed here. At this order it turns out that both Φn and B
µ
n⊥ are not
connected to operators with a soft gluon by RPI. Performing the BPS field redefinition,
and using eq. (2.66), we can then write down the other O(λ2) N -jet operator:
O(2,r)N = C(0)N
({Qi})⊗ N∑
k=1
N∏
i=1,i 6=k
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − n¯ · i∂n)Xκini (0)
]
×
[
δ(n¯k ·Qk − n¯ · i∂n)
tµk
n¯k ·QkX
κk
nk
(0)
]
⊗ T
{
gB(nk)Asµ T
κkA
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
. (2.81)
Again the BPS field redefinition gave the Y κn s and allowed the soft fields to be factorized
from the collinear fields. Depending on the identity of the field in the collinear sector, the
vector tµk is
tµk =
{
γµ⊥
/¯nk
2 collinear fermion (Xn = χn)
0 collinear gluon or scalar (Xn = Bn⊥,Φn)
(2.82)
Note that these operators O(2,δ)N , O(2,r)N are both gauge invariant by themselves, and are
suppressed by λ2 with respect to O(0)N because of the explicit soft derivative, Dµs , that acts
on a soft Wilson line. These operators can be used to analyze subleading soft effects both
at tree-level and including loop corrections.
As we did with the leading power operator Oˆ(0)N in eq. (2.55), we implicitly define a
hatted notation to denote the collinear components of the operators at subleading power,
which are thus independent of the Wilson coefficient and soft fields. These operators are
determined after the BPS field redefinition. For the operators that can not be set to zero
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by RPI, these hatted operators include
Oˆ
(1,X)
N , Oˆ
(2,X∂)
N , Oˆ
(2,X2)
N , Oˆ
(2,X,X)
N , Oˆ
(0,δ)
N = Oˆ
(0)
N , Oˆ
(0,r)
N . (2.83)
Here the number in the exponent indicates the power suppression in λ for these collinear
operators. For example we define the operator Oˆ(2,rk)Nµ via
O(2,r)N = C(0)N
({Qi})⊗∑
k
Oˆ(0,rk)Nµ ⊗ T
{
gB(nk)Aµs (0)T
κkA
N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}
,
where ⊗ denotes color-index contractions.
3 Effective theory analysis of subleading soft factor
In this section, we will present a detailed study of the subleading soft factor in gauge the-
ory at tree-level in the framework of SCET. In particular, we will show how the SCET
Lagrangian L(2) and the N -jet operators O(2δ,2r)N defined in eqs. (2.79) and (2.81) repro-
duce the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem. Unlike the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem, the effective
theory structures are well-defined to all-orders in perturbation theory, a point which we
will utilize to derive a loop-level soft theorem in section 4.
3.1 Power counting angular momentum in the subleading soft factor
From the power counting of SCET, we can make precise statements about various con-
tributions to the subleading soft theorem in gauge theory. Since it is gauge invariant by
itself, let us just consider a single term in the subleading soft factor for the ith particle in
the amplitude:
S
(sub)
i (s) = T
i sµpsνJ
µν
i
pi · ps . (3.1)
When pi has a collinear scaling, S
(sub)
i (s) has a Taylor series in λ, and the effective theory is
setup to address the terms at each order in this λ expansion. So, we must expand eq. (3.1)
in λ to determine the precise subleading soft factor and the terms that contribute to it at
tree-level in gauge theory.
Recall that all components of pνs ∼ λ2 and the power counting for the fields is Aµus ∼ λ2.
For the soft gluon state we have |gus〉 ∼ λ−2, since with relativistic normalization
〈gus(p)|gus(p′)〉 = 2Epδ3(~p− ~p ′) ∼ λ−4 . (3.2)
This implies that the soft polarization vector µs ∼ λ0 since µs ∼ Aµus|gus〉.
The power-counting of the dot product pi · ps is a bit more subtle as we need to know
the power-counting of the momentum of particle i. The correct power counting that does
not require further assumptions is to consider particle i to be a collinear particle with
the momentum scaling as listed in table 1. It may seem somewhat odd that we consider
an external particle at tree-level to be “collinear” and at the same time require it to be
well-separated in angle to all other particles in the amplitude. We do this because the
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external particles must be described by on-shell fields in the effective theory. By assigning
the collinear power counting to the momentum of particle i, and stating that it is the only
collinear particle in this collinear sector, we are defining a region of phase space about the
particle that scales with λ where other particles are forbidden, thus ensuring that external
particles are at large angles to one another.
Then, the dot product can be expanded as
pi · ps = (n¯ · pi)(n · ps)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼λ2
+ pi⊥ · ps⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼λ3
+
(n · pi)(n¯ · ps)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼λ4
, (3.3)
assuming that particle i is in the n direction. It is then straightforward to determine the first
few terms in the expansion of the propagator factor of the subleading soft term, eq. (3.1):
1
pi · ps =
2
(n¯ · pi)(n · ps) −
4pi⊥ · ps⊥
(n¯ · pi)2(n · ps)2 +O(λ
0) , (3.4)
where the O(λ0) terms not enhanced by inverse powers of λ can be ignored for the analysis
at the order at which LBK applies. To complete the power counting, we need to expand
the angular momentum Jµνi assuming it acts on a particle with collinear scaling.
To determine the expansion of the angular momentum in the subleading soft factor
we first note that Jµνi is an operator that acts on an amplitude; it is not the field-valued
operator. One can formulate the angular momentum as an operator that acts on Green’s
functions within the LSZ reduction formula. Doing this then gives a precise field theoretic
interpretation of the angular momentum appearing in eq. (3.1) and we can power expand
Jµνi assuming it acts on matrix elements that create scalar, fermion or gluon excitations.
In appendix B, we provide the definition of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem from the LSZ
reduction formula. Importantly, in the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem the angular momentum
acts on free fields, whose power counting can be taken to be collinear corresponding to the
momentum of the external states. (This can be only guaranteed for certain tree-level
amplitudes. We will return to this point when discussing other configuration which violate
the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in section 4.)
With this setup, we can write the angular momentum operator for a free particle as
Jiµν = pi[µ
∂
∂p
ν]
i
+ Σiµν , (3.5)
where pi is the momentum carried by the field and Σ
µν
i is the spin component of angular
momentum. Of course, for a collinear scalar field Σµνi = 0, but for collinear fermions or
gluons it is non-zero. In a gauge theory the physical spin components are independent of
the momentum and scale like λ0, because Σµνi is constructed from gamma matrices (for
fermions) or the flat spacetime metric (for gluons). On the other hand, the first term of
eq. (3.5) is the orbital angular momentum, and when it acts on a collinear particle it must be
expanded appropriately in powers of λ according to the scaling of the collinear momentum.
In light-cone coordinates, the orbital component of angular momentum can be written
as:
pi[µ
∂
∂p
ν]
i
=
{
pi⊥[µnν]
∂
∂(n · pi) + n[µ
n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂p
ν]
i⊥
}
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+
{
pi⊥[µ
∂
∂p
ν]
i⊥
+ n¯[µnν]
n · pi
2
∂
∂(n · pi) + n[µn¯ν]
n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂(n¯ · pi)
}
+
{
pi⊥[µn¯ν]
∂
∂(n¯ · pi) + n¯[µ
n · pi
2
∂
∂p
ν]
i⊥
}
, (3.6)
where two other terms in this decomposition vanished due to the antisymmetry. Using the
power counting for a collinear particle, (n · pi, n¯ · pi, pi⊥) ∼ (λ2, λ0, λ), the three groups
of terms in eq. (3.6) are O(λ−1), O(λ0), and O(λ1) respectively. Including spin, the total
angular momentum operator expanded in powers of λ is then
Jiµν =
{
pi⊥[µnν]
∂
∂(n · pi) + n[µ
n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂p
ν]
i⊥
}
+
{
pi⊥[µ
∂
∂p
ν]
i⊥
+ n¯[µnν]
n · pi
2
∂
∂(n · pi) + n[µn¯ν]
n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂(n¯ · pi) + Σiµν
}
+O(λ1) , (3.7)
where again, the terms are associated by their relative power counting and we have ignored
the contribution suppressed by a positive power of λ.
Putting the pieces together, the subleading soft factor in eq. (3.1) has the following
power expansion:
S
(sub)
i = T
i 2sµpsν
(n¯ · pi)(n · ps)
{
p
[µ
i⊥n
ν] ∂
∂(n · pi) + n
[µ n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂pi⊥ν]
}
+ T i
2sµpsν
(n¯ · pi)(n · ps)
[{
p
[µ
i⊥
∂
∂pi⊥ν]
+ n¯[µnν]
n · pi
2
∂
∂(n · pi) + n
[µn¯ν]
n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂(n¯ · pi) + Σ
µν
i
}
− 2p⊥i · p⊥s
(n¯ · pi)(n · ps)
{
p
[µ
i⊥n
ν] ∂
∂(n · pi) + n
[µ n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂pi⊥ν]
}]
+O(λ1) , (3.8)
where the first line is O(λ−1), the terms on the second two lines are O(λ0), and higher order
terms are dropped. Recall that in terms of the λ scaling, we expect from the amplitude
analysis that the subleading soft factor scales like λ0. However, in the expansion of eq. (3.8),
there are terms that scale like λ−1, which do not correspond to the terms in the Low-
Burnett-Kroll theorem at tree-level. These terms are actually generated by the general
choice of basis used to represent the leading order soft theorem, and different choices are
connected by the symmetry of RPI. If we choose from the start coordinates for each collinear
field such that pµi⊥ = 0 for each i, then all these terms at O(λ−1) manifestly vanish, and
the first nonzero subleading soft factor scales as λ0. Then, with enforcing the collinear
particle to be on-shell, the subleading soft factor acting on the amplitude is
S
(sub)
i
∣∣∣
pi⊥= 0
AN
∣∣∣
pi⊥= 0
= T i
sµpsνJ
µν
i
pi · ps
∣∣∣∣
pi⊥= 0
AN
∣∣∣
pi⊥= 0
' T i 2sµpsν
(n¯ · pi)(n · ps)
{
n[µn¯ν]
n¯ · pi
2
∂
∂(n¯ · pi) + Σ
µν
i
}
AN
∣∣∣
pi⊥=0
. (3.9)
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n
µ
= i
n¯/
2
2pn⊥ · ps⊥
n¯ · pnpn, ps pn
= ig
n¯/
2
2pµn⊥
n¯ · pn
n, p p
pµ
(1)
(1)
Figure 3. Subleading power Feynman rules for the coupling of a soft gluon to a collinear fermion.
The × symbol denotes the subleading Lagrangian insertion, (1) denotes it is from L(1), and pµs⊥ is
the component of the off-shell collinear fermion’s momentum from subsequent soft gluon emissions.
Here S
(sub)
i scales like λ
0, as expected, so we will also use a notation that tracks the power
suppression by λ2 relative to S(0), defining
S
(2)
i ≡ S(sub)i
∣∣∣
pi⊥= 0
. (3.10)
We will discuss this point further in the following section and show that the terms at O(λ0)
that survive in the pµi⊥ = 0 limit are described in SCET.
3.2 Correspondence of LBK with SCET at tree-level
Having identified the components at different orders in the power counting parameter λ in
the subleading soft factor, in this section we will show explicitly that the effective theory
reproduces the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem at tree level. The leading order soft terms are
O(λ−2) and were addressed in section 2.6. To identify the subleading soft factor in SCET re-
quires three pieces. First, we must show that the possible terms at O(λ−1) in the expansion
of S(sub) vanish at tree-level. These contributions are described by the subleading hard-
scattering operatorsO(1X/∂)N and the L(1) SCET Lagrangians in eq. (2.57). Next we consider
O(λ0). Here there are several possible contributions to the subleading soft factor, from:
two insertions of L(1), the L(2) SCET Lagrangian in eq. (2.63), an O(1X/∂)N together with
an L(1), O(2X/∂)N , and the O(2δ,2r)N subleading-soft N -jet operators in eqs. (2.79) and (2.81).
We will show that the sum of the matrix elements of O(2δ,2r)N and the time ordered prod-
ucts T{O(0)N L(2)} reproduce the LBK result given by eq. (3.9), while the remaining terms
vanish. In this section, we will only present detailed calculations for soft gluon emission
from fermions, but throughout, we will comment on emission from scalars and gluons. We
present the details of the SCET calculation of the LBK soft factor for gluons in appendix D.
3.2.1 Vanishing of L(1) and O(1) LBK-violating contributions at tree level
First consider the coupling of soft gluons to collinear fermions through the SCET La-
grangian L(1), eq. (2.57). To do this explicitly requires the SCET Feynman rules from the
subleading collinear fermion Lagrangian L(1) in eq. (2.57), which are shown in figure 3.
Note that there are two new relevant pieces at subleading power: a propagator insertion
with a leading power soft gluon coupling, and a subleading coupling of the soft gluon to
the collinear fermion. Thus to calculate the coupling of an ni-collinear fermion to a soft
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gluon at subleading power there are two simple diagrams to evaluate:
⊗
pi
ps
(1)
+⊗ pi
ps
(1)
= u¯(pi)
i
/ni
2 p
−
i
p−i (ni · ps)
(
ig
/¯ni
2
2pi⊥ · s
p−i
)
+ u¯(pi)
i
/ni
2 p
−
i
p−i (ni · ps)
(
i
/¯ni
2
2pi⊥ · ps⊥
p−i
)
i
/ni
2 p
−
i
p−i (ni · ps)
(
igni · s /¯ni
2
)
= u¯(pi) · (−g) sµpsν
p−i (ni · ps)
(
2pµi⊥
nνi
ni · ps − 2p
ν
i⊥
nµi
ni · ps
)
. (3.11)
As in section 2.6, the symbol ⊗ denotes the tree-level amplitude An stripped of the external
spinor u(pi). To get the final line of eq. (3.11), we used the collinear projection identity:
u¯(pi)
/¯ni/ni
4
= u¯(pi) . (3.12)
The soft momentum ps ∼ λ2 and the ⊥ component of the collinear momentum scales like
pi⊥ ∼ λ, so the factor in eq. (3.11) scales like λ−1 as expected. Also, eq. (3.11) is gauge
invariant by itself due to the antisymmetry of the factor on the right of the final line.
Since we are working at tree-level and constraining the external particles to be well-
separated in angle, the collinear sector is composed of a single fermion. Therefore, we can
choose a coordinate system for our collinear momenta where pµi⊥ = 0 for every i, namely
by choosing nµi so that each
pµi = n¯i · p
nµi
2
. (3.13)
This choice with pµi⊥ = 0 clearly makes the tree level contribution from the L(1) term in
eq. (3.11) manifestly zero. If a different choice for nµi was made, then this zero result is
obtained by an RPI transformation on the vector ni. Therefore, due to RPI about the
collinear fermion’s direction, we see that the contribution of the subleading soft factor at
O(λ−1) from L(1) is a coordinate artifact that can be set to zero.
This vanishing by RPI implies that the expression for the amplitude in eq. (3.11) is not
independent of the leading order soft factor. Indeed, expanding out the factor appearing
in S(0)(s) using a generic coordinate basis gives
pi · s
pi · ps =
n¯i · pi ni · s + 2p⊥i · ⊥s + ni · pi n¯i · s
n¯i · pi ni · ps + 2p⊥i · p⊥s + ni · pi n¯i · ps
=
ni · s
ni · ps +
sµpsν
(n¯i · pi) (ni · ps)
(
2pµi⊥
nνi
ni · ps − 2p
ν
i⊥
nµi
ni · ps
)
+ . . . . (3.14)
Thus we immediately see that the subleading amplitude appearing in eq. (3.11) is simply
an artifact of the coordinate system, and can be absorbed into S(0)(s).
For collinear scalars or gluons, it can also be easily verified from the subleading SCET
Lagrangians L(1)φn and L
(1)
An
that the contributions to the subleading soft factor at O(λ−1)
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can be set to zero by RPI. For L(1)φn the coupling of a soft gluon to scalars again always
involves pµi⊥ so the argument is the same. For collinear gluons with L(1)An these contributions
vanish by either being proportional to pµi⊥, to p
µ
i iµ = 0, or they vanish by gauge invariance
of the base amplitude which produced the original collinear gluon.
Next, consider potential tree-level contributions from O(1)N in a time-ordered prod-
uct with the leading SCET Lagrangian L(0)n,soft. We either have a contribution propor-
tional to pµni⊥ = 0 from O
[1](1,∂)
N or a contribution that must generate two particles in the
same collinear sector from O[1](1,X)N which has a vanishing matrix element for the states
in eq. (4.15). Therefore, matrix elements of the operator O(1)N vanish and so all possible
contributions at O(λ−1) are zero. We can summarize this by saying the soft factor
S[0](1) = 0 . (3.15)
Here the [0] indicates that it is tree-level and the (1) indicates that this vanishing soft
factor includes all terms suppressed by λ1 relative to S(0).
This argument using RPI to set the ⊥ components to zero requires that there is a single
collinear particle in each collinear sector. If there is more than one particle in a collinear
sector, then RPI could be used to set the ⊥ component of one of the particles’ momentum
to zero, but the other particles would have a non-zero ⊥ component. Thus, these arguments
only hold at tree-level, when all particles can be forced to be widely separated in angle.
This point has important consequences for the structure of the soft theorems with collinear
emissions where a single insertion of the L(1) Lagrangians or O(1)N operators do contribute.
We will show this explicitly in section 4.4.
One can also consider the effect of collinear fermion masses on this result, since masses
are straightforward to treat in SCET [137], and the corresponding SCET Lagrangian L(0)ξn,m
is known [138]. The subleading power Lagrangian involving fermion masses is again gen-
erated by replacing one Dn⊥ → WnDs⊥W †n. However, this does not generate an O(λ)
Lagrangian since we get
L(1)ξn,m = m(ξ¯nWn)
(
i /Ds⊥
1
in¯ · ∂n −
1
in¯ · ∂n i
/Ds⊥
)
/¯n
2
(W †nξn) = 0 . (3.16)
Here in¯ · ∂n commutes with iDs⊥ due to the multipole expansion in SCET. Therefore,
fermion mass effects do not change the result that there is no contribution to the sublead-
ing soft factor at O(λ−1). A non-zero sub-subleading Lagrangian at O(λ2) involving the
fermion mass does appear, L(2)ξn,m 6= 0.
3.2.2 L(2) contributions to LBK
Next, we continue to sub-subleading order in SCET. We will first consider the contribution
at this order from subleading Lagrangians. One possibility is to have two insertions of the
O(λ) Lagrangian, L(1)L(1), but at tree-level this vanishes by the same logic used to show
that one such insertion vanishes. That leaves the O(λ2) SCET Lagrangian L(2), eq. (2.63),
where the term involving collinear fermions was
L(2)ξn = χ¯n
(
i /Ds⊥
1
in¯ · ∂n i
/Ds⊥ − i /Dn⊥
in¯ ·Ds
(in¯ · ∂n)2 i
/Dn⊥
)
/¯n
2
χn . (3.17)
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npn, ps pn
pµs
= i
n¯/
2
p2s⊥
n¯ · pn = ig
n¯/
2
pµs⊥
n¯ · pn + ig
n¯/
2
ps⊥ν
n¯ · pn
1
2
[γν⊥, γ
µ
⊥](2)
(2)
Figure 4. Sub-subleading power Feynman rules for the coupling of a soft gluon to a collinear
fermion. The × symbol denotes the sub-subleading Lagrangian insertion, (2) denotes it is from
L(2), and pµs⊥ is the component of the off-shell collinear fermion’s momentum from subsequent soft
gluon emissions. For simplicity, here the vertex rule assumes that the outgoing fermion is on-shell.
At tree-level, with no extra (on-shell) collinear gluon emissions, we can set the second term
in L(2)ξn to zero by RPI by taking p
µ
i⊥ = 0. The first term, however, cannot be set to zero
and contributes to the subleading soft factor. This contribution is expected: at this order,
the collinear fermion is sensitive to the momentum carried by the soft gluon. In figure 4, we
show the Feynman rules from this term in the sub-subleading collinear fermion Lagrangian.
At sub-subleading power with pi⊥ = 0, there are then two diagrams to compute for soft
emission off of a collinear fermion:
⊗
pi
ps
(2)
+⊗ pi
ps
(2)
= u¯(pi) · (−g) sµpsν
p−i (ni · ps)
(
pµs⊥
nνi
ni · ps − p
ν
s⊥
nµi
ni · ps +
1
2
[γν⊥, γ
µ
⊥]
)
. (3.18)
We discuss the analogous results with a collinear scalar or gluon below in section 3.2.4.
3.2.3 O(2)N operator contributions to LBK
The final contribution to the subleading soft factor are the operators O(2δ,2r)N , which are
given in eqs. (2.79) and (2.81). Time ordered products of O(1)N L(1) again vanish using RPI.
Matrix elements of the operators O(2X/∂)N vanish at tree-level for the final state we are
considering, either by RPI or since they involve more than one collinear particle in at least
one sector.
To determine the contribution of O(2δ,2r)N at tree-level to the Low-Burnett-Kroll theo-
rem, we must take their matrix elements with N hard partons and one soft parton. Recall
that the matrix element in eq. (2.47), 〈0|O(0)N |p1, . . . , pN 〉 = A[0]N [1 + O(g2)], determines
the matching coefficient as the polarization and color stripped amplitude at lowest order,
A[0]N = C [0](0)N e1 · · · eN . The operator O(2,δ)N is written in a factorized form in eq. (2.79) as
an operator involving n¯i ·B(ni)s multiplying and acting on C(0)N . Writing down the tree level
Feynman rule for this operator we get
〈0|O(2,δ)N |p1, . . . , pN , ps〉 = e1 · · · eN
N∑
i=1
gT i
2sµpsν
(n¯i · pi)(ni · ps)n
[µ
i n¯
ν]
i
n¯i · pi
2
∂
∂(n¯i · pi)C
[0](0)
N .
(3.19)
This is precisely the orbital angular momentum contribution to the Low-Burnett-Kroll
theorem at tree-level, which was displayed above in eq. (3.9). This result is independent of
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the identity of the collinear fields Xni in the operator, so it applies equally well for collinear
fermions, scalars, and gluons.
Note that O(2,r)N in eq. (2.81) is also given by a sum of terms, one for each collinear
sector. O(2,r)N is only nonzero when Xni is a ni-collinear fermion field. Using the operator
in eq. (2.81) the matrix element is
〈0|O(2,r)N |p1, . . . , pN , ps〉
∣∣∣
i,fermion
= (−g) 
µ
s pνs
p−i (ni · ps)
u¯(pi)Ti
(
γ⊥νniµ
/¯ni
2
− γ⊥µniν
/¯ni
2
)
A˜N .
(3.20)
Here, we have explicitly inserted the γ matrices between the external spinor u¯(pi) and the
amplitude that is stripped of this polarization A˜N to emphasize how the γ matrices act.
The full amplitude with N collinear particles is
AN = u¯(pi)A˜N . (3.21)
3.2.4 Total tree level SCET calculation for LBK
For collinear fermions putting all the pieces together from the L(2) Lagrangian, eq. (3.18)
and the operators O(2,δ)N in eq. (3.19), and O(2,r)N in eq. (3.20), we have
S
(2)
iψ AN = g
2sµpsν
(n¯i · pi)(ni · ps) u¯(pi)Ti
{
n
[µ
i n¯
ν]
i
n¯i · pi
2
∂
∂(n¯i · pi)
+ γ
[µ
⊥ n
ν]
i
/¯ni
4
+ p
[µ
s⊥
n
ν]
i
2(ni · ps) +
1
4
[γµ⊥, γ
ν
⊥]
}
A˜N , (3.22)
where, as earlier, we explicitly pull out the external collinear spinor from the amplitude
to emphasize the action of the factor in braces. As mentioned earlier, the derivative term
corresponds to the orbital angular momentum contribution to the Low-Burnett-Kroll op-
erator. To show that eq. (3.22) is equivalent to the full LBK result in eq. (3.9), we also
need to show that the second line is the spin angular momentum contribution.
The spin angular momentum operator for fermions is
Σµνq =
1
4
[γµ, γν ] . (3.23)
We can decompose the action of this operator on a collinear fermion spinor as:
u¯(pi)Σ
µν
q = u¯(pi)
1
4
[γµ, γν ]
= u¯(pi)
1
4
(
2γ
[µ
⊥ n
ν]
i
/¯ni
2
+ n
[µ
i n¯
ν]
i + γ
[µ
⊥ γ
ν]
⊥
)
. (3.24)
To get the second line, we have used n2 = n¯2 = 0 and the projection identities:
u¯(pi)/ni = 0 , u¯(pi)
/¯ni
2
/ni
2
= u¯(pi) . (3.25)
This expression can be further simplified by dotting with the soft gluon’s momentum and
polarization vector. Note that
µs p
ν
s
(
n
[µ
i n¯
ν]
i + γ
[µ
⊥ γ
ν]
⊥
)
= 2(ni · s)(n¯i · ps) + 2/s⊥/ps⊥ , (3.26)
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where we have used 2s · ps = (ni · s)(n¯i · ps) + (ni · ps)(n¯i · s) + 2s⊥ · ps⊥ = 0. Then, using
p2s = 0, we finally produce
u¯(pi)sµpsνΣ
µν
q = u¯(pi)sµpsν
(
γ
[µ
⊥ n
ν]
i
/¯ni
4
+ p
[µ
s⊥
n
ν]
i
2(ni · ps) +
1
4
[γµ⊥, γ
ν
⊥]
)
, (3.27)
which agree with the terms on the second line of eq. (3.22). Therefore, the result appearing
in eq. (3.22) for a collinear fermion indeed corresponds to precisely the contribution of the
LBK theorem, with the total angular momentum, orbital plus spin.
So far we have only presented an explicit calculation for collinear fermions, but this
result holds for collinear scalars and gluons as well. The contribution from O(2,δ)N which
gave the orbital angular momentum was manifestly independent of the choice of fermions,
scalars, or gluons. For scalars we mentioned earlier that there was no contribution to O(2)N
from expanding the scalar field to subleading power. This is consistent with scalars having
no spin. We also must consider a potential contribution from the L(2) collinear scalar
Lagrangian, which was
L(2)φn = 2 Tr
[
Φ∗n
(
1
2
n · Dns n¯ ·Ds + 1
2
n¯ ·Ds n · Dns +D2s⊥
)
Φn
]
. (3.28)
At tree-level, we assume that the soft gluon is on-shell and so p2s = 0. Also, we can use RPI
to set the ⊥ component of the scalar’s momentum to zero: pn⊥ = 0. Because the external
scalar is on-shell, this then implies that n · pn = 0. These two constraints, which we can
only apply at tree-level and for an on-shell soft gluon, then imply that inserting L(2)φn gives
zero at O(g1). Therefore, for a collinear scalar, neither the sub-subleading Lagrangian nor
the operator O(2)N generate “spin” contributions to the subleading soft factor, exactly as
predicted by the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem.
For collinear gluons the L(2)An Lagrangian insertion does produce the proper spin term,
and we present the details of this calculation in appendix D. Together these results consti-
tute a proof of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in SCET for scalars, fermions, and gauge
bosons.15 Key ingredients in our proof are gauge invariance and the use of RPI, which is
the remnant of Lorentz invariance for this situation.
Importantly, the only restriction of the above effective theory analysis to tree-level
was the accuracy to which we calculated matrix elements. The subleading soft factor can
be calculated to arbitrary perturbative order in SCET, but beyond tree-level the Low-
Burnett-Kroll form of the subleading soft factor will generally not hold. The proof of
the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem also delicately required that the terms at O(λ−1) in the
expansion of the soft factor could be set to zero with RPI. This is not true when the
collinear sector contains more than one particle. We will discuss these points further in
our analysis in section 4.
The Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in gauge theory, eq. (1.4), is agnostic as to the exact
hard interaction that sources the soft radiation. All it requires is the power counting
15Although we presented the proof using modes with soft1 scaling, the same result also applies for SCETII
where the soft modes have soft2 scaling. To quickly see this, we simply match the final tree level SCETI
result onto SCETII by lowering the p⊥ and n · p momenta of collinear particles.
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given in eq. (2.22). Thus by changing the power counting due to a different kinematic
limit of gauge theory, the subleading soft factor for asymptotic soft radiation changes its
form, while still probing the components of the angular momentum. For example, rather
than considering massless energetic final state particles, we could consider massive non-
relativistic particles. In non-relativistic QED or QCD, for ultrasoft radiation the dipole
interactions starts at order v (and is the leading interaction for neutral systems) and spin
enters at order v2 in the velocity power counting [139, 140]. If instead we analyze a two-
particle system in non-relativistic classical electromagnetism, then spin is suppressed and
the magnetic field couples to the orbital angular momentum (see section 71 of ref. [141]).
Both of these results follow from a consistent power counting of the dominant modes and
multipole expanding [117, 139] the appropriate operator or current in the system.
3.3 Infinitesimal Mo¨bius transforms, RPI, and asymptotic symmetries
The RPI of gauge theory SCET was vital for the proof of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem
at tree-level for amplitudes involving well-separated energetic particles. It is well-known
that the action of the Lorentz group on the boundary of spacetime is locally isomorphic
to the Mo¨bius group, PSL(2,C) [142–144]. Here, we explore the interpretation of RPI
further and explicitly connect the reparametrization transformations from eq. (2.70) to the
generators of the Mo¨bius group.
To do this, we map any complex number z = x+ i y to the null vector:
n[z] =
1
1 + x2 + y2

1 + x2 + y2
2x
−2y
1− (x2 + y2)
 (3.29)
In particular eq. (3.29) allows us to see that n[0] = n = (1, 0, 0, 1), and that n[∞] = n¯ =
(1, 0, 0,−1) where z =∞ is the point at infinity on the Riemann sphere Cˆ . Further, since
we have taken the time component to be 1, we have conformally mapped all parallel light-
cone vectors to a representative point on the sphere of spatial directions. The Mo¨bius group
is isomorphic to PSL(2,C), the group of complex-valued 2 × 2 matrices with determinant
1, modulo ±1. The matrix M defines the map fM : Cˆ→ Cˆ via the correspondence:
M =
(
a b
c d
)
↔ fM (z) = az + b
cz + d
. (3.30)
The elements of the Mo¨bius group are referred to as hyperbolic, parabolic, elliptic and
inversion transformations, depending on their action on the Riemann sphere.
First we consider the transformations that leave null lines defined by n and n¯ fixed.
These correspond to rotations about the z-axis in the transverse plane, and because of our
normalization convention for the time component in eq. (3.29) also the RPI-III transforma-
tions. These are given by the hyperbolic and elliptic Mo¨bius transformations respectively:
RPI-III ←→ Hyperbolic: MH =
(
e
α
2 0
0 e−
α
2
)
and z → eαz, (3.31)
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⊥-Rotation ←→ Elliptic: ME =
(
ei
θ
2 0
0 e−i
θ
2
)
and z → eiθz. (3.32)
The corresponding null vectors map to:
Hyperbolic: n[fMH (z)] =
1
1 + eα(x2 + y2)

1 + eα(x2 + y2)
2eα/2x
−2eα/2y
1− eα(x2 + y2)
 , (3.33)
Elliptic: n[fME (z)] =
1
1 + x2 + y2

1 + x2 + y2
2(xcos θ − ysin θ)
−2(xsin θ + ycos θ)
1− x2 − y2
 . (3.34)
Both of these transformations clearly leave n = n[0] and n¯ = n[∞] fixed. The Elliptic
transformation is clearly the ⊥-rotation. Recalling that RPI-III is a passive boost trans-
formation for back-to-back vectors n and n¯, one can demonstrate the equivalence to the
Hyperbolic transformation by boosting a null vector along the z-direction with a velocity
v = tanh α2 , and then conformally mapping the boosted vector to the corresponding point
on the unit sphere: (t, x, y, z)→ (1, xt , yt , zt ).
The RPI-I transformations correspond to the parabolic transformations, which are
translations in the complex plane:
RPI-I ←→ Parabolic: MP =
(
1 a
0 1
)
and z → z + a. (3.35)
Writing the shift as a = u+ i v, the action on a null vector is:
Parabolic: n[fMP (z)] =
1
1 + ((x+ u)2 + (y + v)2)

1 + ((x+ u)2 + (y + v)2)
2(x+ u)
−2(y + v)
1− ((x+ u)2 + (y + v)2)
 . (3.36)
One can see how this corresponds to an RPI-I transformation on the vector n when |a|  1,
so that to first order n → n + (0, 2u,−2v, 0). Furthermore, n¯ is left unchanged, since no
finite translation in the complex plane moves the point at infinity. To connect to RPI-II
transformations we will need inversions:
Inversions: M =
(
0 1
c 0
)
and z → 1
cz
. (3.37)
These interchange n and n¯. To achieve a correspondence with RPI-II, we invert, perform
a parabolic transformation, and invert back. This translates n¯ and leaves n fixed.
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To connect with the full algebra of Mo¨bius transformations, we would also need the
action of inversions alone. However, these act non-locally, and RPI transformations are re-
stricted to a local region. In SCET the inversions simply interchange back-to-back collinear
sectors, n ↔ n¯, which is an allowed relabeling in SCET due to the sum over all collinear
sectors.
RPI symmetry is local to each collinear momentum region (or jet region), and the full
spacetime symmetry of the scattering process in SCET is the completion of the individual
RPI transformations about each of the jets. In light of recent emphasis of the symmetries
at the boundary of spacetime in gauge theories [123] and gravity [122, 124], this can be put
into a more suggestive language. The asymptotic spacetime boundary of the full theory
is the effective theory, and RPI is a symmetry that acts on the effective theory. This
correspondence is most apparent in position space. Each collinear field at coordinate x
has support in position space determined by the requirement x · p ∼ 1 for any collinear
momentum p. From the power counting of table 1, we see n · x ∼ 1Q  x⊥ ∼ 1Qλ 
n¯ ·x ∼ 1
Qλ2
. Hence the field has support in a region far from the hard interaction, localized
near the light-cone. This is perhaps unsurprising, since in a gauge theory, jets or collinear
particles are the asymptotic states with large energy. These RPI transformations act on the
N -jet operators that reorganize the full theory S-matrix. Though each operator connects
only a finite number of collinear sectors, operators with arbitrarily many collinear sectors
are allowed.16 Since each collinear sector has it own independent RPI symmetry, and the
full S-matrix of SCET could contain an arbitrary number of “jets” in the final state as
λ → 0, so the full RPI symmetry of the S-matrix is effectively infinite dimensional. From
the effective theory alone, we anticipate an infinite dimensional asymptotic symmetry of
the S-matrix corresponding to the completion of RPI transformations about each jet in
the final state. In appendix E, we emphasize that allowing arbitrarily small λ, the gauge
symmetry of the effective theory is also effectively infinite dimensional, because there are
distinct transformations for each collinear sector.
4 A soft theorem at one-loop and with collinear emissions
The SCET proof of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in gauge theory hinged on the fact that
each collinear sector contained only a single particle. In other words, if the soft momentum
flows through propagators with hard momenta, we can Taylor expand:
1
(ph + ps)2
=
1
p2h
− 2ph · ps
p4h
+ . . . . (4.1)
Here the soft momentum is completely removed from the denominator in the leading term.
However, for any collection of n-collinear momenta pc, the soft momentum still leaves the
collinear propagator on-shell (see eq. (2.33)), and hence there is a component that does
16The number of possible distinct collinear sectors increases as λ is decreased because of the requirement
ni ·nj  λ2 for distinct collinear directions. Perturbatively the formalism is valid for an arbitrarily small λ.
For a hard energy scale Q there is a practical upper limit in QCD set by λ ∼ ΛQCD/Q, due to confinement.
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not cancel from the denominator of the leading term:
1
(pc + ps)2
=
1
n¯ · pc n · ps + p2c
+ . . . (4.2)
The dots here refer to subleading contractions with pµs , for example those with the soft
transverse momenta, p⊥s · p⊥c . Critically, the soft momentum still flows through the propa-
gator. The denominator on the right-hand-side is homogenous in the power counting, and
nothing further can be done to simplify it. This implies that the soft momenta can probe
collinear poles of the amplitude.
In this section, we study the effect of on-shell corrections to the Low-Burnett-Kroll
soft theorem. In particular, if the dynamics of the collinear sector become non-trivial,
through either loops or collinear real emissions, then eq. (2.22) is violated, which was a
requirement for the LBK theorem. In this case new subleading soft contributions arise.
The general structure and universality of these new terms will be derived with SCET. We
can generically express an amplitude through next-to-leading order (NLO) in the form
A = ALO +ANLO,loop +ANLO,emission . (4.3)
The tree level amplitude, ALO, is defined to have all energetic particles well-separated
in phase space. In the previous section, we showed that the subleading soft behavior of
this amplitude is given by the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem. The NLO loop amplitude,
ANLO,loop, contains a single virtual loop. The momentum in this loop ranges over all
momentum regions and includes those regions where soft momentum cannot be expanded
from propagators, as illustrated in eq. (4.2). We will show that these regions are responsible
for modifications to the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem at loop-level. Finally, ANLO,emission is
the NLO amplitude for real emission in the singular regions of phase space. This includes
collinear emissions which spoil the scaling requirement of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem,
eq. (2.22). We will show that collinear emissions manifestly violate the Low-Burnett-Kroll
theorem at tree-level. Note that ANLO,loop will generically require an infrared regulator,
and this dependence will only cancel with the infrared regulator dependence in ANLO,emission
once we square the amplitudes and integrate over phase space.
4.1 Revisiting the single-minus amplitude
As noted in section 2.3.3, the single-minus one-loop amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) does
not agree with the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem’s expectations. Nevertheless, the soft limit
of particle 5 still exhibits an interesting structure. We can write the expansion of the large
Nc primitive amplitude in the suggestive form
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) =
[ 〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉
](
i
48pi2
〈13〉3〈24〉[12]
〈23〉2〈34〉3
)
(4.4)
+
[
[52]
〈51〉[12]
](
i
48pi2
〈13〉3〈24〉[12]
〈23〉2〈34〉3
)
+
[ −i
48pi2
〈35〉[45]
〈34〉〈45〉2
]( 〈14〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
)
+O(λ1) ,
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where we ignore the O(λ1) terms that are higher order in the momentum of particle 5.
From the bracketed terms one can explicitly see that the leading and subleading terms in
the soft expansion take the factorized form:
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) (4.5)
+ S[0](2)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯4=3
(P+ → 4+, 5+)A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) +O(λ1) .
Here the superscripts [0] or [1] denote the loop order, while the superscripts (0) and (2) de-
note the order in the soft or λ expansion (scaling like λ−2 and λ0, repsectively). S[0](0)(5+)
is just the tree-level leading soft factor and A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) is the finite one-loop am-
plitude, so
S[0](0)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) =
[ 〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉
](
i
48pi2
〈13〉3〈24〉[12]
〈23〉2〈34〉3
)
. (4.6)
Thus the leading term obeys the leading soft theorem as one might have anticipated.17
At subleading order in the expansion, there are two terms that exist. S[0](2)(5+) is the
subleading soft factor, and this contribution corresponds to the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem:
S[0](2)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) = S(sub)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+)
=
[
[52]
〈51〉[12]
](
i
48pi2
〈13〉3〈24〉[12]
〈23〉2〈34〉3
)
. (4.7)
However, in eq. (4.5) there is a term that explicitly violates Low-Burnett-Kroll that comes
from the one-loop splitting amplitude Split
[1](2)
n¯4=3
(P+ → 4+, 5+),
Split
[1](2)
n¯4=3
(P+ → 4+, 5+) = −i
48pi2
〈35〉
〈34〉
[45]
〈45〉2 , (4.8)
which multiplies the tree-level MHV amplitude A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) in eq. (4.5). Here P
denotes the intermediate particle in the collinear splitting. In eq. (4.8) the presence of the
momentum of particle 3 is simply to define the longitudinal momentum fractions of parti-
cles 4 and 5. One can check that this one-loop splitting amplitude agrees with ref. [145] for
our choice of n¯4 ∝ p3 in the soft limit, and once one rescales the momenta of particle 4 to
carry the total large component of the momenta involved in the splitting. Note that this
splitting amplitude starts at O(λ0) in the soft limit of particle 5, and hence is the same
order as S[0](2).
In section 4.3 below we will see that the factorized structure with a one-loop split-
ting amplitude appearing in eq. (4.5) can be derived as an immediate consequence of the
factorized structure of subleading power one-loop soft amplitudes in SCET.
This factorization structure of the subleading soft singularities nicely illustrates why
the Low-Burnett-Kroll soft theorem is violated. As the splitting amplitude Split(P+ →
4+, 5+) is only non-zero beginning at one loop there are actually three particles involved
17As discussed in section 4.3.4, soft loops give vanishing contribution for this amplitude.
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in the splitting. Two of these are real (4 and 5) and the third is the virtual particle l
circulating in the loop. No matter how soft particle 5 is, or at what angle with respect
to particle 4, there is always a region of loop integration where p4 · p5 ∼ pl · p4 ∼ pl · p5.
This is the collinear scaling for the splitting amplitude where the particle in the loop l
and particle 4 form a collinear system. This manifestly invalidates the requirement of the
Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in eq. (2.22), since p4 · p5 ∼ p4 · pl. Thus there are situations
where the requirements of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem do not hold in quantum field
theory, and these are even common momentum configurations for a gauge theory like QCD.
We should emphasize that the violation occurs because the power counting assumption
of the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem is not satisfied, so this violation should be thought of as
explicit rather than anomalous. Indeed, below in section 4.4 we will demonstrate the same
failure at tree-level with two particles in the collinear region of phase space.
4.2 Power counting for loop and emission corrections to the soft theorems
To study corrections to the soft theorems from emissions or loops with SCET is conceptually
not much more difficult than our analysis of widely separated energetic particles at tree
level. For collinear emissions we consider Lagrangian insertions that cause a collinear
splitting or higher order operators with two collinear fields in the same sector. For loops
there are more technical details, but essentially matching the gauge theory onto the effective
theory precisely maps the full theory loop integration into hard/ultraviolet corrections that
modify the Wilson coefficient (hard amplitude) CN , plus infrared loop corrections that are
the loop integrals in the effective theory. The infrared part of the loops are precisely equal
to the effective theory loops since CN is defined by the IR finite difference between the
full theory and effective theory loop calculations.18 The loop integrals in the effective
theory will either involve an n-collinear loop momentum (if all particles in the loop are
n-collinear), or a soft loop momentum if one or more of the propagators in the loop is for
a soft particle.19 The effective theory reproduces the IR physics of the full theory in an
on-shell and gauge-invariant manner.
18A similar decomposition of loops is performed when the “method of regions” [146] is used to calculate
full theory loop integrals using dimensional regularization. Here the integrand is expanded according to
a specific scaling for the loop momentum before integration, and then the results from all contributing
scalings are added after integration. Schematically the hard loop momentum will correspond to the loop
corrections in CN , the collinear loop momentum will correspond with collinear loops in SCET, and the soft
loop momentum will correspond with soft loops in SCET. More precisely one must be careful to consider
various choices for the momentum routing since it is the propagators that are determining whether a scaling
contributes, rather than the loop momentum for a particular momentum routing. Also, the threshold
expansion and SCET results may differ for loop amplitudes when the equations of motion in the effective
theory have been used to simplify the structure of operators. While often helpful in analyzing a process or
obtaining the full theory result, this should not be confused with the effective theory. Finally, depending on
the choice of IR regulators the effective theory fields may simultaneously encode several different distinct
region results obtained from the threshold expansion (since the effective theory need not involve a single
scale for all possible IR regulators). For more information, ref. [65] applies the method of regions to the
subleading soft limit of Drell-Yan production.
19The effective theory loops avoid potential double counting from overlap of the integration regions due
to terms that are referred to as “zero-bin subtractions” [147].
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From our analysis of the tree-level subleading soft factor in SCET, we see that to treat
one external soft gluon up to O(λ2) at loop-level or with collinear emissions we should
consider the general ingredients that can show up at this order in the power counting:
1. insertions of the L(j) Lagrangians with j = 0, 1, or 2 that may create the soft gluon,
pick out the subleading term in the multipole expansion of the soft momentum in a
propagator, or create vertices in loop diagrams,
2. a single hard scattering operator O(k)N with k = 0, 1, 2.
To indicate the product of leading Lagrangians we will use ΠL(0) where
ΠL(0) =
∏∫
ddx
(∑
i
[
L(0)ξni (x) + L
(0)
Ani
(x) + L(0)φni (x)
]
+ L(0)soft(x)
)
. (4.9)
Here the number of terms K in the product is not specified and we implicitly sum over K
(in a given diagram the value of K is determined by the number of insertions we need, and
may even be zero). If we wish to denote that a soft gluon is extracted from a Lagrangian,
then we will use the subset of terms L(j)ns ⊂ L(j), where
L(j)ns =
∑
i
[
L(j)ξni ,soft + L
(j)
Ani ,soft
+ L(j)φni ,soft
]
+ δj0 L(0)soft,soft . (4.10)
Just accounting for the power counting we can then enumerate the classes of operator
contributions for soft emission at various orders in λ and any loop order:
O(λ−2) : O(0)N ΠL(0) (4.11)
O(λ−1) : O(0)N ΠL(0) L(1)
O(1)N ΠL(0)
O(λ0) : O(0)N ΠL(0) L(2)
O(0)N ΠL(0) L(1) L(1)
O(1)N ΠL(0) L(1)
O(2X/∂)N ΠL(0)
O(2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)
Here O(1) denotes contributions from both the operators O(1,X) and O(1,∂), which were
discussed in section 2.9. For the operators O(2δ,2r)N defined in eqs. (2.79) and (2.81) the soft
gluon may either come directly from the operator or from a L(0) insertion, whereas for all
other terms the soft gluon comes from a Lagrangian insertion (when we are considering the
terms prior to the BPS field redefinition). The contributions from the category in each of
the rows of eq. (4.11) are gauge invariant on their own. They generically include the con-
tribution from several different types of Feynman diagrams. For example, at tree level we
can extract a single soft gluon from different Lagrangians in the second row of eq. (4.11), as
O(0)N ΠL(0) L(1) → O(0)N L(1)ns +O(0)N L(1) L(0)ns . (4.12)
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These two terms exactly correspond with the two graphs calculated in eq. (3.11), the first
with the soft gluon from L(1) and the second with L(1) inserted on a propagator and the soft
gluon extracted from an L(0). Only the sum of these two contributions is gauge invariant.
We will make use of the general classes in eq. (4.11) when deriving a soft theorem that
is valid at one-loop in section 4.3, and in discussing situations with two collinear emissions
in section 4.4. For these purposes the key property of eq. (4.11) is that it gives a complete
enumeration of contributions to the amplitudes at these orders in the λ power expansion
and any order in the coupling constant.
4.3 Soft theorem at one-loop
In this section we will derive a one-loop level power suppressed soft theorem for the am-
plitude for a soft gauge boson emitted from well-separated energetic particles. This result
follows from the factorized structure of the amplitude which we will derive with SCET.
From this analysis we will see how the factorized result for the single-minus amplitude
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) in eq. (4.5) arises as a special case of the more general result.
The soft expansion of the one-loop amplitude can be decomposed as
A[1]N+1s = A
[1](0)
N+1s
+A[1](1)N+1s +A
[1](2)
N+1s
+ . . . , (4.13)
where the terms are all one-loop but leading, subleading, and sub-subleading in the λ
expansion respectively. The term A[1](2)N+1s is the same order as the non-zero tree level LBK
soft theorem. The ellipses denote terms that are even higher order in λ, which we neglect.
4.3.1 Leading power one-loop soft theorem
For the leading term, using the notation of eq. (4.11) and splitting out the term emitting
the soft gluon to distinguish whether it occurs inside or outside the loop, we have
A[1](0)N+1s =
〈
T O[1](0)N L(0)ns
〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(0)ns ][1]〉 , (4.14)
where the matrix elements all involve the same states and are in the interaction picture
〈· · · 〉 = 〈0| · · · |p1, p2, . . . , pN , ps〉int . (4.15)
Hard momentum loops enter through the first term in eq. (4.14) which involves the one-loop
operator O[1](0)N . The O[1](0)N notation means that we evaluate the Wilson coefficient C(0)N
that appears inside O(0)N at one-loop order, namely we use C [1](0)N in eq. (2.54). The second
term in eq. (4.14) includes soft and collinear loops formed from vertices of L(0), where the
soft gluon emission Lagrangian L(0)ns acts on collinear particles that are external to the loop.
For simplicity our notation T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1] includes contractions that involve fields in
O[0](0)N inside the loop, as well as contractions that do not such as the collinear self-energy
graphs. For the soft loops we have interactions between one or two collinear directions in
a general gauge. For the purely collinear loops these contractions give the 1 → 1 splitting
function
Split[1](0)(k → k) = 〈0∣∣T [δ(Qk − in¯k · ∂nk)Xκknk ]ΠL(0)nk ∣∣pk〉[1] . (4.16)
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For later convenience we also define
Split[1](0) ≡
N∑
k=1
Split[1](0)(k → k) . (4.17)
Together the first two terms of eq. (4.14) give the sum of hard, soft, and collinear loops,
and hence simply yield the leading power N -jet amplitude at one-loop order. The external
soft emission from L(0)ns then just gives the leading power tree-level soft factor, so〈
T O[1](0)N L(0)ns
〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉 = S[0](0)(s)A[1](0)N . (4.18)
The third term in eq. (4.14) includes soft loops where the soft gluon emission is coupled
to the soft particles. Due to the all-orders factorized structure of eq. (2.54) in terms of
soft Wilson lines, this type of one-loop correction only involves the soft sector, giving a
one-loop correction to the soft factor S[1](0),
S[1](0) =
〈
0
∣∣∣T{ N∏
i=1
Y κini (0)
}∣∣∣gs〉[1] . (4.19)
The remaining collinear part of the matrix element is evaluated at tree level and just gives
the N -point amplitude, so we have〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(0)ns ][1]〉 = S[1](0)(s)A[0](0)N . (4.20)
All together, for the leading power one-loop soft emission amplitude we have
A[1](0)N+1s = S[0](0)(s)A
[1](0)
N + S
[1](0)(s)A[0](0)N . (4.21)
These two contributions are consistent with our discussion of the all-loop order factorized
structure of the leading order amplitude in section 2.6.
4.3.2 Vanishing of the O(λ) one-loop soft theorem
For the one-loop soft emission amplitude that is suppressed by O(λ), the decomposition of
contributions is
A[1](1)N+1s =
〈
T O[1](0)N ΠL(0)L(1)
〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1](ΠL(0)L(1))ns〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T O[1](1)N L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](1)N ΠL(0)][1]〉 . (4.22)
Here the soft gluon is created by either a term from L(1) or L(0) and in the 1st, 2nd, 4th,
5th, and 6th terms the soft emission is from outside of the loop. The 1st and 2nd terms
involve an L(1) outside of the loop, and vanish by the same RPI argument used for the
tree-level amplitude at this order in λ (taking pµni⊥ = 0 for external collinear particles). In
the 5th term with O[1](1)N , the loop correction is contained in the Wilson coefficient of the
O(1)N operator. Here we either have a contribution proportional to pµni⊥ = 0 from O
[1](1,∂)
N or
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Figure 5. Examples of one-loop diagrams with soft loops that enter for computing the correction
to the subleading soft theorem. ni and nj are two collinear directions with ni · nj  λ2 and
(1)
×
denotes the coupling of the soft gluon via the subleading SCET Lagrangian, L(1). Using RPI to set
p⊥i = 0, all such soft loop graphs vanish.
a contribution that must generate two particles in the same collinear sector from O[1](1,X)N
which has a vanishing matrix element for the states in eq. (4.15). This leaves
A[1](1)N+1s =
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]L(0)ns 〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](1)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)][1]〉 . (4.23)
All of the remaining contributions, given in eq. (4.23), involve either a soft loop (with
one or more soft gluon propagators) or a n-collinear loop (with only n-collinear propaga-
tors). Here the O(λ) vertex from L(1) or O(1)N potentially participates in the loop. We will
show that these terms also all vanish at one-loop order. First consider the soft loop with
loop momentum ks. We show some representative diagrams in figure 5. Here the emission
of the soft gluon can either be from a collinear particle inside the loop, a collinear particle
external to the loop, or from the soft gluon in the loop. The operators L(1) and O(1,∂)N
both always introduce a collinear momentum pµni⊥ somewhere in the graph, and due to
the multipole expansion (pni⊥  ks) this factor can be freely moved outside the soft loop.
Because each collinear sector here only contains a single particle, we can use RPI to set
pµi⊥ = 0 for all hard external particles. Therefore, all soft loop contributions to this order
vanish, for essentially the same reason observed at tree-level.
Collinear loops are more subtle. In this case, RPI does not immediately guarantee
that these corrections vanish. Three example collinear loop diagrams are shown in figure 6
for an external collinear fermion or gluon. Even using RPI to set pµi⊥ = 0 for the external
collinear particle does not force these diagrams to be zero because the collinear gluon in
the loop has non-zero p⊥. By explicitly computing a diagram, however, we can see the
resolution. For example, consider the diagram on the left of figure 6. Setting pi⊥ = 0, this
evaluates to
⊗ pi
ps
(1)
= u¯(pi) [−2i(d− 2)] sµ
n · ps
∫
dd`
(2pi)d
`2⊥`
µ
⊥
`2[n¯ · (pi − `)][(n¯ · (pi − `− ps))(n · (pi − `)) + `2⊥]
= 0 , (4.24)
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⊗ pi
ps
(1)
pi
ps
⊗
(1)
⊗ p
p
pi
ps
(1)⊗
Figure 6. Examples of a diagrams of collinear loops coupling to a soft gluon at subleading power.
pi is the momentum of the external collinear fermion and
(1)
× denotes the subleading collinear
operator O(1,X) or the coupling of the soft gluon via the subleading SCET Lagrangian, L(1). In the
middle diagram, the collinear gluon couples to the Wn collinear Wilson line present in ⊗. Other
contributing diagrams are not shown, for example the soft gluon can couple to other collinear lines
in the diagram, and also in a four point interaction with the collinear gluon.
where we have suppressed color and coupling factors, ` is the momentum of the virtual
collinear gluon and d is the space-time dimension. Because the integrand is linear in `µ⊥,
the diagram vanishes. Indeed, all one-loop diagrams with collinear loops from either L(1)
SCET Lagrangian insertions or matrix elements of O(1) vanish either by RPI or because
the integrand is linear in the ⊥ component of loop momentum. Therefore, we have proven
that the one-loop O(λ)-suppressed amplitude vanishes,
A[1](1)N+1s = 0 . (4.25)
4.3.3 General one-loop soft theorem at O(λ2)
Finally, we turn to the terms that will generate a subleading soft theorem valid at one-
loop order. For the one-loop soft emission amplitude that is suppressed by O(λ2), the
decomposition of contributions is
A[1](2)N+1s =
〈
T O[1](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)
〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1]ΠL(0)L(2)〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1]〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T O[1](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1]L(0)ns 〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1]ΠL(0)(L(1))2〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]ΠL(0)L(1)〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1]〉+ 〈T O[1](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)〉+ 〈T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)][1]ΠL(0)L(1)〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]〉+ 〈T O[1](2X/∂)N L(0)ns 〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1]〉+ 〈O[1](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1]〉 . (4.26)
Again terms involving a L(1) outside of the loop vanish by RPI with the external pµni⊥ = 0,
and terms withO[1](1)N orO[1](2X/∂)N vanish by having an extra collinear particle that vanishes
for the state in eq. (4.15). Using these two properties leaves
A[1](2)N+1s =
〈
T O[1](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)
〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1]ΠL(0)L(2)〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1]〉
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+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1]L(0)ns 〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1]〉+ 〈T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1]〉+ 〈O[1](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)〉
+
〈
T
[O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1]L(0)ns 〉+ 〈T [O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1]〉 . (4.27)
Note that with our notation that ΠL(0) could include zero, one, two or more insertions of
L(0).
A couple of the terms in eq. (4.27) can be recognized as involving the Low-Burnett-Kroll
soft factor, S(sub)(s) = S[0](2)(s) times a one-loop amplitude. Ideally we would like to iso-
late a term involving the full one-loop amplitude times this LBK soft factor. To do this we
would have to be able to ensure that the terms causing the O(λ2) suppression in the SCET
decomposition of the full theory result act as the LBK angular momentum operator acting
on the result of hard, soft, or collinear loops. Since the hard loops are encoded in Wilson co-
efficients in the SCET operators, they automatically satisfy this criteria. We can also easily
group terms with subleading Lagrangian insertions into cases where the power suppression
occurs outside of a soft or collinear loop integral. However, there is no obvious way to do
this for the operators O[0](2δ,2r)N in the presence of soft and collinear loops. In both cases the
Dµs in the operators are generically internal to a soft loop involving this operator. Further,
for the operator O[0](2,δ)N , the derivative on the Wilson coefficient also does not generically
lead to a straightforward interpretation as the angular momentum derivative on the full am-
plitude, since the presence of a collinear loop can modify the n¯ · p dependence. One cannot
simply commute the ∂/∂(n¯·p) derivative through so that it acts on both the hard amplitude
and the result of the collinear loop. Thus, unlike at tree-level, it is only easy to separate
out the LBK soft factor acting on the hard loop contribution, which is given by the terms
A[1,hard](2)N+1s =
〈
T O[1](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)
〉
+
〈O[1](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)〉 = S[0](2)(s)A[1,hard](0)N . (4.28)
Here A[1,hard](0)N is the contribution to the one-loop amplitude from hard loops at leading
power. A[1,hard](0)N is infrared finite. It is in general not equal to the full one-loop amplitude
A[1](0)N , which often also has contributions from collinear and soft loops and has infrared
divergences. The MS result for A[1,hard](0)N can be obtained using the standard matching
trick of evaluating the full theory renormalized amplitude using  to regulate both IR and
UV divergences, and then simply dropping the 1/IR poles (since the bare SCET graphs
are scaleless with this regulator, the SCET UV counterterms cancel the full theory IR
divergences when we subtract full and EFT results, and set IR = UV).
For the soft expansion of the single-minus 5-point amplitude discussed below in sec-
tion 4.3.4 we will show that A[1,hard](0)(1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) = A[1](0)(1−, 2+, 3+, 4+), and so
eq. (4.28) will be the LBK soft factor acting on a full one loop amplitude.
The remaining O(λ2) suppressed terms enumerated in eq. (4.27) must include either
a soft or a collinear loop within SCET, and have hard coefficients evaluated at tree-level.
Since there is not a significant benefit to separating cases where the soft attachments are
inside or outside the loops we now make the BPS field redefintion, which absorbs the terms
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with an L(0)ns into Wilson lines appearing in other categories. This leaves only five types of
terms
A[1(soft,coll)](2)N+1s =
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1]〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1]〉 (4.29)
+
〈
T
[O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1]〉+ 〈T [O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1]〉+ 〈T [O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1]〉 ,
where (soft,coll) denotes that the loops are soft or collinear. Since we are
not distinguishing soft attachments outside/inside the loop we have here absorbed〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)][1]ΠL(0)L(2)〉 into the notation used in the first term of eq. (4.29). In the
operators in eq. (4.29) the soft and collinear fields appear in factorized blocks, connected
only by global color and Lorentz indices. The subleading operators have non-Wilson line
soft fields only through gBAµs(n), see eqs. (2.79) and (2.81). For the subleading Lagrangian
insertions the soft and collinear fields were written in a factorized form above in eq. (2.68),
where the soft fields also appear in gBAµs(n). All terms in eq. (4.29) therefore involve one of
the following products of soft fields and soft Wilson lines:
Eˆµ~κs(n)(x) ≡ T
∏
i
Y κini (0)T
κAgBAµs(n)(x) , Eˆµ~κs(n)(0) , (4.30)
Eˆµν ~κs(n)(n′)(x, y) ≡ T
∏
i
Y κini (0)T
κAT κ
′BgBAµs(n)(x) gB
Bµ
s(n′)(y) , Eˆµν ~κs(n)(n)(x, x) ,
Eˆ ~κs[n]NX ≡ T
∏
i,ni 6=n
Y κini (0)
NX∏
j=1
Y
κj
n (0) , Eˆµ~κs(n)[n′](x) ≡ T Y
κn′
n′ (0)
∏
i
Y κini (0) gB
Aµ
s(n)(x) ,
Eˆ ~κs[nj ][nk] ≡ T Y
κ′j
nj (0)Y
κ′k
nk (0)
∏
i
Y κini (0) ,
where NX = 1, 2, or 3 and T denotes time-ordering. The notation ~κ on the l.h.s. of these
structures encodes the possible color representations. We will denote Eˆs = Eˆs[n]1 since it
is independent of n. Note that the leading soft factor is given by the matrix element of Eˆs
at any loop order. For the other soft operators we will simply drop the hat when denoting
the one soft gluon matrix elements, so at l loop level
S[l](0) =
〈
g(s)
∣∣Eˆs∣∣0〉[l] , E[l]···~κ··· = 〈g(s)∣∣Eˆ···~κ··· ∣∣0〉[l] , E [l]···~κ··· (· · · ) = 〈g(s)∣∣Eˆ ···~κ··· (· · · )∣∣0〉[l] .
(4.31)
These matrix elements must be considered with insertions of the soft Lagrangian, ΠL(0)soft,
which we suppress for simplicity. Most often the soft loops involve attachments between
Wilson lines in multiple collinear directions, and hence are not related to one-particle
splitting functions. If we consider the classes in eq. (4.29) then the terms that are generated
by the various contributions include
L(2) : Eˆµ~κs(n)(x) , Eˆµν ~κs(n)(n)(x, x) , Eˆs , (4.32)(L(1))2 : Eˆµ~κs(n)(x) , Eˆµν ~κs(n)(n′)(x, y) , Eˆs ,
O(1,X)N L(1) : Eˆµ~κs(n)[n′](x) , Eˆs[n]2 ,
O(2,X∂)N : Eˆs[n]2 ,
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O(2,X2)N : Eˆs[n]3 ,
O(2,XX)N : Eˆs[nj ][nk] ,
O(2δ,2r)N : Eˆµ~κs(n)(0) .
Note that Eˆs is the same operator that appeared at leading power. Here the situations with
an Eˆs occur when the subleading Lagrangians contribute only i∂
µ
s rather than a gB
Aµ
s(n).
The situations with one of Eˆs[n]2, Eˆs[n]3, or Eˆs[nj ][nk] occur when we have multiple collinear
building blocks Xn in the same collinear direction. The fact that only these fairly simple
soft operators appear in the one-loop subleading soft theorem will imply a particular form
for the universality of contributions to the amplitude at this order.
The cases in eq. (4.29) with a soft or collinear loop are individually gauge invariant
(with appropriate IR regulators like dimensional regularization) and hence can be consid-
ered separately. Let’s first consider the contribution from soft loops. Because soft emissions
cannot affect the ⊥ component of collinear momentum, all soft loop contributions involving
terms with an insertion of L(1) can be set to zero by RPI. Also, insertions of O[0](2X/∂)N
from the operators in eq. (2.78) have an extra external collinear particle that cannot match
onto the state with soft gluons or are proportional to pi⊥ = 0. The only terms contributing
with a soft loop are therefore
A[1,soft](2)N+1s =
〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1,soft]〉+ 〈T [O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1,soft]〉 . (4.33)
From eq. (4.32) this implies that the only soft operators that can contribute to A[1,soft](2)N+1s
are:
Eˆµ~κs(n)(0) , Eˆµ~κs(n)(x) , Eˆµν ~κs(n)(n)(x, x) , Eˆs . (4.34)
Using the generic form of the subleading SCET Lagrangians after the BPS field redef-
inition from eq. (2.68), we can then express each contribution in eq. (4.33) in terms of the
universal factors composed of soft fields from eq. (4.32) and hard operators that depend
on the specific lower point amplitude. We have
T O(0)N ΠL(0)L(2) = C(0)N
{∑
k
∫
ddx
[
T Oˆ(0)N (0) Kˆ(2)nk (x) ΠL
(0)
coll
]
Eˆs (4.35)
+
∑
k
∫
ddx
[
T Oˆ(0)N (0) Kˆ(2)κnkµ (x) ΠL
(0)
coll
]
Eˆµ~κs(nk)(x)
+
∑
k
∫
ddx
[
T Oˆ(0)N (0) Kˆ(2)κκ
′
nkµν
(x) ΠL(0)coll
]
Eˆµν ~κs(nk)(nk)(x, x)
}
,
T O(2,δ)N ΠL(0) = −
∑
k
∂C
(0)
N
∂n¯k ·Qk
[
T Oˆ(0)N (0) ΠL(0)coll n¯k µ
]
Eˆµ~κs(nk)(0) ,
T O(2,r)N (0)ΠL(0) = C(0)N
∑
k
[
T Oˆ(0,rk)Nµ (0) ΠL(0)coll
]
Eˆµ~κs(nk)(0) ,
where L(0)coll are the terms in the leading power Lagrangian that only involve collinear fields.
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By defining collinear time ordered products of the operators in eq. (4.35), we can then
write a fully factorized expression for these terms in the subleading soft expansion. We
define
L(2) : Iˆ(2L)N ≡
∑
k
∫
ddx T Oˆ(0)N (0) Kˆ(2)nk (x) ΠL
(0)
coll , (4.36)
Iˆ(2L)kN µ (x) ≡ T Oˆ(0)N (0) Kˆ(2)κnk µ(x) ΠL
(0)
coll ,
Iˆ(2L)kN µν (x) ≡ T Oˆ(0)N (0) Kˆ(2)κκ
′
nk µν
(x) ΠL(0)coll ,
O(2,δ)N : Iˆ(0)N n¯kµ ≡ T Oˆ(0)N (0) ΠL(0)coll n¯k µ ,
O(2,r)N : Iˆ(0r)kN µ ≡ T Oˆ(0,rk)Nµ (0) ΠL(0)coll ,
for the collinear operators appearing in these terms. For the matrix elements of all these
collinear operators with N well separated collinear particles we simply use the same nota-
tion, but drop the hats,
I [l]···N ··· =
〈
0
∣∣Iˆ ···N ···∣∣p1, p2, . . . , pN〉[l] , I [l]···N ···(x) = 〈0∣∣Iˆ ···N ···(x)∣∣p1, p2, . . . , pN〉[l] . (4.37)
With these definitions we find the following all orders factorization theorems
T O(0)N ΠL(0)L(2) = C(0)N Iˆ(2L)N Eˆs (4.38)
+ C
(0)
N
∑
k
∫
ddx
{
Iˆ(2L)kN µ (x)Eˆµ~κs(nk)(x) + Iˆ
(2L)k
N µν (x)Eˆµν ~κs(nk)(nk)(x, x)
}
,
T O(2,δ)N ΠL(0) = −
∑
k
∂C
(0)
N
∂n¯k ·Qk I
(0)
N Eˆµ~κs(nk)(0) n¯kµ ,
T O(2,r)N ΠL(0) = C(0)N
∑
k
Iˆ(0r)kN µ Eˆµ~κs(nk)(0) .
For one soft loop, putting the above results into eq. (4.33) gives
A[1,soft](2)N+1s = C
[0](0)
N I [0](2L)N S[1](0)(s) + C [0](0)N
∑
k
∫
ddx
{
I [0](2L)kN µ (x)E [1]µ~κs(nk) (x)
+ I [0](2L)kN µν (x)E [1]µν ~κs(nk)(nk)(x, x)
}
−
∑
k
∂C
[0](0)
N
∂n¯k ·Qk Split
[0](0) n¯kµ E [1]µ~κs(nk) (0)
+ C
[0](0)
N
∑
k
I [0](0r)kN µ (0)E [1]µ~κs(nk) (0) . (4.39)
Here we have used the fact that the leading power 1 → 1 splitting amplitude Split(0) =
〈Iˆ(0)N 〉. The matrix element I [0](0r)kN µ , which contributes only when its Xκknk is a collinear
fermion, also corresponds to a leading power splitting amplitude, but with a different spin
contraction involving tµk in eq. (2.82). In eq. (4.39) the terms with a superscript [1] are
matrix elements of purely soft fields and denote the soft loop, while the remaining terms
are tree level hard coefficients or collinear matrix elements. Thus, we have factorized the
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universal soft contribution from hard and collinear physics in all the terms which include
a soft loop.
For collinear loops, contributions from the terms enumerated in eq. (4.29) are all
generically non-zero. These contributions can be divided into two possible classes, those
with O(0)N and those with operators that are higher order in the power counting. First,
consider the contributions that contain the N -jet operator O(0)N and Lagrangian insertions.
The matching coefficient of this operator is evaluated at tree-level and the collinear loops
involve the various possibilities from the Lagrangian insertions. In these contributions,
the collinear loop and the emission of the soft gluon can either be from the same collinear
direction or from different collinear directions. If from the same collinear direction, because
these collinear loop contributions involve only a single external collinear direction and the
hard coefficient CN of the operator is a tree-level amplitude, these contributions can always
be re-expressed in terms of the soft limit of a one-loop splitting amplitude times a lower-
point tree-level amplitude. If they are from different collinear directions, then the emission
of the soft gluon is exclusively from an external collinear leg at tree-level, and is also given by
a splitting amplitude. In these contributions, we can set the ⊥ component of momentum of
the leg off of which the soft gluon is emitted to zero. Using these observations, we then have〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1,coll]〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1,coll]〉
= C
[0](0)
N
∑
k
(∫
ddx ddy
{〈
T Kˆ(1)nk (x) Kˆ
(1)
nk
(y) Oˆ(0)N (0) ΠL(0)coll,n=nk
〉[1]
S[0](0)(k)
+ 2
〈
T Kˆ(1)κnkµ (x) Kˆ
(1)
nk
(y) Oˆ(0)N (0) ΠL(0)coll,n=nk
〉[1]E [0]µ~κs(nk) (x)
}
+
∫
ddx
{〈
T Kˆ(2)nk (x) Oˆ
(0)
N (0) ΠL(0)coll,n=nk
〉[1]
S[0](0)(k)
+
〈
T Kˆ(2)κnkµ (x) Oˆ
(0)
N (0) ΠL(0)coll,n=nk
〉[1] E [0]µ~κs(nk) (x)
})
+ C
[0](0)
N
∑
k
∫
ddx
{〈
T Kˆ(2)nk (x) Oˆ
(0)
N (0) ΠL(0)coll,n 6=nk
〉[1]
S[0](0)(k)
+
〈
T Kˆ(2)κnkµ (x) Oˆ
(0)
N (0) ΠL(0)coll,n 6=nk
〉[1] E [0]µ~κs(nk) (x)
}
. (4.40)
On the right of the equality, the terms in the first four lines run over all possible legs
k from which the soft gluon can be emitted, fully accounting for color, and contains a
collinear loop correction from the sector emitting the soft gluon. In the fifth and sixth
lines the loop correction is in a collinear sector not participating in the soft emission.
These loop contributions are simply the leading order collinear virtual corrections. All of
these terms can be recognized as soft limits of splitting amplitude contributions, giving〈
T
[O[0](0)N ΠL(0)L(2)][1,coll]〉+ 〈T [O[0](0)N ΠL(0)(L(1))2][1,coll]〉 (4.41)
=
∑
k
Split
[1](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s)A[0](0)(1, . . . , Pk, . . . , N)
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+
∑
k, l 6=k
Split
[0](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s)Split[1](0)(l→ l)A[0](0)(1, . . . , l, . . . , Pk, . . . , N) .
Here the first four lines of eq. (4.40) give the Split
[1](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s) term, while the fifth and
sixth lines give the Split
[0](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s) term. The subscript n¯k indicates the reference
vector that is used to define momentum fractions in the splitting amplitude. The bar here
indicates that these splitting amplitudes are both collinear and soft gauge invariant, in
contrast to the QCD splitting amplitudes which are only collinear gauge invariant. The
Split amplitudes can be calculated from gauge invariant antennae [148–150], only keeping
the terms that are at O(λ2) and with an appropriate decomposition and choice for the
vector n¯k. These antennae functions correctly describe soft wide angle emissions from a
dipole. The result for Split
[0](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s) was calculated for fermions in section 3.2.2
and for gluons in appendix D. Neither contribution changes the hard matching coefficient,
which is the leading power tree-level amplitude C
[0](0)
N = A[0](0). The last line of eq. (4.41)
includes virtual corrections at one loop order from Split[1](0)(k → k) defined in eq. (4.16).
For the 1 → 2 splitting amplitudes Split[j](2)n¯k (Pk → k, s) the intermediate particle Pk is
located in the amplitude at k and the sum over spins and color is implicit. These con-
tributions are only non-zero if the tree-level amplitudes are non-zero. For a color-ordered
amplitude where the soft gluon is emitted between particles N and 1, the 1 → 2 splitting
amplitude contribution at 1-loop becomes
Split
[1](2)
n¯N
(P → N, s)A[0](1, . . . , N − 1, P ) + Split[1](2)n¯1 (P → s, 1)A[0](P, 2, . . . , N) . (4.42)
In addition to the splitting amplitude contributions, there are also contributions that
contain collinear loops involving the higher power N -jet operators in eq. (4.29), given by:〈
T
[O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1,coll]〉+ 〈T [O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1,coll]〉 (4.43)
+
〈
T
[O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1,coll]〉 .
For the O[0](2δ,2r)N term we can use the all orders factorized result given above in eq. (4.35).
The remaining terms are reduced by using RPI to set the total ⊥ component of momenta in
each collinear sector to zero, which leaves only the operators listed in eq. (2.78). For these
terms we define the factorized expressions that appear for the collinear loop contribution
to the loop-level subleading soft theorem as
O(1)N L(1) : Jˆ (2XkL)N ≡ C(1Xk)N ⊗
∫
ddxT Oˆ(1Xnk )N (0)
∑
n′
Kˆ
(1)
n′ (x) , (4.44)
Jˆ (2XkLk′ )µN (x) ≡ C(1Xk)N ⊗ T Oˆ
(1Xnk )
N (0) Kˆ
(1)κµ
nk′ (x) ,
O(2,X∂)N : Jˆ (2Xk∂)N ≡ C(2Xk∂)N ⊗ Oˆ
(2Xnk∂)
N (0) ,
O(2,X2)N : Jˆ
(2X2k)
N ≡ C
(2X2k)
N ⊗ Oˆ
(2,X2nk
)
N (0) ,
O(2,XX)N : Jˆ
(2XkXk′ )
N ≡ C
(2XkXk′ )
N ⊗ Oˆ
(2,XnkXnk′ )~κ
N (0) .
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As mentioned at the end of section 2.6, the hatted notation means that the operators only
involve collinear fields. Kˆ
(1)
n and Kˆ
(1)κ
nµ are from L(1), and were defined by eq. (2.68). These
terms in general involve convolution integrals over the large momentum fractions carried
by the multiple collinear objects in a given sector. Therefore, in the various JˆN s we leave
both the Wilson coefficients and collinear operators, so that both of the potential terms
participating as integrands in these convolution integrals are left together. When taking
matrix elements, we again use the notation:
J [l]...N = 〈0|Jˆ ...N |p1, p2, . . . , pN 〉[l] . (4.45)
The result for one collinear loop with power suppressed operators is then〈
T
[O[0](2δ,2r)N ΠL(0)][1,coll] + T [O[0](1)N ΠL(0)L(1)][1,coll] + T [O[0](2X/∂)N ΠL(0)][1,coll]〉
=
∑
k
{
− ∂C
[0](0)
N
∂n¯k ·Qk Split
[1](0) E [0]µ~κs(nk) (0) n¯kµ + C
[0](0)
N I [1](0r)kN µ E [0]µ~κs(nk) (0)
}
+
∑
k
{(
J [1](2XkL)N + J [1](2Xk∂)N
)
E
[0]~κ
s[nk]2
+ J [1](2X2k)N E[0]~κs[nk]3
}
+
∑
k,k′
∫
ddxJ [1](2XkLk′ )µN (x) E [0]~κs(nk′ )[nk]µ(x) . (4.46)
We will call the functions J ···N fusion terms since their parent operators O(1,X)N , O(2,X∂)N , or
O(2,X2)N create or annihilate two or three n-collinear partons at tree-level. These collinear
partons must then fuse back together in a collinear loop in order to produce a single
n-collinear particle for the state in our subleading soft theorem. Since the operator
O[1](2XkX′k)N has a pair of collinear fields in each of two distinct collinear directions, it can not
have both pairs fuse to a single collinear field at one-loop order, and hence Jˆ [1](2XkX′k)N does
not contribute in eq. (4.46). (From the point of view of a two-loop subleading soft theorem,
this operator would be a new contribution that did not already appear at one-loop.) The full
contribution from collinear loops, A[1,coll](2)N+1s , is given by the sum of eqs. (4.41) and (4.46).
Putting all the contributions together, our fully factorized, one-loop subleading soft
theorem for an arbitrary amplitude with N well separated particles plus one soft particle is
A[1](2)N+1s = S[0](2)(s)A
[1,hard](0)
N (4.47)
+A[0](0)N I [0](2L)N S[1](0)(s)
+A[0](0)N
N∑
k=1
∫
ddx
{
I [0](2L)kN µ (x) E [1]µ~κs(nk) (x) + I
[0](2L)k
N µν (x) E [1]µν ~κs(nk)(nk)(x, x)
}
+
N∑
k=1
{
− ∂A
[0](0)
N
∂n¯k ·Qk Split
[0](0) E [1]µ~κs(nk) (0) n¯kµ +A
[0](0)
N I [0](0r)kN µ (0) E [1]µ~κs(nk) (0)
}
+
N∑
k=1
Split
[1](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s)A[0](0)N (1, . . . , Pk, . . . , N)
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+
N∑
k=1
l 6=k
Split
[0](2)
n¯k
(Pk → k, s) Split[1](0)(l→ l)A[0](0)N (1, . . . , l, . . . , Pk, . . . , N)
+
N∑
k=1
{
− ∂A
[0](0)
N
∂n¯k ·Qk Split
[1](0) E [0]µ~κs(nk) (0) n¯kµ +A
[0](0)
N I [1](0r)kN µ E [0]µ~κs(nk) (0)
}
+
N∑
k=1
{(
J [1](2XkL)N + J [1](2Xk∂)N
)
E
[0]~κ
s[nk]2
+ J [1](2X2k)N E [0]~κs[nk]3
}
+
N∑
k,k′=1
∫
ddxJ [1](2XkLk′ )µN (x) E [0]~κs(nk′ )[nk]µ(x)
Here, we have explicitly indicated that the leading order tree-level matching is the tree
level amplitude:
C
[0](0)
N = A[0](0)N . (4.48)
The different contributions to eq. (4.47) were derived above in
eqs. (4.28), (4.30), (4.36), (4.40) and (4.44). The first line contains the hard loop contri-
butions, the next three lines are soft loops, and the final five lines are collinear loops. It is
worth noting that all terms, except for some of the possible fusion terms in the last two lines,
are connected via RPI to the leading order amplitude. In eq. (4.47) we have suppressed
color-index contractions and the sum over helicities in the Split
[l](2)
dependent terms. The
various terms contributing to the soft theorem in eq. (4.47) are schematically illustrated
in figure 7. Hard loop and soft loop contributions are illustrated in figures 7(a) and (b),
respectively. The terms with one-loop collinear splitting functions, involving a Split[1](k)
or I [1](0r)kN µ factor, are illustrated in figures 7(c, d), and the collinear fusion terms involving
a J [1] factor, are illustrated in figures 7(e, f). Eq. (4.47) is a central result of this paper.
In general the factorized one-loop soft and collinear matrix elements in eq. (4.47) will
have UV and IR divergences, and we implicitly have been assuming a regulator like di-
mensional regularization with d = 4− 2 that does not spoil any symmetries of our gauge
theory. The UV divergences from soft and collinear loops are exactly canceled by the same
EFT counterterms that were used to obtain UV finite results for the hard matching coef-
ficients/amplitudes, plus coupling renormalization. Accounting for this, eq. (4.47) yields a
UV finite result. This amplitude will still contain IR divergences, which appear as 1/2 and
1/ poles at this loop order. These IR divergences will only cancel when we consider the
phase space integrated amplitude squared for a physical cross section, which also contains
additional real emission diagrams. The real emission diagrams are not part of eq. (4.47),
but can be factorized and treated in a similar manner, as discussed below in section 4.4.
Generically, all of the terms in eq. (4.47) will be non-zero, but some contributions may
vanish for special cases with particular helicity or color choices. First consider soft dynam-
ics. At leading power the soft gluon couplings preserve collinear helicity at any loop order
(which is explicit in Feynman-’t Hooft gauge). The power suppressed O(λ2) soft couplings
also preserve helicity at tree level, as was explicitly seen in our discussion of LBK. Therefore
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Figure 7. Illustrations of the various contributions to the one-loop subleading soft theorem at
O(λ2). Figure (a) are the hard loops, (b) are soft loops, and (c), (d), (e) and (f) are collinear loops.
(c) and (d) are the collinear loops arising from splitting amplitudes, while (e) and (f) represent
collinear loops from the fusion terms in the one-loop subleading soft theorem. In each figure, the
matching coefficient is written, with A[0] and A[1] the tree-level or one-loop amplitude. For the
fusion terms in (e) and (f), we use the short-hand A[0]2coll ≡ C [0](1X) and A[0]3coll ≡ C [0](2X
2).
there are no helicity flips in the first two terms of eq. (4.47). Due to the connection between
chirality and helicity there are also no helicity flips for collinear fermions in the presence
of soft loops, which are contributions in the 3rd and 4th lines of eq. (4.47). Determining
whether there are spin flips to the collinear gluon terms in the 3rd and 4th lines of eq. (4.47)
requires an investigation beyond those done here (due to the vector indices µ and ν in those
terms). Also, the hard coefficient in the N -jet operator CN is evaluated at tree-level in all
soft loop contributions in eq. (4.47). Therefore, if the helicity configuration of the exter-
nal collinear particles is such that the tree-level amplitude is zero, then all contributions
from soft loops vanish. For the pure gluon all-plus and single-minus helicity amplitudes,
because the hard coefficient C
[0](0)
N for those amplitudes vanishes, there is no contribution
from soft loops to the loop-level subleading soft theorem. For MHV and beyond-MHV
helicity configurations, soft loops contribute to the loop-level subleading soft theorem.
For collinear particles, the total angular momentum for each collinear direction is
preserved by the collinear dynamics at leading power. Again by the connection between
chirality and helicity, the helicity is preserved for collinear fermions in the presence of
collinear loops at an arbitrary order in the power expansion. For collinear gluons the
tree level Lagrangian insertion preserves helicity (see appendix D), so the helicity of the
original hard configuration is preserved in the 6th line of eq. (4.47). For the other collinear
loop contributions the helicity of the initial and outgoing collinear particle can be flipped,
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which includes the terms in the 5th, and and 7th-9th lines of eq. (4.47). For collinear
loops, examining the loop level gluon splitting amplitudes given in refs. [145, 151], one
finds that all splitting amplitudes are non-zero at subleading orders in the soft expansion.
At tree-level these splitting amplitudes in the soft limit do not flip the collinear particles
helicity, so Split
[0]
(P±k → k±, s) = 0.
A recent proposal in the literature only considered the first term, S[0](2)(s)A[1,hard]N , in
a loop-level, subleading soft emission analysis [51]. In ref. [120], a loop level subleading soft
photon theorem was derived for the Sudakov form factor, explicitly taking into account
collinear loop effects. They used the Grammer-Yennie [28] decomposition of the photon
propagator and its relation to the Ward identities, after the factorization of collinear effects
from hard loops. This result captures the LBK related terms in eq. (4.47), as well as
subleading time-ordered products due to soft particles interacting with collinear loops, like
those generated by the subleading splitting amplitude terms in eqs. (4.40) and (4.41). While
a full comparision to this result is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth noting that no
higher order collinear operators like those of O(2X/∂)N which generate the fusion terms J ···N
were taken into account. This can be seen from the fact that all hard matching coefficients
in ref. [120] are related to the leading order Sudakov form factor, or its derivatives, while
generically there will be no such relation for these subleading collinear operators. For the
dijet operator giving the quark Sudakov form factor, the O(1,X) operators that appear at
O(λ) are known to be disconnected from the leading power operator [136].
4.3.4 One-loop soft theorem for single-minus amplitude
In appendix F, we apply the loop-level soft theorem of eq. (4.47) to several amplitude
examples. As it is quite simple, it is instructive to apply the one-loop subleading soft
theorem in eq. (4.47) to the expansion of the color-ordred single-minus amplitude. As we
showed in eq. (4.5), the soft expansion of the single-minus large Nc primitive amplitude for
gauge bosons takes the form
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) (4.49)
+ S[0](2)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯4=3(P
+ → 4+, 5+)A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) +O(λ1) .
Order-by-order in λ, we can see how the effective theory exactly reproduces this soft ex-
pansion.
Starting with the leading soft factor, from eq. (4.21), we would expect the expansion
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) + S[1](0)(5+)A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+)
+O(λ−1) , (4.50)
where S[0](0)(5+) and S[1](0)(5+) are the tree-level and one-loop leading soft factors,
respectively. The one-loop soft factor multiplies a tree-level single-minus amplitude
A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+), which is zero, and so does not contribute to the soft expansion. We
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also argued in section 4.3.2 that all O(λ−1) contributions at one-loop vanish, and so do not
appear in the soft theorem. Hence the first corrections are O(λ0). Therefore, we find
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) +O(λ0) , (4.51)
in agreement with the explicit expansion of the amplitude.
Now consider the O(λ0) terms. From the general one-loop soft theorem result in
eq. (4.47) there are several contributions to consider, involving hard, soft, and collinear
loops. Since A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) is infrared finite, the matching for the hard loop amplitude
on the first line of eq. (4.47) is given by
A[1,hard](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) = A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) . (4.52)
At tree level this amplitude vanishes, A[0](0)4 (1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) = 0. Therefore the
soft loop terms on the 2nd to 4th lines of eq. (4.47), which all contain a single
minus A[0](0)4 amplitude, vanish. This agrees with our discussion of helicity conser-
vation below eq. (4.47). The single minus A[0](0)4 also appears in the terms in the
7th line, and hence they also vanish. Due to color ordering the collinear splitting
terms in the 5th and 6th line of eq. (4.41) must be adjacent to the soft emission.
The splitting functions therefore multiply one of four amplitudes, of which three
vanish 0 = A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P+) = A[0](P−, 2+, 3+, 4+) = A[0](P+, 2+, 3+, 4+), and
only A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) 6= 0. For this nonzero amplitude the splitting amplitude
Split
[0](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s ) = 0, while Split[1](2)n¯4 (P+ → 4+, 5+s ) 6= 0, hence there is only one
non-zero splitting term. With these simplifications, the soft theorem becomes
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+s )A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+) + S(sub)(5+s )A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−)
+ FN (1
−, 2+, 3+; 4+, 5+s ) . (4.53)
Here the fusion term is
FN =
∑
Y
C
[0](Y )
N=4 ⊗ (· · · ) +O(λ) , (4.54)
where Y ranges over (Y ) = (1, X), (2, X∂), (2, X2), and the (· · · ) represents the appro-
priate matrix elements of collinear and soft operators from the full one-loop soft theorem,
eq. (4.47). Eq. (4.53) reproduces the result in eq. (4.49) except for the arbitrary reference
vector n¯4 in the Split
[1](2)
n¯4 term and the presence of the FN fusion term. The contributions
to the fusion term are generated by the operators O[0](1,X)4 and O[0](2,X∂)4 which produce
5 particles, where 2 are in a single collinear sector and fuse through a loop graph, and by
the operator O[0](2,X2)4 which produces 6 particles, where 3 are in a single collinear sector
and two of these fuse without producing another particle. This gives 4 energetic particles,
and the 5th particle is soft and generated by the soft part of each operator.
For this single minus amplitude, the need for these fusion terms only becomes apparent
if we choose a generic reference vector to define the momentum fraction of soft gluon 5
instead of n¯4 = 3 in eq. (4.5). In that case:
FN (1
−, 2+, 3+; 4+, 5+s ) = Fuse(1
−, 2+, 3+;P+ → 4+, 5+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) (4.55)
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=
[
Split
[1](2)
n¯4=3(P
+ → 4+, 5+s )− Split[1](2)n¯4 (P+ → 4+, 5+s )
]
A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−)
=
[ −i
48pi2
〈35〉
〈34〉
[45]
〈45〉2 +
i
48pi2
〈n¯45〉
〈n¯44〉
[45]
〈45〉2
]( 〈14〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
)
.
This difference of splitting amplitudes is generated by the fusion terms and is connected
to the generic Split
[1](2)
n¯4 in eq. (4.53) by RPI. This follows from the fact that the splitting
amplitude with n¯4 = 3 can be calculated from the collinear operator B
µ
n4⊥ with this specific
choice of reference vector in the collinear Wilson line. This operator with a specific choice
can be expanded in terms of the generic n¯4, as was done in ref. [136]. The difference
in eq. (4.55) kills the leading term, and the subleading operator terms that survive have
the required structures for the operators O[0](1,X)4 and O[0](2,X∂)4 contributing to the fusion
terms. This difference is also less singular in the collinear limit of 4 and 5 than Split
[1](2)
n¯4
alone, exactly as expected for the fusion terms. A direct demonstration that the fusion
terms contribute only the difference in eq. (4.55) can be achieved by computing the collinear
1-loop diagrams for these fusion terms, which we do not carry out here. Taking the sum
of the fusion term and collinear splitting term gives
Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) + FN (1−, 2+, 3+; 4+, 5+s ) (4.56)
= Split
[1](2)
n¯4=3(P
+ → 4+, 5+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, P−) ,
which is precisely the result needed to reproduce the expansion of the full amplitude as
discussed above in eq. (4.5). The fact that the arbitrary choice of the reference vector
n¯4 cancels between the splitting function and fusion term in eq. (4.56) highlights that
the subleading soft theorem has RPI connections beyond those we have exploited in the
analysis of LBK. For the choice n¯4 = 3 the fusion term vanishes, FN (1
−, 2+, 3+; 4+, 5+s ) = 0
and the full result is given by the splitting function term.
In appendix F, we will present examples where more complicated choices of the refer-
ence vector are needed to eliminate the fusion terms. All of the fusion terms encountered in
the examples worked out there can be expressed as differences of QCD splitting amplitudes
with different external legs’ momenta acting as the reference vectors.
It is also instructive to compare the finite single-minus amplitude to the case of the
one-loop finite all-plus helicity amplitudes A(1+, . . . , k+), which are known to satisfy the
Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem [48, 49]. For essentially the same arguments as the single-
minus amplitude, the soft expansion of the all-plus amplitude does not contain soft loops
nor terms from the operators O[0](1)N , O[0](2δ,2r)N , or O[0](2X/∂)N . The expansion of the all-plus
helicity amplitude in the soft limit can then be expressed as
A[1](1+, . . . , k+s ) = S[0](0)(k+)A[1](1+, . . . , (k − 1)+) (4.57)
+ S[0](2)(k+)A[1](1+, . . . , (k − 1)+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯k−1 (P
+ → (k − 1)+, k+s )A[0](1+, . . . , (k − 2)+, P−)
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+ Split
[1](2)
n¯k−1 (P
− → (k − 1)+, k+s )A[0](1+, . . . , (k − 2)+, P+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯1 (P
+ → k+s , 1+)A[0](P−, 2+, . . . , (k − 1)+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯1 (P
− → k+s , 1+)A[0](P+, 2+, . . . , (k − 1)+)
+ Fk(1
+, . . . , k+s ) +O(λ1)
= S[0](0)(k+)A[1](1+, . . . , (k − 1)+)
+ S(sub)(k+)A[1](1+, . . . , (k − 1)+) +O(λ1) ,
where Split
[1](2)
denotes the one-loop splitting amplitudes and Fk(1
+, . . . , k+s ) denotes
the sum of potential fusion terms. In the first equality, the splitting amplitudes Split
[1](2)
each multiply a tree-level amplitude; however, these amplitudes are either all-plus or
single-minus amplitudes, which are zero at tree-level. The same is true for the fusion
terms connected to these amplitudes by RPI, so Fk = 0. Therefore, the contributions
which violate the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem vanish for this amplitude. This is nicely
consistent with the interpretation in ref. [56] that the all-plus amplitudes satisfy the
Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem because of the conformal symmetry of the self-dual field
configuration of all-plus helicity gluons.
It is important to stress that the fact that we could argue that the fusion terms were
either zero or related to difference of splitting amplitudes, relied heavily on the special
kinematics of the leading color single-minus, all-plus, and tree-level MHV amplitudes. In
particular, for considering the subleading collinear limits of NMHV or higher helicity config-
urations, we do not generically expect that the fusion terms can be expressed as a difference
of splitting amplitudes with different choices for reference vectors. In particular, C
[0](1X)
N
and other coefficients appearing in the fusion terms will not generically be a tree-level
amplitude. An example with such a matching coefficient C
[0](1X)
N , would be a subleading
color amplitude obtained from fusing non-adjacent collinear particles. Therefore, for an
arbitrary amplitude, RPI alone does not suffice to determine the operators like O(1,X)N
appearing from the subleading collinear expansion.
4.4 Non-trivial subleading soft limit of splitting amplitudes at O(λ)
At tree level for well separated collinear particles in gauge theory, the leading soft factor
enters at O(λ−2), potential O(λ−1) contributions vanish, and the Low-Burnett-Kroll theo-
rem applies at O(λ0). This result is special to this order in in perturbation theory, as seen
from the one-loop soft theorem for well separated particles discussed in the previous sec-
tion. At one loop the leading terms are O(λ−2), the O(λ−1) contributions still vanish, and
the nonzero terms predicted by our more sophisticated subleading one-loop soft theorem
in eq. (4.47) are the same order as LBK, namely O(λ0).
The pure LBK result is not just violated by loops, since it also depends on the kinemat-
ics of the final state particles which must be taken to be parametrically separated in angle.
Because of collinear singularities in a gauge theory, an energetic particle will preferentially
emit other parametrically close collinear particles, yielding a situation that violates this
kinematic constraint at tree level. At tree level for well-separated particles, the terms at
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O(λ−1) in the expansion of the subleading soft factor vanished because RPI allowed us to
set the ⊥ component of the momentum of the one particle in each collinear sector in the
scattering process to zero. If a collinear sector has more than one particle, then RPI can
be used to set the total ⊥ momentum in a collinear sector to zero, but the individual ⊥
momenta of the particles in the collinear sector will generically be non-zero. This implies
that there can be contributions to the subleading soft factor suppressed just by O(λ) that
manifestly violate the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem, even at tree-level.
In this section, we will check this explicitly for a collinear sector with two particles
in it. The two collinear particles 1 and 2 will be parametrically close, obeying p1 · p2 ∼
p1 · ps ∼ p2 · ps for a soft momentum ps. The soft expansion of the tree-level amplitude
with a single collinear splitting can then be decomposed as
A[0,coll]N+1s = A
[0,coll](0)
N+1s
+A[0,coll](1)N+1s +A
[0,coll](2)
N+1s
+ . . . . (4.58)
Here A[0,coll]N+1s involves 2 particles that are both n-collinear, N − 2 additional particles that
are well separated from each other and from those two particles, and 1 soft particle. Each
term on the r.h.s. of eq. (4.58) is at tree-level, and of increasing order in the λ power
expansion. Using RPI, we will set the total ⊥ momentum of the two n-collinear sector to
zero, as well the ⊥ momenta of each of the individual well separated particles.
For the language we use in this section we will take the one collinear emission amplitude
as the base result, and hence use a counting where the leading power A[0,coll](0)N+1s is said to
be O(λ−2), which refers to the counting for the additional 1/ni · ps eikonal propagator.
(This does not count λ−1 factors generated by the splitting itself.) At leading power both
the collinear splitting and soft emission are described by an L(0) Lagrangian insertion.
Therefore the collinear splitting does not change the color structure of the amplitude from
the point of view of the soft gluon, and hence it is still described by Eˆs. The final result
is therefore given by the leading-power soft factor for the N − 1 distinct collinear sectors,
multiplied by the tree-level amplitude with the collinear splitting:
A[0,coll](0)N+1s =
〈
T O(0)N−1 ΠL(0)
〉[0]
coll+s
= S
[0](0)
N−1 (s)A[0,coll](0)N . (4.59)
Here the subscript on the matrix element 〈· · · 〉coll+s indicates that the particles are taken
in the kinematic situation described below eq. (4.58), and hence differ from the matrix
elements used in section 4.3. If particles 1 and 2 are collinear to each other in the n
direction, with 3 to N well separated, then we have
S
[0](0)
N−1 (s) = T1+2
n · s
n · ps +
N∑
i=3
Ti
ni · s
ni · ps , (4.60)
where T1+2 is the color matrix for the composition of particles 1 and 2 (equivalent to the
color matrix for their parent particle). For simplicity we will continue to use the convention
that particles 1 and 2 are collinear for the analysis at subleading order below.
At one higher order in the power expansion, O(λ−1), we have to consider two contri-
butions:
A[0,coll](1)N+1s =
〈
T O(1)N−1 ΠL(0)
〉[0]
coll+s
+
〈
T O(0)N−1 ΠL(0) L(1)
〉[0]
coll+s
. (4.61)
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The first term has a subleading operator insertion O(1)N−1 which is eitherO(1,∂)N−1 orO(1,X)N−1 . For
O(1,∂)N−1 we can make its matrix element vanish by using RPI to set the total perp momentum
in the n-collinear direction to zero, p⊥n1 + p⊥n2 = 0. The operator O(1,X)N−1 does not vanish by
RPI and describes the collinear splitting at subleading power through the matrix element〈
T O(1,X)N−1 ΠL(0)
〉[0]
coll+s
= C
[0](1X)
N
〈
Oˆ(1,X)N−1
〉[0]
coll
E
[0](N−1)~κ
s[n]2 . (4.62)
Here the purely collinear matrix element
〈Oˆ(1,X)N−1 〉[0]coll involves N final state particles, two
of which are collinear, for N − 1 collinear directions. It produces no inverse powers of λ
because it does not have a parent collinear propagator that produces particles 1 and 2 in
the n-collinear direction. Therefore this matrix element is suppressed by one power of λ
relative to the amplitude that appeared at leading power, A[0,coll](0)N . The soft emission
matrix element in eq. (4.62) involves the same operator defined in eq. (4.30) except that
there are only N − 1 distinct collinear directions, so we have the tree level matrix element
E
[0](N−1)~κ
s[n]2 =
〈
gs
∣∣∣T Y κ1n (0)Y κ2n (0) N∏
i=3
Y κini (0)
∣∣∣0〉[0] (4.63)
= (T1 + T2)
n · s
n · ps +
N∑
i=3
Ti
ni · s
ni · ps .
Here if the color indices of Y κ1n (0) and Y
κ2
n (0) are contracted then T1 + T2 = T1+2.
The second term in eq. (4.61) includes a subleading Lagrangian insertion, and is given
by the factorized matrix element〈
T O(0)N−1 ΠL(0) L(1)n
〉[0]
coll+s
= C
[0](0)
N
∫
ddx
〈
T Oˆ(0)N−1(0)Kˆ(1)κnµ (x)
〉[0]
coll
E [0](N−1)µ~κs(n) (x) . (4.64)
The operator Kˆ
(1)κ
nµ contains the relevant terms without soft fields from L(1)n and was defined
in eq. (2.68). As indicated, this collinear matrix element is only nonzero if L(1) acts on one
of the two n-collinear particles. If it acts on any of the remaining individual well separated
N −2 particles then it is zero by RPI, since p⊥i>2 = 0. The soft matrix element in eq. (4.64)
involves the same operator Eˆ [0](N−1)µ~κs(n) (x) defined in eq. (4.30), but here with only (N − 1)
distinct collinear directions, so
E(N−1)µ~κs(n) (x) =
〈
gs
∣∣∣T gBAµs(n)(x)T κAY κ1+κ2n (0) N∏
i=3
Y κini (0)
∣∣∣0〉 . (4.65)
Here Y κ1+κ2n is in the color representation of the parent of particles 1 and 2. At tree level,
since gBAµs(n) starts with one gluon field, we can drop the other Wilson lines to obtain
E [0](N−1)µ~κs(n) (x) =
〈
gs
∣∣T κAgBAµs(n)(x)∣∣0〉[0] . (4.66)
The factorization properties of the real collinear emission contributions from this La-
grangian insertion are the same as those discussed above for the analogous terms in the
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collinear loop contribution. The collinear and soft matrix elements are therefore given by
the soft limit of a 1→ 3 splitting amplitude,〈
0
∣∣T O(0)N−1 ΠL(0) L(1)n ∣∣1a1/ , 2a2/ , 3a3 , . . . , NaN , sas〉[0] = Split[0](1)(P → 1, 2, s)A[0](P, 3, · · · , N) ,
(4.67)
where particles 1 and 2 are in the same collinear sector and we have made the color indices
explicit. If the soft emission is not from either 1 or 2 then the contribution is zero by RPI,
for the reasons explained earlier.
The full result for the subleading soft emission from the collinear splitting amplitude
is given by the sum of eqs. (4.62) and (4.64),
A[0,coll](1)N+1s (1/ , 2/ , 3, . . .) = C
[0](1X)
N
〈
Oˆ(1,X)N−1
〉[0]
coll
E
[0](N−1)~κ
s[n]2
+ Split
[0](1)
(P → 1, 2, s)A[0](P, 3, · · · , N) , (4.68)
and both of these terms give nonzero contributions. Unlike the situation with well separated
particles at tree level or at one-loop these amplitudes for subleading soft with collinear
emission are only suppressed by a single power of λ.
As an explicit example of the above general results we will compute the subleading
soft gluon coupling to a jet sector with net fermion flavor for the more non-trivial contri-
bution
〈
T O(0)N−1 ΠL(0) L(1)n
〉[0]
coll+s
. If the parent n-collinear particle has momentum p, our
convention that p⊥ = 0 forbids the subleading soft emission or propagator insertion from
appearing on the parent propagator. Furthermore, we will make the BPS field redefinition
everywhere, so that graphs with a soft gluon generated by L(0) are absorbed into diagrams
where the soft gluon is emitted from the L(1) directly. (This removes the need to separately
consider the propagator insertion diagrams.) Here, we consider only one of the two possible
color orderings TATB where the emission of the soft gluon comes either from a n-collinear
gluon through L(1)An or the soft and collinear gluons are emitted simultaneously by L
(1)
ξn
. The
expression for the amplitude with the other color ordering TBTA is given in appendix G.
For the color ordering considered here there are only three non-zero diagrams which give
⊗
ps
p
(1)
⊗
p
p
p
p
p1
p2
+⊗
ps
⊗
p
p
p
p
p
⊗
p
p
p
p
⊗
ps
(1)
p
p
p1
p2
+ ⊗
ps
p1
p2
p (1)
(4.69)
= g2 u¯(p1)T
ATB
[(
n · 2
n · p −
n¯ · 2
n¯ · p2 +
/p1⊥/2⊥
n · p n¯ · p1
)
2pρ2⊥ + 2
ρ
2⊥
n · ps
n · p
−
(
/2⊥
n¯ · p2
n¯ · p + /p1⊥
n¯ · 2
n¯ · p
)
n · ps
n · p γ
ρ
⊥
]
µs pνs
(n¯ · p2)(n · ps)
(
g⊥µρ
nν
n · ps − g
⊥
νρ
nµ
n · ps
)
.
Here p = p1 + p2 + ps is the total momentum, p1 (p2) is the outgoing momentum of the
collinear fermion (gluon), and ps is the outgoing momentum of the soft gluon. Due to our
choice of p⊥ = 0 we have p1⊥ = −p2⊥. We have explicitly included the coupling and color
factors, where the collinear gluon has color index A and the soft gluon has color index
B. The first graph in eq. (4.69) involves a collinear splitting from a L(0)n and a vertex
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insertion from L(1)An , and is proportional to 1/n · p. The second diagram involves the same
subleading Lagrangian but produces the collinear gauge particle p2 from a collinear Wilson
line Wn that sits inside the Xn in O(0)N−1. The third diagram consists of the emission of
the soft and collinear gauge bosons from the same vertex on the fermion, using a term
in L(1)ξn . The result in eq. (4.69) is also manifestly gauge invariant for both the soft gluon
and the collinear gluon. The gauge invariance of the soft gluon follows because of the
anti-symmetry of final factor on the last line of eq. (4.69). The gauge invariance of the
collinear gluon follows using the on-shell conditions for p1 and p2. Replacing 2 → p2, and
setting p2⊥ = −p1⊥, the factor in square brackets from eq. (4.69) becomes(
1− 2n · p2
n · p + 2
p21⊥
(n · p)(n¯ · p1) +
n · (p2 + ps)
n · p −
p21⊥
(n · p)(n¯ · p1) − 2
n · ps
n · p
)
pρ2⊥
=
pβ2⊥(n · p− n · p1 − n · p2 − n · ps)
n · p = 0 . (4.70)
Since we have already used RPI to set p⊥ = 0, eq. (4.69) cannot be set to zero
using RPI. Further, we explicitly see that the propagator carrying the total momentum p,
contains n¯ · p = n¯ · p1 + n¯ · p2 ∼ λ0 and n · p = n · p1 + n · p2 + n · ps ∼ λ2. It has the soft
n · ps momentum flowing through it, but is homogeneous in power counting. It is therefore
an on-shell propagator where the soft momentum can not be expanded away. It can be
explicitly checked that eq. (4.69) reproduces the soft limit of QCD splitting amplitudes
(often defined via limits of full scattering amplitudes [128, 151–156]) by appropriately
expanding the light-cone gauge Berends-Giele current [127, 145, 157]. Our SCET result
has additional terms required by soft gauge invariance that are proportional to n ·ps, which
do not appear in the expansion of the splitting amplitudes since the splitting amplitudes in
full QCD are only collinear gauge invariant. If one calculated the analogous splitting from
gauge invariant antennae [148–150] which correctly describe soft wide angle emissions from
a dipole, it would agree exactly with the SCET result, with an appropriate decomposition
and choice for the vector n¯.
Although we presented above the calculation for the soft attachment with one color
ordering, the soft attachment for the other color ordering (which involve more diagrams
with fermion attachments) are also nonzero. The more complicated result for this second
color ordering is presented in appendix G. It is clear that the two do not cancel in general,
since the gluon attachments do not exist for an abelian gauge theory, and in the non-abelian
case they have a different color structure. These non-zero terms at O(λ−1) manifestly vio-
late the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem at tree-level. Contributions at O(λ0), which is O(λ2)
supressed relative to the leading soft factor for a collinear emission, can also be computed.
This would require considering analogous matrix elements involving the operators enumer-
ated in the O(λ0) list in eq. (4.11), much as we did for the one-loop subleading soft theorem.
Generically, terms at this order will be non-zero and would include further modifications
to the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in the presence of collinear splittings.
When considering the contribution to the cross section, we must square the amplitude
and multiply the contributions at different powers with one another. Importantly, the
contribution to the cross section from eq. (4.68) does not interfere with the leading power
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splitting amplitude with a soft emission, so there is no amplitude squared contribution at
O(λ−3). When summed over spins, this product of the leading and subleading amplitudes
vanishes because it is proportional to n · n = 0, n · p2⊥ = 0, n · 2⊥ = 0 or n · ps⊥ = 0.
Therefore eq. (4.68) first contributes at O(λ−2), corresponding to the square of this splitting
amplitude. The squared amplitude’s contribution to the total cross section is non-zero
when summed over the spins of the soft gluon because p1⊥ and p2⊥ are non-zero for this
configuration. At this order there are also nonzero interference terms between the O(λ−2)
leading soft emission with collinear splitting amplitude, and the O(λ0) tree level subleading
soft splitting amplitude.
The fact that amplitude terms at O(λ−1) in the soft gluon expansion are generically
non-zero for a collinear sector with more than one particle implies that typically the cor-
responding collinear loop corrections will diverge. By the KLN theorem [158, 159], real
emission divergences are exactly canceled by IR divergences in loop integrals for sufficiently
inclusive observables, called infrared and collinear safe.20 Since the two collinear particles
in eq. (4.69), p1 and p2, are parametrically close in phase space they will be grouped to-
gether for the computation of the infrared safe observable. Integrating over the phase space
of the collinear splitting in eq. (4.69), we see that the collinear splitting correction to the
subleading soft theorem diverges, because of the singular collinear limit which allows both
n · p→ 0 and n · ps → 0.
These results are nicely consistent with section 4.2 where loop-level splitting functions
contributed to the soft expansion at one-loop order. When summed coherently and squared,
the subleading soft terms for the collinear emission, given by eq. (4.67) and the analog
from interference terms between the O(λ−2) and O(λ0) tree level subleading soft splitting
amplitudes, plus the the collinear loop correction from eq. (4.47), will yield an infrared
finite result for an infrared safe observable.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have applied the methods of effective field theory to the problem of
understanding the subleading soft limit of gauge theory amplitudes. Soft-collinear effective
field theory provides, among other things, insights into the coupling of soft gluons at
subleading power, the structure of soft theorems at one-loop, the nature of asymptotic
symmetries, and a formalism to interpret, cancel and/or remove divergences from loop
integrals. Once the IR structure of the theory is organized with the appropriate power
counting, the asymptotic symmetries of RPI (a descendant of Lorentz Symmetry) and soft-
collinear gauge invariance are true symmetries of the infrared theory. They are therefore
directly represented as symmetries in SCET, and lead to explicit invariances and relations
for the Lagrangians and N -jet operators that reorganize the full-theory S-matrix.
20The S-matrix elements are an important ingredient for the calculation of a physical observable. That
they are in general IR divergent is not really problematic since these cancel by the KLN theorem or are
replaced by physical scales when calculating observables in the field theory. Observables can also be related
to expectation values of operators (for instance see refs. [160, 161]) to which the KLN theorem directly
applies. In SCET, observables are expressed as expectation values of measurement weighted squares of
operators, such as the N -jet operators.
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In this paper we discussed several interesting results for soft theorems. We used SCET
to prove the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem for soft gluon emission at subleading power from
well-separated energetic particles, providing complementary understanding to other proofs
already in the literature. In particular, the crucial role of the RPI symmetry is highlighted
by the SCET proof. We also derived a subleading soft theorem that is valid for N point
amplitudes at one-loop order, given in eq. (4.47). The terms in this one-loop result include
those from hard loops multiplied by an LBK soft factor, terms from soft loops which are
given by matrix elements of operators involving Wilson lines and the soft field object gBAµs(n),
terms from collinear loops which can be associated to one-loop 1 → 2 and 1→ 1 splitting
amplitudes, and additional terms from collinear loops which involve fusion of collinear par-
ticles in 2→ 1 and 3→ 1 transitions. Finally, we formulated a subleading soft theorem for
tree level amplitudes where two particles are collinear (hence not well-separated), eq. (4.67),
which involves both a direct production term and the soft limit of 1 → 3 splitting ampli-
tudes. This is the real emission counterpart to the one-loop soft theorem. It starts at one
lower order in the power expansion at the amplitude level, but contributes at the same order
as the one-loop soft theorem when the amplitude is squared. Our general results for tree-
level and one-loop level subleading soft amplitudes in gauge theory are consistent with the
explicit example of the subleading factorization theorem for the b→ sγ decay rate in QCD
derived in ref. [162], which involves subleading hard, soft, and collinear matrix elements.
Effective theories are especially powerful for making statements that hold to all-orders
in the coupling at a particular power. To adequately confront the observables of a weakly-
coupled gauge theory, soft and collinear regions of phase space must be under control. The
correlated dynamics of these sectors often dominate the values of physical observables that
are directly testable at modern colliders. Indeed, renormalization in the effective theory
allows for a summation of logarithms of ratios of hierarchical scales in a field theory to
all orders in the coupling. Thus the renormalization of the N -jet operators give a precise
definition of the renormalization for scattering amplitudes describing the IR region physics.
Beyond the results derived here, there are many other potential applications of effec-
tive theories to an understanding of the all-orders, perturbative S-matrix. Progress can be
made in many different directions working to higher powers of λ, studying the SCET of
gravity, and further exploring loop amplitudes. As we discussed in section 4.2, effective
theory techniques allow for a systematic study of the hard, soft and collinear regions of loop
integrals to arbitrary order in the coupling. SCET for gravity [116] has so far only been
formulated to leading power in the weak-field expansion. The study of this formalism at
higher powers could provide techniques and insights for understanding the soft theorems in
gravity. We touched on the connection between RPI and the infinite-dimensional asymp-
totic symmetries of the S-matrix. It would be especially pleasing to see the covariantization
of the RPI generators naturally forming the extended BMS group of asymptotic gravity.
Clearly there are many interesting directions for the study of subleading power amplitudes,
and effective field theory analyses will be an important and powerful tool to move forward.
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A Review of derivation of the fermionic SCET Lagrangian
In this appendix, we provide a schematic derivation of the collinear fermion SCET La-
grangian. The first step to deriving the SCET Lagrangian is to construct the fields that
create and annihilate the collinear and soft modes. For concreteness and simplicity, consider
the fermion part of the Lagrangian
Lq = ψ¯ i /D ψ , (A.1)
where here Dµ is the gauge covariant derivative. We would like to expand this Lagrangian
to leading power in λ to describe collinear fermions in the n direction. To do this, it is
useful to define the projection operators
/n/¯n
4
+
/¯n/n
4
= 1 , (A.2)
which follows from {γµ, γν} = 2gµν . Then, we can decompose ψ as
ψ = ϕn¯ + ξn , (A.3)
where
/n/¯n
4
ψ = ξn ,
/¯n/n
4
ψ = ϕn¯ . (A.4)
Note that this implies that /nξn = 0 and /¯nϕn¯ = 0. We can also expand the covariant
derivative in the n, n¯ basis as
/D =
/n
2
n¯ ·D + /¯n
2
n ·D + /D⊥ . (A.5)
Exploiting the properties of the projection onto the spinors ϕn¯ and ξn we then can write
the fermion Lagrangian as
Lq = ξ¯n /¯n
2
in ·Dξn + ϕ¯n¯i /D⊥ξn + ξ¯ni /D⊥ϕn¯ + ϕ¯n¯ /
n
2
in¯ ·Dϕn¯ . (A.6)
So far this is just a rewriting of the original Lagrangian. However, consider the equation
of motion for the Dirac spinor ψ:
/pψ =
(
p−
2
/n+
p+
2
/¯n+ /p⊥
)
ψ = 0 . (A.7)
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For a collinear fermion in the n direction, the largest component of momentum from table 1
is p− ∼ Q, and so the leading-power equations of motion are just
p−
2
/nψ = 0 . (A.8)
Note that this is just the equation of motion for the spinor ξn. Thus, we associate ξn
with the leading power spinor and ϕn¯ is the spinor whose components are subleading.
Therefore, we can integrate out ϕn¯, which is exact quantum mechanically because it appears
quadratically in the action. Doing this, we then find,
Lξ = ξ¯n
(
in ·D + i /D⊥
1
in¯ ·Di /D⊥
)
/¯n
2
ξn . (A.9)
The results of decomposing the collinear and soft fields in a manner consistent with gauge
symmetry, and of carrying out the multipole expansion between collinear momentum i∂µn
in iDn, and soft momentum i∂
µ in iDs, can be expressed by writing
in ·D = in · ∂ + gn ·An + gn ·As , iDµ⊥ = iDµn⊥ +WniDµs⊥W †n ,
in¯ ·D = in¯ ·Dn +Wnin¯ ·DsW †n . (A.10)
All terms in in ·D are O(λ2), whereas in iDµ⊥ and in¯ ·D the n-collinear terms are leading
order and terms with soft covariant derivatives are suppressed by one or two powers of λ
respectively. Plugging in eq. (A.10) into eq. (A.9) gives the leading and subleading power
collinear fermion Lagrangians in gauge theory presented in eqs. (2.36) and (2.57).
B LSZ reduction and the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem
In this appendix we write the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem in terms of time-ordered Green’s
functions via the LSZ reduction formula. This clearly illustrates the action of the addition of
a soft particle on each external amputated leg, before the final contraction with the charge
and polarizations. By working with the LSZ formula, we avoid derivatives of polarizations.
To begin we need the parent S-matrix element in terms of LSZ reduction:
A(pf11 , pf22 , . . . , pfNN ) = in〈0|pf11 , pf22 , . . . , pfNN 〉out
=
N∏
i=1
lim
p2i→m2i
∫
ddxie
i pi·xigii ·G−1i (xi) ·GC(x1, . . . , xN ) , (B.1)
GC(x1, . . . , xN ) =
in〈0|Tφf1(x1) . . . φfN (xN )|0〉out
in〈0|0〉out . (B.2)
The fi denotes flavor, charge, and spin indicies, and i is the spinor or polarization vector of
the asymptotic particle, and gi is its charge. Gi(xi) is the time-ordered two-point function
for the i-th particles. We take the connected time-ordered Green’s function GC for fields
φfi to be only at tree level. Finally, the “·” denotes spin/charge index contractions between
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the amputated Green’s function and the external particle states. Then the statement of
Low-Burnett-Kroll Theorem is:
in〈0|pf11 , pf22 , . . . , pfNN , pfss 〉out
=
N∑
j=1
N∏
i=1
lim
p2i→m2i
∫
ddxie
i pi·xigii · Sij(pfss ) ·G−1i (xi) ·GC(x1, . . . , xN ) , (B.3)
where |pfss 〉 is a single soft gluon state. The soft factor matrix Sij(pfss ) is defined as:
Sij(p
fs
s ) =
 1c ⊗ 1s , if i 6= jS(0)a(pfss ; pi)Tai ⊗ 1s + S(2)aµν(pfss ; pi)Tai ⊗ {1s ipi[µxiν] + Σµν} , if i = j
(B.4)
The 1c,s are identity matricies on the charge/spin indicies. The Σµν are the spin-generators
for the given flavor of the external leg, and carry spin indicies for that leg. The soft
kinematic factors are given by:
S(0)a(pfss ; pi) = in〈0|
(∫ ∞
0
dλ pi ·Aa(λ pi)
)
|pfss 〉out ,
S(2)aµν(pfss ; pi) = in〈0|
(∫ ∞
0
dλF aµν(λ pi)
)
|pfss 〉out . (B.5)
C RPI expansion of the N -jet operator ON
In the effective theory expansion of the full theory, one in general considers all possible
gauge invariant operators at each order in the power expansion. Further, these operators
are constrained by the reparametrization invariance symmetry of the effective theory. RPI
mixes operators of differing power counting orders, so that terms higher order in the ex-
pansion are connected to lower order terms. These constraints can be implemented in one
of two ways:
A: Construct all gauge invariant operators that are explicitly reparameterization invariant.
These operators must be expanded in λ, which generates a series of operators that
are homogeneous in λ and gauge invariant. This series of operators will be connected
to each other by RPI as long as they are linearly independent from the operators
obtained by expanding other RPI-invariants.
B: Construct all gauge invariant operators that are homogeneous in the power counting.
These operators may transform under a reparameterization transformation, and lin-
ear combinations of them are then grouped into RPI-invariants.
Approach B has been used to constrain weak decay operators in refs. [74, 76, 118, 162–
165], while the simpler, but more technically involved, Approach A was used to constrain
operators in ref. [136]. These methods are often complimentary. In this appendix, we will
write the leading order N -jet operator in a RPI form, and show that the O(λ2) subleading
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N -jet operators that describe soft gluon emission follow from the expansion of the leading
order RPI operator. Then we will consider other possible homogenous operators that
could appear at this order, and show they have no RPI completion, thus ruling them out
as possible contributions to all orders in the coupling constant at this order in λ.
There is a unique RPI operator whose expansion starts with the N -jet operator O(0)N .
Before the BPS field redefinition it is:
ORPIN =
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qidni ·Qid2 ~Qi⊥)C{κk}({Qk}) (C.1)
×
N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂RPIni )δ(2)
(
~Qi⊥ − i~∂ RPIni⊥
)
δ(ni ·Qi − ini ·Ds)Xκi RPIni (0)
]
,
where
n¯i · ∂RPIni = n¯i · ∂ni + n¯i ·Ds,
∂µRPIni⊥ = ∂
µ
ni⊥ +D
µ
s⊥. (C.2)
The operators Xκi RPIni are taken as the full RPI invariant field operators appearing in the
first line of eq. (2.73). In the n¯i and transverse momentum δ-functions, the derivatives
contains a soft component according to eqs. (2.71) and (2.72) that must be expanded out
for homogenuous power counting. The ni δ-function will have its soft gauge field removed
from ni · Ds once we perform the BPS field redefinition to factorize soft and collinear
operators. Focusing on the terms with an expansion, we have:
δ
(
n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂RPIni
)
δ(2)
(
~Qi⊥ − i~∂ RPIni⊥
)
(C.3)
=
(
1 + in¯i ·Ds ∂
∂n¯i ·Qi + iD
µ
s⊥i
∂
∂Qµi⊥
)
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)δ(2)
(
~Qi⊥ − i~∂ni⊥
)
+ . . . ,
where we have dropped terms that are even higher order in λ than those displayed. Inte-
grating by parts, we can move the derivatives onto the hard interaction Wilson coefficient.
Expanding also the Xκi RPIni = X
κi
ni + . . . to O(λ2) where we consider only terms involving
soft field components as in eq. (2.80), we find:
ORPIN = O(0)N +O(2,r)N +O(2,δ)N + . . . (C.4)
After performing the BPS field redefinition, and using RPI the operator O(2,r)N has precisely
the form given in eq. (2.81). Since the logic is the same we will carry out these steps only
for O(2,δ)N . Immediately after the expansion the sub-subleading operator O(2,δ)N is:
O(2,δ)N = −
N∑
j=1
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qidni ·Qid2 ~Qi⊥)
(
n¯µj
∂
∂n¯j ·Qj +
∂
∂Qµj⊥
)
C{κk}({Qk}) (C.5)
×
[
δ(n¯j ·Qj − in¯j · ∂nj )δ(2)
(
~Qj⊥ − i~∂nj⊥
)
iDµs δ(nj ·Qj − inj ·Ds)Xκjnj (0)
]
×
∏
i 6=j
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)δ(2)
(
~Qi⊥ − i~∂ni⊥
)
δ(ni ·Qi − ini ·Ds)Xκini (0)
]
.
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Performing the BPS field redefinition to give Wilson lines Y κn and using RPI, the soft
derivative Dµs from the expansion only acts on the soft Wilson line in the nj direction,
Y
κj
nj . The ni ·Ds soft derivatives in the δ-function act only on Y κini , which can be commuted
through all δ-functions to leave simply a partial derivative ni ·∂. This renders both the Qµni⊥
and ni·Qi integrals trivial, since for any state that this operator can produce we can perform
an RPI transformation to set these total momenta for the corresponding Xκini to zero.
We can make use of the RPIII transformations to change n¯
µ
j and eliminate the ∂/∂Q
µ
j⊥
derivative on the hard matching coefficient C({Qi}). Making the BPS field redefinition,
using eq. (2.66), then dropping the term proportional to in¯j · i∂sXκjnj (0) by use of RPI,
this then gives
O(2,δ)N = −
N∑
j=1
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qi) ∂
∂n¯j ·QjC
{κk}({Qk})
∣∣∣∣
Qk=
n¯k·Qk
2
nk
×
N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
T
{(∏
i 6=j
Y κini
)
in¯j ·DsY κjnj
}
= −
N∑
j=1
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qi) ∂
∂n¯j ·QjC
{κk}({Qk})
∣∣∣∣
Qk=
n¯k·Qk
2
nk
×
N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
T
{(∏
i
Y κini
)
n¯j · gB(nj)As T κjA
}
. (C.6)
This form agrees exactly with eq. (2.79).
Alternatively, if we do not transform the transverse derivative away, we can make use
of the fact that nj ·DsYj = 0 to write the sub-subleading operator as:
O(2,δ)N = −
N∑
j=1
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qi) ∂
∂Qµj
C{κk}({Qk})
∣∣∣∣
Qk=
n¯k·Qk
2 nk
N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
× T
{(∏
i 6=j
Y κini
)
iDµs Y
κj
nj
}
. (C.7)
Note that the derivative is taken before we set Qk =
n¯k·Qk
2 nk. Using this form of the
operator, we can connect to the LSZ reduced description of the scattering amplitude using
the identity:
iDµs Ynj = P g
∫ ∞
0
dλnjνF
µν
s (λnj)Ynj . (C.8)
For states containing a single soft gluon, we see that at lowest order in perturbation theory:
〈
0
∣∣T{(∏
i 6=j
Yni
)
iDµs Ynj
}∣∣ps〉 = 〈0∣∣g ∫ ∞
0
dλnjνF
µν
s (λnj)
∣∣ps〉 . (C.9)
Thus comparing with eqs. (B.4) and (B.5) we see that the tree-level matrix element of
O(2,δ)N reproduces the orbital angular momentum contribution (irrespective of the precise
identity of the various Xκn fields).
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Lastly, we can ask whether any other O(λ2) suppressed operators involving soft fields
exist, other than O(2,r)N and O(2,δ)N . The only possible such operator at this order involves
a single Dµs . For example, we can consider operators of the form:
O(2,?)N =
N∑
j=1
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qi) C{κk}jµ ({Qk})
∣∣∣∣
Qk=
n¯k·Qk
2
nk
N∏
i=1
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
× T
{(∏
i 6=j
Y κini
)
iDµs Y
κj
nj
}
. (C.10)
Here we have written an arbitrary matching coefficient Cjµ that contracts with the explicit
soft derivative, allowing for more general kinematic dependence of this index. We must
also consider all operators where the index µ can be contracted within the collinear field
structures,
O(2,??)N =
N∑
j,l=1
∫ N∏
i=1
(dn¯i ·Qi)C{κk}jl ({Qk})
∣∣∣∣
Qk=
n¯k·Qk
2
nk
∏
i 6=l
[
δ(n¯i ·Qi − in¯i · ∂ni)Xκini (0)
]
×
[
δ(n¯l ·Ql − in¯l · ∂nl)
tµl
n¯l ·Ql X
κl
nl
(0)
]
T
{(∏
i 6=j
Yi
)
iDsµYnj
}
. (C.11)
The factor of 1/n¯l · Ql matches the mass dimension. The vector tµl cannot have Dnl⊥ or
nl ·Dnl collinear derivatives, since this would be beyond the power counting order, while it
must contain an n¯νl by RPI-III invariance. We also allow the possibility that t
µ
l facilitates
the contraction of a vector index in an Xκlnl with the D
µ
s . In order for new operators of the
forms in eqs. (C.10) and (C.11) to appear, they must occur in the expansion of an RPI
operator whose leading term starts at subleading order in the power expansion. However
in SCET there is no RPI operator that at lowest order that can be expanded to start with
a single Dµs .21 This implies that any operators O(2,?)N or O(2,??)N can only be given by O(2,δ)N
and O(2,r)N themselves. Thus in eq. (C.10) we have C{κk}jµ ({Qk}) = −∂/∂QµjC{κk}({Qk})
and in eq. (C.11) we have tµl = γ
µ
⊥l
n¯l/
2 for a quark field X
κl
nl
, and tµl = 0 otherwise. Thus
RPI is sufficient to demonstrate that all operators with a single Dµs are connected to the
leading N-jet operator.
D LBK for gluons using SCET
In this appendix, we show that at tree-level, the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator for gluons is
reproduced in SCET. In section 3.2.3, we showed that matrix elements of the sub-subleading
operator O(2,δ)N produce the orbital angular momentum for any external particle: scalars,
fermions, or gluons. To show that the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator is reproduced at tree-
level in SCET for gluons, we must show that the matrix element of insertions of the sub-
subleading Lagrangian L(2)An reproduce the spin angular momentum of a gluon. Specifically,
21This differs from the situation in HQET [166], where the RPI combination (v + iD/m)2 − 1 can be
expanded to start with a single soft derivative.
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we will calculate 〈
0
∣∣T Bνn⊥(0)L(2)An∣∣n, pn; s, ps〉 . (D.1)
We have a sum over this type of matrix element for each external collinear particle and
this is the only T-product term that needs to be considered.
To do so, we first rewrite the sub-subleading Lagrangian from eq. (2.63) in a more
convenient form. Using n · Dns = n ·Ds + n · Dn − n · ∂ and including the covariant gauge
fixing terms, we have
L(2)An =
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, iDνs
][
iDnsµ, iDsν
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, iD
ν
s⊥
][
iD⊥nµ, iD⊥nν
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, in · Dn − in · ∂
][
iDnsµ, in¯ ·Ds
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, iDνn⊥
][
iD⊥nµ, iD⊥sν
])
+
1
α
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, An⊥µ
][
iDνs⊥, An⊥ν
])
+
1
α
Tr
([
in¯ ·Ds, n ·An
][
i∂µns, Anµ
])
. (D.2)
Insertions of the first term
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, iDνs
][
iDnsµ, iDsν
])
always leads to terms proportional to p2s or ps · s, both of which vanish for the on-shell
soft gluon. The third term in eq. (D.2),
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµns, in · Dn − in · ∂
][
iDnsµ, in¯ ·Ds
])
also vanishes, since the combination in·Dn−in·∂ always gives an n contracted into either the
external collinear gluon’s polarization vector which vanishes (since pn · n = 12 n¯ · pnn ·  = 0
for our RPI choice) or with the field operator Bνn⊥ from the parent amplitude which vanishes
in Feynman gauge (α = 1). In Feynman gauge insertions of the sixth (gauge-fixing) term
in eq. (D.2),
1
α
Tr
([
in¯ ·Ds, n ·An
][
i∂µns, Anµ
])
vanishs for the same reason.
Therefore, the terms in L(2)An that produce a non-zero matrix element are
L(2)An ⊃
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, iD
ν
s⊥
][
iD⊥nµ, iD⊥nν
])
+
1
g2
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, iDνn⊥
][
iD⊥nµ, iD⊥sν
])
+
1
α
Tr
([
iDµs⊥, An⊥µ
][
iDνs⊥, An⊥ν
])
. (D.3)
Computing the matrix element with these terms we find〈
0
∣∣TBνn⊥(0)L(2)An∣∣n, pn; s, ps〉 = nµ 2sρpsσp−n (n · ps)
(
gµρ⊥ g
σν
⊥ − gµσ⊥ gρν⊥
)
. (D.4)
Here, gµν⊥ represents the ⊥-components of the flat space metric.
To see how LBK matches with this SCET calculation, we need the spin angular mo-
mentum operator for gluons:
Σµνρσ = gµρgσν − gµσgρν . (D.5)
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Then, the spin contribution to the Low-Burnett-Kroll subleading soft factor for emission
of a soft gluon s off of collinear gluon n is
S
(sub)
spin = nµ
sρpsσ
pn · ps (g
µρgσν − gµσgρν) A˜ν . (D.6)
Here, we have stripped the external polarization from the lower point amplitude; that is
A = n · A˜ . (D.7)
Setting pn⊥ = 0 and using p2n = 0 so that p
µ
n =
1
2n
µn¯ · pn, we see that pn · n = 0 implies
n · n = 0, and pn · A˜ = 0 implies n · A˜ = 0. Decomposing gµν = gµν⊥ + 12nµn¯ν + 12 n¯µnν and
using these results, eq. (D.6) becomes
S
(sub)
spin = nµ
2sρpsσ
p−n (n · ps)
(
gµρ⊥ g
σν
⊥ − gµσ⊥ gρν⊥
) A˜ν . (D.8)
Thus we see that the Lagrangian insertion of SCET which gives eq. (D.4), directly re-
produces the spin contribution to the Low-Burnett-Kroll theorem at tree-level, given by
eq. (D.8).
Note that eq. (D.8) does not generate a spin flip for the collinear gluon since the helicity
states are eigenstates of this spin operator. The products of helicity terms appearing here
are the same as those appearing in the helicity conserving nµg
µν
⊥ A˜ν .
E SCET gauge symmetries as asymptotic gauge symmetries
As an effective theory, we expect the space of symmetries of SCET to be larger than
that in the full gauge theory. We have already seen the manifestation of this in the RPI
transformations. Similarly each collinear direction has its own independent set of gauge
transformations [71, 72], and we review these results in this appendix. From the full theory
perspective, these appear to be supported asymptotically far away from the hard scatter-
ing, and localized close to the given collinear direction. For any number of collinear jet
directions, the Lagrangian breaks up into a sum of terms for each collinear direction. Then,
for example, because each collinear direction is a gauge theory of SU(Nc), the SCET La-
grangian has an SU(Nc)
N gauge symmetry, for a system with N jets (plus an additional
gauge symmetry for the soft fields). As mentioned earlier, because we have assigned a defi-
nite power counting to the collinear and soft gauge fields, the gauge transformations of the
gauge fields must respect this scaling. Also, the standard collinear gauge transformations
of the collinear gluon field mixes collinear and soft gluons.
In the full gauge theory, the gauge group element U(x) is
U(x) = exp
[
iαA(x) · TA] , (E.1)
where TA are the generators of the gauge group. The transformation rule of the gauge
field Aµ(x) is
− igAµ(x)→ U(x) (−igAµ(x) + ∂µ)U †(x) = U(x)Dµ(x)U †(x) , (E.2)
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where iDµ(x) = i∂µ + gAµ(x) is the covariant derivative. In the effective theory, because
we have assigned a strict power counting to the components of the collinear gauge field,
we restrict the set of possible gauge transformations U(x) to those that respect the power
counting. For the transformation of the collinear gauge field An, we require the collinear
gauge transformation Un(x) with the scaling
∂µUn(x) ∼ Q(λ2, 1, λ)Un(x) , (E.3)
in the +, − and ⊥ components, respectively. Note that this gauge transformation is defined
in the n-collinear direction. So, if there are multiple jet directions, there are collinear gauge
transformations defined about each of them.
Restricting to gauge group elements with the scaling in eq. (E.3), it is now clear how
to define the gauge transformation of the collinear gauge field An [71]. In eq. (E.2) we
replace the full covariant derivative with the n-collinear covariant derivative:
− igAµn(x)→ Un(x)
(
nµ
2
n¯ ·Dn + n¯
µ
2
n ·D +Dµn⊥
)
U †n(x) . (E.4)
Recall that the component n · D contains both the collinear and soft gauge fields. It is
these soft fields that are removed with the BPS field redefinition, eq. (2.51). The gauge
transformation for the collinear fermion field ξn(x) follows:
ξn(x)→ Un(x)ξn(x) . (E.5)
In the SCET Lagrangian there are also soft gauge transformations [71], where
i∂µUs(x) ∼ λ2Us(x). Under these soft gauge transformations all collinear fields, including
Aµn, transform like matter fields, while the soft gauge fields themselves transform as in
eq. (E.2).
F Applying the one-loop soft theorem
In this appendix, we apply the one-loop soft theorem of eq. (4.47) to several other am-
plitude examples. Each term in eq. (4.47) is defined as appropriate matrix elements of
operators and Lagrangian insertions, and as such, can be calculated directly in SCET. As
with the single-minus helicity amplitude example from section 4.3.4, we will demonstrate
consistency of the one-loop soft theorem with the explicit expansion of amplitudes in the
soft limit. Rather than carrying out new computations, such as subleading one-loop SCET
amplitudes, we will instead seek to exploit as much as possible objects already computed in
the literature, such as one-loop splitting amplitudes, whose role in the factorization theorem
is known. This guides somewhat our choice of examples. Without complete calculations in
the effective theory, there will exist factors in the subleading soft limits whose precise form
is not determined explicitly, but which nevertheless are highly constrained. Comparing to
the expanded amplitudes we will show that the results satisfy all the properties predicted
by the factorization structure of the effective theory result for the one-loop soft theorem.
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F.1 A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) pure gluon amplitude
In section 4.3.4, we showed that the one-loop soft theorem was consistent with the limit
of the one-loop amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) as the energy of gluon 5 goes soft. Here,
we will show that the one-loop soft theorem also correctly describes the soft limit when the
minus helicity is not adjacent to the soft particle. The relevant amplitude can be found by
simply permuting the labels of the amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+):
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) = i
48pi2
1
〈45〉2
(
− 〈24〉
3[43]〈53〉
〈21〉〈15〉〈43〉2 +
〈25〉3[51]〈41〉
〈23〉〈34〉〈51〉2 −
[31]3
[23][12]
)
.
(F.1)
At leading power, O(λ−2), the one-loop soft theorem predicts that this amplitude
factorizes as
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+s )A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) + S[1](0)(5+s )A[0](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+)
+O(λ−1) . (F.2)
The single-minus amplitude A[0](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) is zero at tree-level, and so to this order,
the amplitude factorizes as
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+)A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) +O(λ−1) . (F.3)
Explicitly expanding eq. (F.1) to O(λ−2), we find
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) =
〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉 ·
i
48pi2
〈24〉3〈31〉[23]
〈34〉2〈41〉3 +O(λ
−1) . (F.4)
Since the single-minus four-point amplitude is
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) = i
48pi2
〈24〉3〈31〉[23]
〈34〉2〈41〉3 , (F.5)
this agrees with the one-loop soft theorem at leading order in λ, as expected.
The one-loop soft theorem predicts that there are no contributions at O(λ−1). Going
to O(λ0), there are again potentially several contributions. However, many can be shown
to vanish. First, unlike the expansion of A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+), there is actually no con-
tribution to the expansion of A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) from the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator.
This follows from the fact that the four-point amplitude A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) as written in
eq. (F.5) is independent of the anti-holomorphic spinors of particles 4 and 1.22 By the same
22If the amplitude instead was written as
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) = i
48pi2
〈24〉3[42]
〈34〉2〈41〉2 , (F.6)
then there would be a contribution from the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator, in addition to the contributions
from the splitting amplitude terms. This contribution arises from re-expressing the leading power soft
theorem with respect to this four-point amplitude. That is, using five-point momentum conservation,
〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉 ·
i
48pi2
〈24〉3〈31〉[23]
〈34〉2〈41〉3 =
〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉 ·
i
48pi2
〈24〉3[42]
〈34〉2〈41〉2 +
i
48pi2
[52]〈24〉3
〈45〉〈34〉2〈41〉2 , (F.7)
where the second term on the right is exactly that found by acting the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator on the
amplitude in eq. (F.6).
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arguments as with A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+), there are no soft loop contributions through
O(λ0) of the amplitude A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+). Therefore, the only contributions to the
soft expansion at O(λ0) are from collinear splitting and fusion terms. Due to the helicity
configuration, the prediction of the one-loop soft theorem through O(λ0) takes the form
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) = S[0](0)(5+s )A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+) (F.8)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s )A[0](1+, 2−, 3+, P−)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯1 (P
+ → 5+s , 1+)A[0](P−, 2−, 3+, 4+)
+ Fuse(1+, 2−, 3+;P+ → 4+, 5+s )A[0](1+, 2−, 3+, P−)
+ Fuse(2−, 3+, 4+;P+ → 5+s , 1+)A[0](P−, 2−, 3+, 4+)
+O(λ1) .
All other collinear splitting and fusion terms vanish.
As discussed in the text near eq. (4.8), to the power to which we work, the collinear
splitting amplitude Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s ) is
Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s ) =
−i
48pi2
z1/2[45]
〈45〉2 (F.9)
=
−i
48pi2
〈n¯45〉
〈n¯44〉
[45]
〈45〉2 ,
where the momentum fraction z is defined so that the product of Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s )
and the amplitude has the correct little group scaling for all particles. The vector n¯4 is
arbitrary and in the exact collinear limit of gluons 4 and 5 Split
[1](2)
n¯4 (P
+ → 4+, 5+s ) is
independent of n¯4. Similarly, the collinear splitting amplitude Split
[1](2)
n¯1 (P
+ → 5+s , 1+) is
Split
[1](2)
n¯1 (P
+ → 5+s , 1+) =
−i
48pi2
〈n¯15〉
〈n¯14〉
[15]
〈15〉2 . (F.10)
The fusion terms in eq. (F.8), Fuse(1+, 2−, 3+;P+ → 4+, 5+s ) and Fuse(2−, 3+, 4+;P+ →
5+s , 1
+) are linear combinations of differences of the appropriate splitting amplitudes with
different choices for the n¯i vectors. Again in this amplitude the only role of these fusion
terms is to cancel the n¯i dependence of the splitting amplitudes, and ensure that the total
result is invariant under RPI. Again, in the limit where the soft particle is taken to be
collinear to its partner in the splitting, the fusion terms vanish, but in the soft limit being
considered these terms contribute at this power.
This result can be verified explicitly by expanding the amplitude in eq. (F.1). To or-
ganize the O(λ0) terms in the expansion, we use momentum conservation and other spinor
identities to rewrite the amplitude in such a way that the terms that appear have poles
in gluon 5 with only a single other particle, motivated by eq. (F.8). This is achieved
with two terms, one with 1/〈45〉2 and one with 1/〈15〉2. Through O(λ0), expanding
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) therefore yields
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+s ) =
〈41〉
〈45〉〈51〉 ·
i
48pi2
〈24〉3〈31〉[23]
〈34〉2〈41〉3 (F.11)
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+
−i
48pi2
〈n¯45〉
〈n¯44〉
[45]
〈45〉2 ·
〈24〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
+
−i
48pi2
〈n¯15〉
〈n¯11〉
[51]
〈51〉2 ·
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
+
−i
48pi2
[45]
〈45〉2
[(〈35〉
〈34〉 −
〈n¯45〉
〈n¯44〉
)
+ 2
(〈25〉
〈24〉 −
〈15〉
〈14〉
)]
· 〈24〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
+
−i
48pi2
[51]
〈51〉2
[(〈25〉
〈21〉 −
〈n¯15〉
〈n¯11〉
)
+ 2
(〈25〉
〈21〉 −
〈45〉
〈41〉
)]
· 〈12〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
+O(λ1) .
Note that the total result is independent of the auxiliary spinors 〈n¯4| and 〈n¯1|. This form is
useful because we can immediately identify terms with the one-loop soft theorem, eq. (F.8).
The second and third lines of eq. (F.11) correspond to the terms with splitting amplitudes
defined in eqs. (F.9) and (F.10). The fourth and fifth lines of eq. (F.11) are the fusion
terms, and manifest the form as a difference of splitting amplitudes. In particular,
Fuse(1+, 2−, 3+;P+ → 4+, 5+s ) =
−i
48pi2
[45]
〈45〉2
[(〈35〉
〈34〉 −
〈n¯45〉
〈n¯44〉
)
+ 2
(〈25〉
〈24〉 −
〈15〉
〈14〉
)]
,
(F.12)
which vanishes in the limit where gluons 4 and 5 are exactly collinear. Similarly,
Fuse(2−, 3+, 4+;P+ → 5+s , 1+) =
−i
48pi2
[51]
〈51〉2
[(〈25〉
〈21〉 −
〈n¯15〉
〈n¯11〉
)
+ 2
(〈25〉
〈21〉 −
〈45〉
〈41〉
)]
,
(F.13)
vanishes in the limit where gluons 5 and 1 are exactly collinear. Once again the fusion
terms vanish for a specific choice of the n¯i, which here is
〈n¯4| = 〈3|〈34〉 + 2
( 〈2|
〈24〉 −
〈1|
〈14〉
)
, 〈n¯1| = 3 〈2|〈21〉 − 2
〈4|
〈41〉 . (F.14)
Note that these are normalized as 〈n¯44〉 = 〈n¯11〉 = 1. For these choices the Split[1](2)n¯4
and Split
[1](2)
n¯1 terms alone reproduce all the subleading terms in eq. (F.11). Thus, the
one-loop soft theorem of eq. (4.47) reproduces the explicit expansion of the amplitude
A[1](1+, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) in eq. (F.11) from a combination of splitting and fusion terms.
F.2 A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+s ) pure gluon amplitude
Five-point kinematics is fairly constraining, and so it is useful to consider higher-point am-
plitudes to further exhibit the one-loop subleading soft theorem in action. Here, we will con-
sider the limit of the six-point single-minus helicity amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+)
as gluon 6 goes soft. This amplitude is [167]
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+) = (F.15)
i
48pi2
[ 〈1|2 + 3|6]3
〈12〉〈23〉〈45〉2(1 + 2 + 3)2〈3|1 + 2|6] +
〈1|3 + 4|2]3
〈34〉2〈56〉〈61〉(2 + 3 + 4)2〈5|3 + 4|2]
+
[26]3
[12][61](3 + 4 + 5)2
(
[23][34]
〈45〉〈5|3 + 4|2] −
[45][56]
〈34〉〈3|1 + 2|6] +
[35]
〈34〉〈45〉
)
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− 〈13〉
3[23]〈24〉
〈23〉2〈34〉2〈45〉〈56〉〈61〉 +
〈15〉3〈46〉[56]
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉2〈56〉2
− 〈14〉
3〈35〉〈1|2 + 3|4]
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉2〈45〉2〈56〉〈61〉
]
.
At leading power in λ, the one-loop soft theorem predicts that this amplitude
factorizes as
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+s ) = S[0](0)(6+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) (F.16)
+ S[1](0)(6+)A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+)
+O(λ−1) .
The single-minus amplitude A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) is zero at tree-level, and so to this
order, the amplitude factorizes as
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+s ) = S[0](0)(6+)A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) +O(λ−1) . (F.17)
Explicitly expanding eq. (F.1) to O(λ−2), we find
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+s ) =
〈51〉
〈56〉〈61〉 ·
i
48pi2
1
〈34〉2
(
− 〈13〉
3[32]〈42〉
〈15〉〈54〉〈32〉2 +
〈14〉3[45]〈35〉
〈12〉〈23〉〈45〉2 −
[25]3
[12][51]
)
+O(λ−1) , (F.18)
where the structure of S[0](0)(6+) times the single-minus five-point amplitude predicted in
eq. (F.17) is apparent.
The one-loop soft theorem predicts that there are no contributions at O(λ−1). As with
previous amplitude examples, beginning at O(λ0), there are potentially several contribu-
tions. The contribution from a hard loop corresponding to the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator
will be non-zero because the five-point amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) has non-trivial
dependence on the anti-holomorphic spinors of gluons 5 and 1. Contributions from soft
loops will again be zero by the special helicity configuration of single-minus amplitudes.
Similarly, due to the helicity configuration of the amplitude, there will be only one contribu-
tion from a one-loop collinear splitting amplitude, when gluon 5 splits collinearly producing
gluon 6. There will also be corresponding fusion terms describing the subleading collinear
limits of gluons 5 and 6.
Thus, the one-loop soft theorem predicts that through O(λ0), the 6-point amplitude
has the following expansion:
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+s ) = S[0](0)(6+s )A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) (F.19)
+ S[0](2)(6+s )A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯5 (P
+ → 5+, 6+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, P−)
+ Fuse(1−, 2+, 3+, 4+;P+ → 5+, 6+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, P−)
+O(λ1) .
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This decomposition can be explicitly verified by expanding the amplitude through
O(λ0). We have
A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+s ) =
〈51〉
〈56〉〈61〉 ·
i
48pi2
1
〈34〉2
(
− 〈13〉
3[32]〈42〉
〈15〉〈54〉〈32〉2 +
〈14〉3[45]〈35〉
〈12〉〈23〉〈45〉2 −
[25]3
[12][51]
)
+
i
48pi2
1
〈34〉2
[
[52]3〈6|1 + 5|6]
〈56〉〈61〉[51]2[12] + 3
[52]2[62]
〈56〉[12][51] −
[52]3[62]
〈61〉[51][12]3 −
〈14〉3〈35〉[64]
〈12〉〈23〉〈45〉2〈56〉
]
+
−i
48pi2
〈n¯56〉
〈n¯55〉
[56]
〈56〉2 ·
−〈51〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉
+
−i
48pi2
[56]
〈56〉2
( 〈46〉
〈45〉 −
〈n¯56〉
〈n¯55〉
)
· −〈51〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉
+O(λ1) . (F.20)
Note that this result is independent of 〈n¯5|, but introducing these factors makes it easier
to compare to the EFT one-loop soft theorem results. It it straightforward to verify that
the second line of eq. (F.20) is precisely the action of the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator on
the five-point amplitude:
S[0](2)(6+s )A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+) = (F.21)
i
48pi2
1
〈34〉2
[
[52]3〈6|1 + 5|6]
〈56〉〈61〉[51]2[12] + 3
[52]2[62]
〈56〉[12][51] −
[52]3[62]
〈61〉[51][12]3 −
〈14〉3〈35〉[64]
〈12〉〈23〉〈45〉2〈56〉
]
.
The third line of eq. (F.20) is precisely the splitting amplitude contribution:
Split
[1](2)
n¯5 (P
+ → 5+, 6+s )A[0](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, P−) = (F.22)
−i
48pi2
〈n¯56〉
〈n¯55〉
[56]
〈56〉2 ·
−〈51〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉 .
Finally, the fourth line is the fusion term contribution:
Fuse(1−, 2+, 3+, 4+;P+ → 5+, 6+s ) =
−i
48pi2
[56]
〈56〉2
(〈46〉
〈45〉 −
〈n¯56〉
〈n¯55〉
)
· −〈51〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉 ,
(F.23)
which vanishes in the exact collinear limit of gluons 5 and 6 or for the choice |n¯5〉 =
|4〉. Therefore, the one-loop subleading soft theorem of eq. (4.47) reproduces the explicit
expansion of the amplitude A[1](1−, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+) as gluon 6 goes soft.
F.3 A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+s , 5+) quark loop amplitude
All previous examples to which we applied the one-loop subleading soft theorem of eq. (4.47)
were finite loop amplitudes. Since the one-loop soft theorem applies to any one-loop am-
plitude, it is also useful to explicitly check that it holds for an amplitude with infrared
divergences. In this appendix, we will apply the one-loop subleading soft theorem to
the five-gluon, one-loop amplitude A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) with only quarks running in
the loop. This amplitude is only infrared divergent due to collinear physics, and so in
this analysis, we will be able to use known results in the literature to test our one-loop
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soft theorem.23 The dimensionally-regulated and MS-renormalized leading-color amplitude
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) is [168]:
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) =
i
16pi2
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉
[
5
3
+
1
3
(
log
µ2
−s23 + log
µ2
−s15
)
+
10
9
]
+
i
16pi2
[
1
3
〈12〉2(〈23〉[34]〈41〉+ 〈24〉[45]〈51〉)
〈23〉〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉
log s23s15
s15 − s23
+
1
3
[34]〈41〉〈24〉[45](〈23〉[34]〈41〉+ 〈24〉[45]〈51〉)
〈34〉〈45〉
log s23s15 − s232s15 + s152s23
(s15 − s23)3
+
1
3
〈35〉[35]3
[12][23]〈34〉〈45〉[51] −
1
3
〈12〉[35]2
[23]〈34〉〈45〉[51] −
1
6
〈12〉[34]〈41〉〈24〉[45]
〈23〉[32]〈34〉〈45〉〈51〉[15]
]
. (F.24)
Here,  is the dimensional regularization parameter defined by d = 4 − 2 and µ2 is the
dimensional regularization scale. Terms at O() or higher have been dropped.
We now expand this amplitude in the limit that the momentum of gluon 4 becomes
small. The one-loop soft theorem predicts that, up to O(λ0), this amplitude expands as
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+s , 5+) = S[0](0)(4+s )A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+) + S[1](0)(4+s )A[0](1−, 2−, 3+, 5+)
+O(λ0) . (F.25)
For fermions in the loop, the one-loop soft amplitude S[1](0)(4+) is zero [151]. The one-loop
four-point amplitude is [169–171]
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+) =
i
16pi2
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
[
5
3
+
2
3
log
µ2
−s23 +
10
9
]
. (F.26)
Therefore, the expansion of A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) to leading power in the energy of gluon
4 is
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+s , 5+) = S[0](0)(4+s )A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+) (F.27)
=
〈35〉
〈34〉〈45〉 ·
i
16pi2
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
[
5
3
+
2
3
log
µ2
−s23 +
10
9
]
.
It is easy to verify that this agrees with the leading term in the expansion of the five-point
amplitude A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+).
We can continue to higher power in λ. The soft theorem predicts several possible
contributions. There are non-zero contributions at O(λ0) from the Low-Burnett-Kroll
operator, collinear splitting amplitudes and collinear fusion terms, while contributions from
soft loops vanish because soft fermions only start to contribute beyond O(λ0). Thus the
soft theorem predicts that the amplitude expands as
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+s , 5+) = S[0](0)(4+s )A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+) (F.28)
+ S[0](2)(4+s )A[1,hard]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+)
23We could test this with an amplitude that is also soft divergent, such as A[1](1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) with
gluons in the loop, but this would require a new calculation of subleading power one-loop soft currents.
Such a result does deserve its own dedicated study.
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+ Split
[1](2)
n¯3 (P
− → 3+, 4+s )A[0](1−, 2−, P+, 5+)
+ Split
[1](2)
n¯5 (P
− → 4+s , 5+)A[0](1−, 2−, 3+, P+)
+ Fuse(5+, 1−, 2−;P− → 3+, 4+s )A[0](1−, 2−, P+, 5+)
+ Fuse(1−, 2−, 3+;P− → 4+s , 5+)A[0](1−, 2−, 3+, P+)
+O(λ1) .
Unlike other amplitudes we have studied which were infrared finite, here the contribution
from the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator acts only on the hard, infrared finite part of the four-
point amplitude A[1,hard]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+). The hard part of the amplitude can be read off
from eq. (F.26):
A[1,hard]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+) =
i
16pi2
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
[
2
3
log
µ2
−s23 +
10
9
]
. (F.29)
Using this expression for the hard function, the contribution to the subleading soft expan-
sion from the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator is
S[0](2)(4+s )A[1,hard]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 5+) = −
i
16pi2
2
3
1
〈34〉
[24]
[23]
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉 . (F.30)
For the collinear splitting amplitude contribution, we need the corresponding one-loop
amplitudes. The splitting amplitude with a quark in the loop to this power is [145, 151]
Split
[1](2)
n¯3 (P
− → 3+, 4+s ) =
−i
48pi2
[n¯34]
[n¯33]
1
〈34〉 , (F.31)
where the vector n¯3 is arbitrary and defines the momentum fraction of gluon 4. The form
of the momentum fraction [n¯34]/[n¯33] is such that Split
[1](2)
n¯3 (P
− → 3+, 4+s ) has the correct
little group properties. Similarly, the other splitting amplitude is
Split
[1](2)
n¯5 (P
− → 4+s , 5+) =
−i
48pi2
[n¯54]
[n¯55]
1
〈45〉 . (F.32)
As in our earlier examples discussed above, the fusion terms Fuse(5+, 1−, 2−;P− → 3+, 4+s )
and Fuse(1−, 2−, 3+;P− → 4+s , 5+) vanish in the exactly collinear limit and are given by dif-
ferences between splitting amplitudes with different definitions of the momentum fraction.
This can be verified by explicitly expanding the amplitude in the limit that particle
four becomes soft. We find
A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+s , 5+) =
〈35〉
〈34〉〈45〉 ·
i
16pi2
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
[
5
3
+
2
3
log
µ2
−s23 +
10
9
]
− i
16pi2
2
3
1
〈34〉
[24]
[23]
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
+
−i
48pi2
[n¯34]
[n¯33]
1
〈34〉 ·
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
+
−i
48pi2
[n¯54]
[n¯55]
1
〈45〉 ·
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
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+
−i
48pi2
1
〈34〉
[(
[54]
[53]
− [n¯34]
[n¯33]
)
+ 2
(
[54]
[53]
− [24]
[23]
)]
· 〈12〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
+
−i
48pi2
1
〈45〉
[(
[34]
[35]
− [n¯54]
[n¯55]
)
+ 2
(
[34]
[35]
− [14]
[15]
)]
· 〈12〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
+O(λ1) . (F.33)
To match with the prediction of the subleading soft theorem, note that the second line of
eq. (F.33) is the Low-Burnett-Kroll contribution, and the third and fourth lines are the
splitting amplitude contributions, as defined in eqs. (F.31) and (F.32). The fifth and sixth
lines of eq. (F.33) are the collinear fusion terms with
Fuse(5+, 1−, 2−;P− → 3+, 4+s ) =
−i
48pi2
1
〈34〉
[(
[54]
[53]
− [n¯34]
[n¯33]
)
+ 2
(
[54]
[53]
− [24]
[23]
)]
,
(F.34)
which vanishes in the exactly collinear limit of gluons 3 and 4. Similarly,
Fuse(1−, 2−, 3+;P− → 4+s , 5+) =
−i
48pi2
1
〈45〉
[(
[34]
[35]
− [n¯54]
[n¯55]
)
+ 2
(
[34]
[35]
− [14]
[15]
)]
,
(F.35)
which vanishes in the exactly collinear limit of gluons 4 and 5. Again the fusion terms
themselves vanish for specific choices of the reference vectors
[n¯3| = 3 [5|
[53]
− 2 [2|
[23]
, [n¯5| = 3 [3|
[35]
− 2 [1|
[15]
. (F.36)
in which case the result from lines 3-6 of eq. (4.47) are entirely given by the splitting
function terms. Note that these are normalized as [n¯33] = [n¯55] = 1. Thus, altogether
the one-loop subleading soft theorem of eq. (4.47) reproduces the explicit expansion of the
amplitude A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+) as gluon 4 goes soft.
It is important to note that the expansion in eq. (F.33) requires a non-trivial re-
association of terms. The second, third and fifth lines of eq. (F.33) sum to
− i
16pi2
2
3
1
〈34〉
[24]
[23]
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉 +
−i
48pi2
[n¯34]
[n¯33]
1
〈34〉 ·
〈12〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉 (F.37)
+
−i
48pi2
1
〈34〉
[(
[54]
[53]
− [n¯34]
[n¯33]
)
+ 2
(
[54]
[53]
− [24]
[23]
)]
· 〈12〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉
=
−i
16pi2
1
〈34〉
[54]
[53]
· 〈12〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉〈35〉〈51〉 .
This demonstrates that the contribution from the Low-Burnett-Kroll operator to the ex-
pansion of the amplitude A[1]q (1−, 2−, 3+, 4+, 5+), together with the splitting and fusion
terms, is vital for the correct factorization properties in the soft limit. The terms in
eq. (F.33) arrange themselves in precisely the correct way to ensure that the properties of
the collinear fusion terms are maintained.
G Soft limit of the 1 → 3 splitting amplitude in SCET
In this appendix, we present the expression for the other color ordering, TBTA, of the soft
limit of the 1→ 3 splitting amplitude studied in section 4.4. The color index of the collinear
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(1)
= g fABC

gνρ⊥
⇢⇣
1− 1
α
⌘
pµn −
⇣
1 +
1
α
⌘ n¯µ
2
n · ps − p
2
n n¯
µ
n¯ · pn
}
− 2gµνpρn⊥
+ gµρ⊥
⇢⇣
1− 1
α
⌘
pνn −
p2n n¯
ν
n¯ · pn
}
+
⇣
n¯µpνn + n¯
νpµn +
1
2
n¯µn¯νn · ps
⌘ pρn⊥
n¯ · pn
]
ps
pn
ρ,B
ν, Cµ,A
Figure 8. Feynman rules for soft gluon emission from a collinear gluon at O(λ1) in a general
covariant collinear gauge. Here,
(1)
× denotes the subleading vertex from the Lagrangian L(1)An and the
momenta pn and ps are outgoing. A, B and C denote the color indices of the gluons, and f
ABC
are the structure constants. Finally α is the covariant gauge parameter, and in Feynman-‘t Hooft
gauge α = 1.
p1p (1)
= ig TATB
n¯/
2

γµ⊥γ
ν
⊥
n¯ · p +
γν⊥p/⊥n¯
µ
(n¯ · p)(n¯ · p2) +
p/1⊥γν⊥n¯
µ
(n¯ · p)(n¯ · p2)
]
+ ig TBTA
n¯/
2

γν⊥γ
µ
⊥
n¯ · p1 −
γν⊥p/⊥n¯
µ
(n¯ · p1)(n¯ · p2) −
p/1⊥γν⊥n¯
µ
(n¯ · p1)(n¯ · p2)
]
µ,A
ν,B
p2 ps
Figure 9. Feynman rules for collinear and soft gluon emission from a collinear fermion line at
O(λ1). Here,
(1)
× denotes the subleading vertex from L(1)ξn , the momenta p1, p2 and ps are all
outgoing, and p is incoming. A and B are the color indices of the collinear gluon and soft gluon,
respectively.
gluon is A and the color index of the soft gluon is B. The result is computed using SCET,
and the two most complicated Feynman rules required for this purpose are the subleading
3-gluon vertex displayed in figure 8 and the four point fermion-gluon vertex shown in
figure 9. These Feynman rules are shown prior to making the BPS field redefinition. After
making the BPS field redefinition the propagator insertion diagrams are removed, and the
Feynman rules in both figures 8 and 9 should be multiplied by
(
g⊥ρα − nρ p
⊥
sα
n·ps
)
where α is
now the external index for the soft gluon.
For this TBTA color ordering, the soft gluon can be emitted from either the collinear
gluon or the collinear quark, and we again set the total p⊥ of the collinear sector to zero.
There are then five diagrams to consider. As in section 4.4, we are computing after using the
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BPS field redefinition, so soft gauge invariance is manifest in each diagram. The result is:
✦
♣
s
 
✭✶✁
✂
✄
✂
✷
+
✦
♣
s
 
✶
 
✷
✁
✭✂✄
+
✦
♣
 
✶
 
✷
✭✁✂
✄
s
(G.1)
+
✦
♣
s
✭✶ 
✁
✂
✁
✷
+
✦
♣
s
✭✶ 
✁
✂
✁
✷
= g2 u¯(p1)T
BTA
[(
n · 2
n · p −
n¯ · 2
n¯ · p2 +
/p1⊥/2⊥
n · p n¯ · p1
)(
2pρ1⊥ − 2pρ2⊥
n¯ · p1
n¯ · p2
)
+
(
/p1⊥γ
ρ
⊥
n¯ · 2
n¯ · p2 − γ
ρ
⊥/2⊥ − 2ρ2⊥
n¯ · p1
n¯ · p2
)
n · ps
n · p
]
µs pνs
(n¯ · p1)(n · ps)
(
g⊥µρ
nν
n · ps − g
⊥
νρ
nµ
n · ps
)
.
In this expression, we have explicitly included coupling and color factors, where the color
index of the collinear gluon is A and the color index of the soft gluon is B. Collinear gauge
invariance can be verified explicitly by taking 2 → p2, using momentum conservation and
the fact that all external particles are on-shell. This result agrees with the soft expansion
of the 1→ 3 splitting amplitude, that is, it agrees with the full 1 → 3 splitting amplitude
up to terms suppressed by higher powers of λ and terms in our result that enforce soft
gauge invariance.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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